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JAPANME INTELLIGENCE ORGANIZATIONS IN CHINA.
Introductions

elm purpose of this investigation has been as followss'
a. To collect in greater detail further information concerning the
, highly complat Japanese Intelligence Systes, particularly oonaerator
Organisational. Structure
Prominent Personalities
Methods of Operation
b.

c.

To oorro/ate this information into a inapprehensive report on

Japanese Intelligence in China for future study and reference.
To understand the war tine viten in order to be on guard for
pease time organising along siaLlmillems, by the same people,
who may yes the war time methods of operation.

ARBLIULALLIASULA2M8
The basis of statements in this report stem from information set out
in reports of investigation during the period from September 1945
through March 1946 as compiled by investigators of &Wow in Canton,

Tientsin, Peiping, Waste°, and Shanghai. The findings are presented
as briefly as possible to give the report coherence, while in the Ap-

following each section of the mortal" be found the detailed
explanations, charts, etc.

pendix.

It must be remembered that at the time of the investigation, certain
unavoidab/s difficulties inherent to the altuationHin China precluded
much of the evidence from Japanese mums. Oms predaminant hinderuse which existed, and still exists, is the inevitable liaison which
moat be *molested with the Chinese authorities in order to interview
Japanese military personnel, which Lammers' instances has fruitless
attempts to obtain desired interviews. This has been partioular4
true in fbaughat.
Also the general destruction of evidence by the Japanese following
the surrender has sompletely eliminated the possibLity of sabstanti-

stile investigations with documentary proof, hones aline mast be

drain between informationfUrnished by Japanese officers eho wire aaked
to submit reports, and the informations furnished by agents and contents; inmost cases neither are authentic, and in some cases deliber•
ately false .statements were made by responsible Japanese in order to
prevent detection of the true facts. Agent reports are generally accurate and true within the Limits of error of human =mow.
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The Japanese China Seas Fleet, under the direction of
the Naval General Staff, Tokyo, with Headquarters at Shanghai,
was responsible for the Japanese Nairn mission in China,
• ah was to combat enemy assault troops, safe-guard sea nommunications, patrol channels of Yangtze and Whangpoo Rivers
end blockade China Coast. At Suangb.ai, these duties discharged
by Naval. Base Command, Special Naval Landing Party and Naval
Office assisted by numerous Service Special Units. Naval Base
Command was responsible fbr the defense of Shanghai and its
vicinity, Special Naval Landing Party entered Shanghai in 1937
and occupied the Japanese section of the city for the purpose
of protecting Japanese nationals and their interests. me
Lauding Party aided in policing these sections of Shanghai
occupied by the Navy, although primary Jurisdiction rested in
other organizations.
•
The Naval °Mee in isnanghat attained to :Liaison, co/looting of inftomaation both for the China Seas Fleet and the Naval
General Staff, Tokyo, in which matters it eommunicated directly with the General Staff. Naval Office attended to negotiations
and settlements of affairs relative to Naval operations, defense,
protection of coammonioations, purchasing of military necessities
and transportation. It maintained contact with other Naval and
Oft iota]. Organizations. Navigation seetion, Naval Office
obtained economic intelligence from sarogailers, Investigation
section handled research Press section eulogl.zed the entire
Japanese Navy. The Information and Liaison section conduoted
investigation and kept contact with all foreign nationals,
maintained a listening post and controlled enemy prgarty.
The Japanese Navy was helped in its intelligence w3rk 1:17
numerous Maas and Yoko', Waidi organised to collect material
and information in China. Towards the Sovietise the Japanese Navy adopted a polio" of ooncillation end appeasement and received
num favors from them in exchange for an nvenienoes, during the
war.
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TEE IMPERIAL JAPANESE CHINA SEAS FLEET

The Imperial Japanese Navy at Shang:ate China was under.
the control and direction Ofthe Japanese China Seas Fleet
skid: had its origin in and was responsible to the Japanese
Ministry of Navy and the Naval General Staff at Tokyo, Japan.
The Japanese China Seas Fleet had its Headquarters at
Shenglai, China and was composed of a Commander-in-Chief and
numerous staff officers. The mission of the Mina Seas Fleet
was performed by many sub-branohes stationed in
well as the rest of China.
Shanghai as

The mission of thio China Seas Fleet was
1.
2.
3.

1.•

To combat enemy assault troops end aafe-gu.ard
sea cosmstnioatiOns.
Safe-guarding channels of the Yangtze and
Whangpoo Rivers.
Blockade and patrol of the. coast of China.

• The following units of the China Seas Fleet were located
at Shanghai, China
14 Shanghai Naval Base Command
Commander: Rear-Admiral TOEUJI MORI
2.

The Shanghai Naval Special landing Party
Commander: Rear-Admiral Minoru EATSUMO

3.

The Japanese Naval Office in Shanghai
Commander: Rear-Admiral XXXI MINATO

The majority of the duties of the Japanese Navy at
Shanghai were discharged by the aaanghai Nava/ Base
Oommaid, The Shenettai Special Navel Landing Party, .
The jape:wee Navel Office in Shanghai. These offi-

ces will be discussed later in this report.

4.

_

The Japanese Naval Air Yore* in Central China
Commander: Captain UNOSUKE =MAU
•

5.

The Second Meteorological Corps
Commanders Kenji MATOR/

6.

The Shanghai Naval Navigation Office
Commander: Captain TUI3:HIKO IMMOU,

7.

The Shanghai Naval Transportation Office
which had a brim office in Taingtao
Commander: Captain Tasusato TANABE
The Shanghai Naval Transportation Office controlled
all :kipping time affiliated with the Japanes•
Navy.

8.

The First Naval Ordnance Office
which had brat& offiess in Nankai", Tsingta:
Nanking end Peiping
Commander: Paymaster Vice-Admiral BUMPS oitATaTZAWA
The first Naval Ordnaaoe Office at Shanghai stocked
and supplied war goods to the entire offices of the
Japanese China Seas Fleet, sad other organisations
desigaatod by directive.

9.

The First Naval Office of A000unts and Supplies
which had branch offices in Sankey, Taingtao
Nanking and Peiping
Commander: Paymaster Vioe-Airel NOMMIM OILATENTIANA
The First fTapanose Naval (moo of AseoUnts sad
Supplies was responsible for the anperviaion of
accounts of the =tire offices of the farasse
China Seas Met and the parehaaing and
of :military peas.

•

10. The Shanghai Naval nothing and Provisions Depot
which had a branch office in Tsingtso
Commuadmirt Paymaster Vise-Aditiral MVP= OMATMANA
The Shanghai Naval Clothing and Previsions Depot had
the reglosulibility of stocking and investigation or
clothing and proViniene of the ripeness (Mina Seas
Fleet and other Navel Offiess.
****** ********
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The First Naral.Ordnance Office, the First
Japanese Naval Office of Accounts and. Supplies,
and the Shanghai Naval Clothing and Provisions
Depot, in discharging their duties as a supply
branch of the organization, had. contact with and
direction of all firms dealing with and furnishing supplies to the Naval Offices, It was to these
Offices that the firms of MENA and ICOD2VIA. MAT
which, on occasions, were used. as espionage agencies, were responsible.
11 The First Nava Construction Office
which had a branch office in Tsingtao
Commandert Captain KEIIiI FET.TITA
The First Navel Construction. Office was responsible for the Construction of defense posts and
general construction work of the Japanese China
Seas Fleet, with the exception of the Second. China
Seas Fleets The First Naval. Construction Office
had. under this control the Naval Construction
'Corps in North and Central China.
12.

The First Naval Engineerine, Office
which had; ,a branch office in Hankow
Commander: Captain TONG usaa IIIZA.WA
The First Nava Engineering Office was responsible
for the production and repair of warships, arms
and. ground oommunication sets for the Iry mese
China Seas Fleet or other Naval. Offices included
in direatztves. The First Naval Engineering Office
directed and su.pervised the work of the Kiangnan
Dockyard at Shangnai„ China, and, other firms
employed by the Ispartese Nary in this type of work.

13.

The First Naval hospital
Commander:: Surgeon Rear-Admiral SIMARD KAI\TAZXVA.

14.

The Court-Marshal J'apanese China Seas Fleet
The First Nava Prison Co:menden Provost Captain. ALT' NIRA

150

The First Naval Mail Office
Gatemsadert Ccuamissioner 1WIRO

-
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The following units of the China Seas Fleet were not
located at Shanghai, China, and had no offioes there :
1. The :apanese Naval Office in Peking, Nanking,
Hankow, Amoy, Canton and Hong Kong.
2. The Tsingtao Naval Base Command
Headquarters: Tsingtao
Commander: Vioe-Admiral SHIGEITI KANEKO
The Tsingtao Naval Base Command had the following mission:
a. To combat enemy assault troops
b. To safe-guard sea oommunioations
b. To blockade and patrol the coast of China
North of 330 North latitude.

3. The Yangtze River Naval Base Command

Headquarters: Henkow
Commander: Vice-Admiral TORII° SAWADA
The Yangtze River Naval Base Command was charged
with the responsibility :
a. To combat enemy assault troops
b. To safe-guard the channels of the Yangtze
River between Hankow and Kiangyin

4. The Second China Seas Fleet

Htadquarters: Hong Kong
Oommaader: Vice-Admiral RUITARO rUZITA
Chief of Staff: Rear-Admiral vaniwq 0KUMA
The Second China Seas Fleet had offices at Hong Kong
under the command of Rear-Admiral YUZURU orma and
the Amoy branch under the command of Vice-Lamiral
SEIXOHI HARADA, Its duties were :
a. To combat enemy assault troops
b. To safe-guard sea communications
o. Blockade and patrol of the China coastal waters
West of 100 0 East and North-East of the line
connecting Oopa point (Leignow Peninsula) and
the point 20 0 North of 112v East.

G r.
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5. Hainan Garrison
Headquarters: Sans, Hainan Island
Commander: Vioe-Agmiral KEIZIRO GOGA
Chief of Starr: itear-AsImiral KINX1 SENDA
The Hainan Garrison had the following responsibility:
a. To combat enany assault troops
b. Blockade and patrol of the China coast
west of the line =mooting Gopa point
and the point 20° North of 112" East.
The falowing is the staff of the Japanese China Seas
Fleet boated at Shangnai, China:
Vioe-Admiral RIOZO FORMA
Oommander-in-uidei or the China Seas Fleet
(May 1945 - August 1945)
Vice-Admiral NAMEASA 3Arn_Nru
Chief of Staff of the China Seas Fleet
(Deoember 1944 - August 1945)
Rear-Admiral KANTT onewA
Assistant Chief of Staff, China Seas Fleet
(February 1945 - August 1945)
Captain YAqUZATO TANABE
•
Chief of supplies, engineering,
Commander-in-Chief of Naval Transportation
Section of China Seas Fleet.
The following were staff officers assigned to the China
Seas Fleet at Shanghai, China
Captain MASANOHI OGAGIRO
Captain TAKEO KATO
Captain Tosaio KONDO
Captain TAKESHI SKIMIZUTANT
Commander HUHACHIRO TANIOKA
Commander TADASii SITMORA
Commander TAKESII HOOKI

,n
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Commander =ammo Imam'
Commander TOSHIHIRO AKAG/

Commander KAZUTOSHI ASADA
Lt.Comdr. ISMU KoVIIAUA

In addition to the above officers, the Chief of Staff of the Japanese China Seas Fleet often called for advice upon

Commanding officers of the various units under his command and
bestowed upon them the title of staff officers of the China
Seas Fleet, in addition to their title as Commander of the
various units to which they were assigaed.
THE SHANGHAI JAPANESE NAVAL BASE COVIAND
The responsibility for the defense of Shanghai and its
vicinity was, soar as the Japanese Navy was concerned in the
Japanese Naval Base Command under the direotion of Rear-Admiral TOICIITI RI and the Shanghai Naval Special Landing Party,
under the command of Rear-Admiral MINORU 3,/iATrIJNO.
The duties of the Shanghai Japanese Naval. Base Command
were entirely military. The following &art shows the officers' strength and duties of the Naval Base Command:
THE SHANGHAI JAPANESE NAVAL, BASE COWLAND
Commander: Rear-Admiral TOKUZI MORI.
Of ces or e achments
under command

Strength

Duties

Headquarters of the
Shanghai Japanese Naval
Base Command
(Commander: Rear-Admiral.
Tokuji tiori )

Staff officers: 3
Officers
'17

1. Direction of the
entire force.
2. Waters under command:
Ohtna coast, South of
33‘) N. and East of
1200 E.
3. Safeguarding of sea

Sailors

: 180

communications

The Shanghai Naval Port 1. Officers

Affairs Office

71

Sailors 810
(Chief: Captain YMEUICO 2. Nowt boats: 49
niAlgRA)
Oonverted minelayers
:
Ferry boats: 5

1. Control of port
affairs in Shanghai,
• Safeguarding of waters
under command, and
protection of navigation routes.

n
ij
41

^

43. .11

Tugs
Dredgers
Mud-carriers
Cargo boats:
Lighters •
Pontoons :

11

5
8

2. VAters under common
Shanghai port areas
aad Yangtze River
below Niangyin.

Japanese Garrison at
1. Officers t 64
Shichiadhan or Raffle
Sailors :1,088
Island of Peke Liehtao
2. River Gun-boat: group.
ATAKA
(Commander: Captain
•
Motor boats:
4
TAKECH270 TEMANI347)
"Suicide" •
Captain TIMANIPHI was
Torpedo
conourrently commander
boats
: 54
of River Gun-boat ATAKA.

1. Defense of Raffle
Island and 3afegua
of waters under cox=
2. Waters under command
Central Chia coast,
South of 33'N. and
North of Pa-ohu Shan

Japanese Garrison in
Chowshan Archipelago
(Commander: CoptRin
KI1OHIDE ?WINO)

1. Officers : 133
:2,379
Sailors
2. Motor boats: 18
"Suicide"
torpedo bts: 98
Gun-boat: KAISEI.

1. Defense of Chowshan
Archipelago and Safe
guarding of waters
under command.
2. Waters under command
Central China coast,
South of Ta-Chu Shan
and East of 120 0 E.

Ships under direct
Conatendt

Old-type destroyers: 2
River Gun-boats
4
Transports
: 1
Converted sub-ohaser 1

Specific order
issued whenever
necessary.

THE SHANGHAI JAPANESE SPECIAL NAM LANDING PARTY

The Japanese Shanghai Special Naval Landing Parby, entered
Shanghai in 1937 at the time of the China Incidoint. Upon its
entrance, the Special Naval Landing Party took over the Northern

.4J
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section of Shanghai, that is, that portion of the city north of
Soochow Creek known as Hongkew in which Japanese nationals were
living. The Special Naval Landing Party also took over the
Pootung section of Shanghai which is across the Whangpoo River
immediately opposite the International Settlement and likewise
was inhabited to a large extent by the Japanese nationals. The
purpose expressed by the Japanese in taking these sections of
Shanghai was to protect the lives and. interests of the Japanese
people living there.
Immediately upon the outbreak of the Pacific war, the
Japanese Shanghai Special Naval Landire, Party moved into that
part of the International. Settlement lying between Soochow creek
on the North, Avenue Edouard VII on the South, Whangpoo River on
the East and the Shanghai Race Course, on West.
After the outbreak of the Pacific war the Japanese Shanghai
Special Naval. Landing Pert-3 r occupied a very secondary position to
that of the Army. However, they did retain jurisdiction of these
portions of Shanghai leach had been occupied by the Navy.
The duties of the Japanese Shanghai Special Naval Landing
Party were to defend Shanghai in the event of an enemy attack as
well as to protect the lives and property of Japanese nationals
under their control. In its capacity of protecting the lives and
property of the Japanese nationals under its oontrol, the Naval
Landing Party maintained a small Police Force.
The Japanese Speoial Navel Landing Party in Shanghai was
responsible to the Commander-in-Chief of the Japanese China Seas
Fleet and it continued so to function until April 1943, at which
time the command of the entire Shanghai area was assumed by the
dommander-in-Chief of the Japanese 13th Army. The japanese Special Naval Landing Party in Shanghai osne under his direction
and took preparatory steps against possible enemy assaults in the
former Japanese defense zone eni in the defense of the many Naval
estab.lishments. The Commander of the Japanese 13th Army at
Shanghai in AprS 1943 also took over the respon.sitiLity for air
Morena* measures.
The responsibility of the Japanese Special Naval. Landing

Party in Shanghai as a Police organisation, was limited to the
sate taarding of the areas under its commend, and took whatever
steps feud neoessary in the maintenance of peace and order in
s

the Navel zone.

CI WI
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The Police duties in Shanghai. were under the direct
command of the Japanese Gendarmerie Witch had powers to take
preventative measures, to conduct investigations, apprehensions,
and examinations as domed necessary.
The Japanese Consular Police assumed Police duties over
the Japanese civilians in Shanghai while the Shanghai Municipal
Polioe composed mostly of Chinese, had. policing authority over
the Chinese and neutral nationals.
In maintaining peace and order in the Shanghai area, the
Japanese Gendarmerie directed the Japanese Consular : Police and
Municipal Police whenever necessary.
In the event of the terroristic acts in the Zepanese Naval
defense zone, the investigations apprehensions, and examinations
of the suspect or suspects and Aber forms of investigative
activity were peritormed b y the Japanese Gendarmerie or by the
Shanghai Municipal Police. The Special Naval Landing Party maintained close contact with these two organizations and took whatever steps they requested or recommended in the maintenanoe of
peace and order in the Naval. defense zone.
The following chart shows the composition of the Japanese
Shanghai Spedial Naval Lending Party as of August 10, 1945

(Over)
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THE COMPOSITION OF 151E SHANGHAI SPECIAL NAVAL LANDING PARTY
AT AUMIST 10 11 1945
Mune of
detachment

Commanding
officer

Headquarters:

Hear-Admiral
iaNORIT KATSUNO

1

Staff
officers:

Captain K.
PVKUSHIMA
Lt.Com. Y.
LANADA & 4 others

6

Adjutants:

Lt. H. YOKOTA
and two others

3

Office
duties:

Lt.Com . a.
hilYAMOTO and
three others

Surgeon:

Suraeon Cap.
S. KATSUTAMA

1.

Paymaster:

Lt.Com . S.
SUZUKI

1.

• Officers & seamen attached
the Headquarters:

Number of
" offi.ers

Number of
804Men

18

Total

Arms

24

28
4

68

1,013

Cl MO PO V%
Iwo Ja (10 Li Ali A.

1,081

2 13-nra
machineguns
2 radio detectors
14 heavy machine- guns
13

v n'V 4.
..11

Name of
detachment

Commanding
officer

Headquarters
Unit

Coin. K. TANAKA.

tio• coo

Number of Number of
officers seamen
618

25

Total .

643

3 25-nun mach.ine guns
4 13-min machine elms

4 12-mm machineAuns

Northern
District
Unit

Lt.Com.M.
MAIZAWA

1,282

38

. 12 12-cm AL guns, 3 light tanks
33. 25-mm machine-guns, 7 armored
cars
lantern
District
Unit

Lt.Com . T.
MATSUDA

Pootung
Unit

Lt. Y.HATANO

•

23

e,)

"
ter

1,320

2 150-cm search lights
4 110-cm search lights
•

Arms
12-am AA gun
2 15-cm trench mortars
1 12-cm field gun
12 18-cm trench mortars
24 heavy machine-guns
heavy bomb-thrower
13. 13-cm machine-guns
16 machine-gun oars, .
4 15-on mortars,
Z anti-tank sins
27 8-cm mortars
48 heavy machine-guns
20 heavy bomb-thrower
2 radio detectors.

4 8-am AA guns
7 15-cm mortars
4 7.5-cm mobile AA
guns,
28 4, 8-cm mortars
4 40-mm machine-guns
10 heavy machine-guns 19 25-mm machine-guns
14. heavy bomb-throwers 4 13-mm machine-guns
2 150-cm search 11its
3 cm AA guns
37
361
15 heavy machine-guns
22 25-Emt machine-guns
8 heavy bomb-thrower
1 150-em search ugh
•
8 13-mm machine-guns
1 radio detector
2 15-cm mortars
12 8-cm mortars
608

.1r1
al W/

633.

sncEBT
Inner District Lt.Com . N.
KAWAMURA
Unit

27

593.

(Officers ;211
Grand total...4,713 (
(seamen 4,502

618

1 I-type 8-am gun,
8 heavy bomb-tSroweri
2 40-mm maahine-guns
2 radio detectors
2 35-mm machine-guns,
2 medium-size gun
boats.
2 13-mm machine-guns
. 2 Rotor boats
16 8-cm mortars,
3 snail boats
26 heavy machine-guns

19 12-em AA guns
74
7 8-am AA guns
3
1 I-type 8-am gull
7
1 12-cm field gun 16
2
4 7.5-cm mobile AA.
guns
6 40-ma machine-guns 5
77 35-al5 machine-guns 7
4 114-am search 1igkts2
31 13-ma maohine-guns
4 12-mm machine-guns 2
15 15-cm mortars
95 8-ca. mortars
3 small boats
127 heavy machine-guns

heavy bomb-throwers

light tanks

armored oars
machine-gun oars
anti-tank guns
150-am search
radio detectors
medium-size gun boa
ta
motor boats
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THE JAPANESE NAV% OYFICE IN SHANGHA/. CHINA.

A.

- Mita
The Japanese Naval Office in fallanghai was boated at 27,
man M]NATO.

the Bund and was under the command of Reer-Admiral

It was responsible to the Commander-in-Chief of the Japa-

nese China Seas Fleet and attended to liaison work and the gathering of information concerning Naval operations.

This office also handled 'other Naval affairs specified by
the Commander-in-Chief of the Japmaese China .:leas Fleet and
oolleoted information under the direct conmand of the Chief of
Staff of the Japanese Navy in Tokyo. In this latter connection,
the Naval Office in Shanghai received all sent information oollected directly to the Naval General Staff in Tokyo. The Naval
office also engaged in the gathering of information vital to the
operations of the Japanese China Seas Fleet. •
The Japanese Naval Office in Shanghai maintained close
contact not only with other Naval ormizations, but also with
various Tepanese official organizations. This office attended
to negotiations and settlement of affairs relative to Naval operations and defense, Trotection of communications, pArchasing of
military necessities and transportations.
B.

- ORGANIZATION AND TER3ONNEL:
(1) Officers in Charge.

The Japanese Naval Office in Shanghai was composed of one
Admiral or Rear -Admiral as Chief of the Office, three to five
Captains Co.,manders and Lt.Commanders as assistants in addition
to several junior Officers, as well as civilian employees.
The following officers were in &large of the
in Shanghai:

aval Office

Vice-Admiral ARATA OKA
Deeember 1941 - -36,ptem p er 1943
Vice - Admiral TAIICHIRO =TO
3e.Pt emb er 1943 - Lovember 1944
Rear-Admiral Erin MINATO
Aovember 1944 - Ausiat 1945.

wi es n
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(2) The General Affairs Section:
The General Affairs Section performed overall execution
of genera/ affairs of the office and also matters not handled
sections of the Neval Office in Shanghai.
by
Specifically among its duties were the

followings

a) Adjutant to the Chief of the Japanese Naval Office
in Shanghai. In addition to regular duties as an
adjutant, he arranged travelling facilities for
offioers, sailors and civilian employees.
b) The general affairs room - handled drafting, receiving end seneing of official documents, personal
affairs and merits of servicement, pay matters and
other miscellaneous affairs.
c) The internal affairs room - handled the maintenance
of the guarding and the maintenance of order in and
our of the guard-room.
The commanding officers of the General Affairs Section .
are as follows:
Captain T. KITAURA
December 1941 - may 1942
Captain S. KOBETTO
ILEW 1942 - duly 1944
Captain B. KUWABARA
July 1944 - August 1945.
•

(3) The Navigation Section:

This Section performed the usual customs duties. It also
conducted investigation in the Shanghai area concerning economical matters. Inforaation in this regard was obtained by watching
the smuggling of goods, arms and other materials into Free China,
and the movements in and out of Shanghai of guerrilla bands.
The bui'r.. or the investigative work or the Navagation See-

tion was carried on by Chinese. The agents reported to the

officials of the Japanese liavy in their area. These agents were
eager to obtain the goodwill of the Japanese, since their
services would be rewarded with permits to bring into Shanghai
cargoes Whioh otherwise would have to be snuggled. Goods, in
order to be brought in and out of shanghai, first had to have a
Navy Certificate and then a customs Certificate. The following
men were known to be connected ulth the Intelligence Section of

SaCithT
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the Navigation Section of the Japanese Navy in and about
Shanghai, China :INTELLIGENCE SECTION, MARINE CUSTICS
•
Commissioner MORI TACK&
T1410E0 0/iAE
Chief of the Political Section
• TAKECHU FUKUSHIMA
HIKOTARO SAW
Assistant
SEIXI HIGAbu/TSUZUMI
,11
KAT3U KAWASHIMA
TOKUICHIAu
GAVA
HARUYOSHI WAKANO
KEISAN NITT4
YOSHIO SWA"f,
SdINRIU TANAKA
HERO / itiVAKA
ft

tf
ft
ft

)
) Shanghai Office
)

)

)
)

Woosung Offic•

KENSAN IKEDA
KAROKU If IRAD4
KITARO YOKOYATIA

Yangtzepoo Office

81 NAKAUURA
SEX YAMAGUCHI
KO= SUGIMoTo

Pootung Office

1

YOSKIGI OGAWA
SABURO FUJII
HANEI KOBAYAMI

Chung Ning Island
Office

(4) The Investigative Section:
The name investigative Section is misleading. The
duties of this section condisted entirely of research work,
by which this section examined the problems confronting the
China Seas Fleet in the exeoution of its duties. Their entire work was done from magazines, books and technical
SECRET
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periodicals which were •oLlected in and about Shanghai by
the Gendarmerie. They also received printed material from
Japan. This Section performed no active intelligence function in the collection of infbrmation and data.

The officers in charge of this Section were as follows:
Captain S. KUWABARA
July 1944 - November 1944
Commander H. TANIOICA

November 1944 • Auggst 1945.
(5) Press Seetion:

The Press Seetion, through newspapers, radio Stations,
News Agenoies, magazines, theaters and movies, handled the
press releases and publicity work for the entire China Seas
Fleet, as well as for the Naval Office in Shanghai, regarding
the war situation both on the China Continent and in the
The control of censorship was vested in Tokyo. In

Shanghai, the Army, Navy and the Embassy jointly controlled

censorship through a committee which was directly under the
control of the Embassy. The Japanese Naval Office in Shanghai furnished a representative to that committee.
A few days before the Japanese surrender, the Press

Offices were consolidated into one Section known as the KOHOSIM or the Standard Information Office which was under the
dir ection of Minister TSCITCHIDA.
During the war, the Japanese Navy at Shanghai kept in
close contact with the Press Sections of the Army a nd Dubassy
and eulogized the war results of the Japanese Navy.

Publicity was directed to the Chinese, third Party
Nationals and japan ese residents, througi the following da anne/s:

(1) Publicity materials concerning the Japanese
Navy were furnished to the Japanese Newspapers
TAIELLIEU sEmpo and the Chinese Journals, in
particular: SEM PAO and SHIN WAN PAO.

-
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(2) Similar matters in the Japanese language were
sent to the Domei News Agency and releases in
the Chinese language were sent to the Central
Press Service of China.
(3) Concerns magazines and mosquito papers. The
Japanese magazines TAIRIEJ GMCAN and MILT
TIIIRIICU and the Chinese magazine SHUN l'AO
monthly and the SHIN WAN PAO monthly, and
others, as well as the Chinese weekly CHUT
KUO and the mosquito paper MAO ?AO were fur-

nished with publicity materials concerning the

Japanese Navy.

(4) Publicity material was also sent to the movies,
theaters and cultural organizations in and about
Shanghai.
tion:

The following personnel was attached to the Press SecCartRir s, rkMADA

December 1941 - October 1943
Captain K. 14111TMSEITEA
October 1943 - M 1945
.Captain S. KUWABARA

(6) Information and Liaison Section:
a) - Duties and personnel:
The Information and Liaison Section had for its duties
the investigation and supervision of the gathering of information, liaison work and the su p ervision of property of
foreign nationals.
The Chiefs of the Office were as follows:
Chief of Information Room:
Cant ni T1 'P. KITJXHA (Dec. 1941 - May 1942)
Captain S. KOBETTO (Ray. 1942 - July 1944)
Captain S. KM7ABil_RA (July 1944 - Auguat 1945)

c r,
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Ch w of Liaison Room:
Comender M. Wren' (Dec. 1941 - Nov: 1943)
Commander I. TEXIMA (Nov. 1943 - MAY 1945)
Staff officers:
Lt.Commander O. FUKUYAml (Dec. 1941 - Nov. 1942)
Lt.Commandar T. HINO '
(Nov. 1942 - Feb. 1945)
Lt.Commander M. FUCHIWAKI(Feb. 1945 - Aug. 1945)

-

Liaison* Room:
Poyme.ster-Lt. G. MIWA
Paymaster-Lt. H. TORTT
Paymaster-Lt. N. OGUMI
Paymaster-Lt. T. InDA
Civil Officer T. NAmBA

(Dec. 1941 - May 1943)
(Dec. 1941 - Spat. 1942)
(May 1943 - Jul y 1945)
(July 1945 - Aug. 1945)
(mar. 1943 - Aug. 1945)

Civilian employees;
7TIETTN;RA

I. TOYODA
I. UmuNOVITA
Y. 11cUdRIMA.
T. ET wm
3. IrASCKT

(Sept. 1942 - Aug. 1945)
(April 1943 - Aug. 1945)
(April 1942 August 1945)
Dec: 1941 - Zan. 1945)
Dec. 1944 - Aug. 1945)
Nov. 1943 - Aug. 1945)

(1) The Information Room:
The information room WAS employed in the gathering of
investigative reports and information and the eo-ordination of information gatheres.
Amcng its duties were:
1. Study and analysis of the general situation. This
was acoomplished from material seat from Tokyo,
Press reports, and locel.information compiled as
reference material for the China Seas Fleet. fro:1 this
material the information room prepared malysis of the
war situation.
2. Peace negotiations with Chungking. - This Section was
unable to conduct any activity towards the Conclusion
of Peach.) with the Chinese Government at Chungking because the Central authorities in Tokyo proAibited all
branch officers from making independent peace
"
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approaches. However, a rapprochement with Chungking was attempted on one occasions by the SALCURA
EIKAN whose Oommanding °Meer TOECJO MAMA was
sent to Shanghai by Admiral SHOUIIN NAUANU, Chief
of the Nava/ General Staff in Tokyo. uommander
OK=RA oo-ordinated his activities with this Section
of the Navy.
3. Strengthening of the Nanking Government. The activities for the strengthening of the WAUG
Regime was dons in Nanking and there was no occasion
for any activity in Shanghai except liaison work
between the Japanese Naval organization and the
Nanking Officers in Shanghai.
4. Operational materials. - This section supplied the
Japanese China Seas Fleet with operational and reference material.
5. Analysis of the war situation. - This section per' formed analysis of the war situation in the areas
surrounding Shanghai. This analysis was based on
.daily Press reports and information supplied by the
Shanghai Municipal Government.
6. Naval Information. - The Peace and Reconstruction
of the Nanking Government stationed on the islands
of the China Coast, as well as Junks operating in
the coastal waters, supplied information eoncerning
the situation in the coastal areas. In the final
phase of the Pacific war, such information was made
difficult to obtain because of the American bombings
of the coastal areas of China.
(2) Liaison Room:
The liaison room had for its duties the investigation
and supervision of matters which required outside contact
and liaison among the Japanese Army and Navy and civil organizations.
The liaison Section handled all matters fa once.rning the
Japanese Navy requiring contact with foreign and .Tapanese
organizations as well as other Ja p anese offices.
Za. C
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Those matters whioh concerned the Japanese :levy alone
were handled by this section in consultation with the ,7" tip armee Army end hnbassy office in order to !naintain close coordination among the three offices. In dealing with affE-kirs
which required corsultation with the Central authorities of
Tokyo, The Japanese Army,, Navy and Embassy Offices jointly
decided upon them after the reply from Tokyo was received.
As its moat important duty, this section was commanded to
maintain close co-ordination among the three offices.
The following chart shows the organization of the information and liaison section of the japanese Na.val Office at
Shanghai:

)
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NAVAL RE6ITENCE OFFICER MANGHAI
Rear-Admiral V77.11,0

1.
CHIEF OF LIAISON OFFICE'
Capt. ICTV.ABARA.
Assisting: Lt•Com. Fuaar;AKI

CLLR

ASSISTING OFFICER
Lt.1KEDA

TATUAI

RELIGIO

Utmunomiya

LISTENIN
POST

DOMMI
LIAISON

EMBASSY
Radio N

General

Yamamoto
Ichijima

Toyoda

GENERAL
AFFAIRS
Liaison

RUSSIAN
AFFAIRS

K.MNCH
AFFAIRS

Fukuhara

Tajiri

GM:AN

AFFAIRS

NOW8

Namba
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Bizen

Sasaki

Iwasaki
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IAA0 UTSIMO T,i1YA was a former college professor of

Socioloa. :Hie duties were merely to act as liaison offioer between the churches and the•japaaese Navy at Shanghai.
According to his superiors, he contented himself with
writing long, thesie . on the social aspects of various relislone.
IlitHUITOSUKT; TO 1 50DA. as a liaison's man of the Japanese
Navy, represented tzem in discussions with the Press Bureau
and with the representatives of the Embassy and. tt-ie Army.
T03110 TJAAT Ett., the oivilian affairs officer, was supervisor of this section and controlled the aotivities of the
other six sections.
NOBORU -iTSKUtiiLiLl. and Toro:I:IOU. BIZ),111 kept in contact
and kept the Navy tefonned on the ■Vhite Russians situation
in Shanghai. To this section also 1Blonged the notorious
EUGENE PICUC.-HOVikiS. on whose activities a separate report
is being made. It should be noted that Russian Affairs, as
used by the Jmanese Navy, confined itself to the Vihite Russians.
In matters defiling with the 11.3.3.R. were always noted as
Soviet matters.
Concerning the French, the japanese Eavy at Ihanghai
exhibited little interest since the French community was divided into Viohy-ites and. de Gaul/ists and were warring between
themselves during the entire Pacific war. Both sides, it is
rumored., co-operated with the Japanese whaaever it tend to
advance their cause or to weaken their opponents. CoOoperat,ion
in the main was received from the Vichy-ites since they were
more numerous than the de GauLlists.
There was, however, an underground de Gaullists movement
which would recruit mea of French extraction and immediately

upon recruiting then, would omugglc them to Indo-China or
some other place where they could be of more assistance in
the de Gaullist movement thaa at Sha2Lg4ai.

ii.ccording to his Commanding officers, TAXIRI, was responsible for keeping the Navy advised of these matters, but
was entirely irresponsible and unable to pellOrm his duties.
TAIIIi/ it isalid, is from a noble famay in Japan and he
maintained his position more on his aritecedents than on his

';tt
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The German Affairs were handled by LIIIGIA.) r...212/211
and SAKI. Their duties were to m al n t al n. liajsoi itrith
various German officers and officials at Manghai.
PM'ET LI73T-1413'.3 POST3
Tap mentality is conpletely unsuited to listeningpost work. They alba slow, cautious thinkers, and can
never make a quick decision or take prompt action before
thinking up a suitable reason or excuse for such, and each
excuse or reason must be aifficiently water-tight to blanket its originator against loss of face.
This phase of Japanese character played a great part
in the lives and actions of the officers and men who were
directly above us when we worked as operators in Japanese
monitor stations. It was also one of the main reasons why,
in my belief, these monitor stations played only a minor
and passive role in .Tepan's war effort.
Before :September 20, 1944 1 I did not know whether or
not the Taps were monitoring American voice circuits, as
operations were still at some distance from the Chine Coast
and the Philippines, and I had very seldom heard any military Voice transmissions, although I knew that voice was being
used in communications between aircraft and ground stations.
Prior to the above date, we took OW traffic only, and only
from one: station: infi at Part Darwin, Australia, which was
used by the U.S. Navy. All the traffic from this station
Was in five-letter code groups, and we never got to know
that sort of material was being sent. I don't believe that
the Japs ever did either, because a Zap officer in :::hangliai
told me months later that the Ti • ,S 'levy's 5-letter code was
almost impossible to crack, and that only the men at Tokyo
Naval H.Q. could crack it. I do not believe that Tokyo's
listening post differed ,.,Lich from all the others, except
perheas in quality of radio equipment.
On Sept. 20, 1944, we heard our first close-range voids
signals then planes from a near-by task force raided T'anila.
•We were ordered to fird their frequency, and. as we did. not
even have the slijatest ides. of where to look, I think it was
a mere stroke of rate that some pilot was talking as I tuneki

re. AP..
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over 4475 ko. As soon as the *Taps heard the signals, They
ordered us to copir what was being said. It was very diffioult for the first few minutes, as we didn't know the types
of calls the planes were using, nor did we know the phonetic
alphabet. However, after copying the 1:hole day through, we
learned more then any Xep officer had learned in Naval
Intelligence 'School. Then came the great task: Englishspeaking Tap intelligence officers oould not understand that
we had written ayern1 We, who had listened to thes signals
for just one day, !mew more than the Officer in Charge of
the Naval Headquarters Listening Post in .Cetaila: Ue was
stumped on every line of our typed copy. He asked us to
explain messages Bich as this:
"BROWAIE LEADER from 21 BRinTIIE. GM= DOWN AT
12 SALLOW FACE 0 35. PILOT I=3 GOODYEA.II, EVERGI1LT:N.
OVER."
We had heard several. versions of this messasre from
Several planes, and remembered such catches as : 1 12 miles
from SALLOW FACE," "MINIM o35", "GOODYEAR is showing
ICREEN," "1 SEE A-GOODY:AR", and "DYE VARKr.R,"
$o that
we had pretty good ideas as to the meaning of the whole
message, but the officer began asking ouestions:
"What is 12 SALLOW FACE 035?" - We answered that
SALLOW FADE was probably a reference point, and that 12 Was
the distance in miles and o35 the bearinE;. To Wilch he
replied:
"Uh? I do not understand. Then, is GOODY= E1TERGA1TT
the Pilot's name? See, the message says "PILOT IJ GOODYEAR,
EVERGREEN."
It took some time to explain that GOODYEAR was rubber
raft, and that EVERC721= was- a dyc narker which dyed the
meter around the raft, probably a substence such as fluroresuoin. The officer erely blin:cod and asked us howve
could be so sure of ourselves. Of course, we didn't bother
to tell him that we had heard patches of conversations that
pointed to our theory, but lierely answered that 'that we teld
him was so. 1,':e oursal7es wore jumping to conclusions and
guessing more than we Slould hi'ore, and, strv.ngely, were for
the most part correct; however, there were tiros viten we
made awful mistakes, and had to do a lot of fast talking to
()over ourselves and put the blame on song :BD by saying that
he had told us it was so.
5 .tORET
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By the time we had explained the day's copy, it was
in the wee hours of the morning. The officer then put his
seal on the copy, phoned headquarters, giving them some of
the more important messages (which should have been given
them as soon as they were received, U3 be of any value),
and left. When we saw him putting his seal on our copy, we
understood that he would be getting the credit for what we
took, so from that very first day we resolved to j,:ible him
up as much as we could.
This turned out to be an easy job. Zapanese, even
the well educated ones, understand English best when they are
spoken to in Japanese English (I don't suppose I have to
explain the term); knowing this, we gradually switched to
the use of normal English whenever we had something to explain. This drove them to the use of dictionaries, and
finally to attempts at reading our copy by themselves, with
the help of a dictionary. This led to some very wiard and
comical translations of messages, and all joking aside, these
translations were handed direot/Yto Head quarters without
being oheoked by us. The rew we aidohecx were always completely wrong and off the subject. I add here that most Zap
listening posts were run completely by Zaps, and very few
had Nisei as operators, because the military hated and distrusted the Nisei. The Nisei, of oourse, understand rmglish
and make good operators, but they don't like to remain as
operators as this is a rather /ow rank. Most of them
climbed from the position of operator to station mmaa r;er or
instructor. In almost every case, the actual copying and much
of the translating was done by young ensigns who had learned
their English at a Zap high-school or university. I spoke to
several of these boys here in Shanghai, and watched them take
voice traffio when they came to visit our station. They
couldn't copy at the rate the words came out of a loudspeaker,
and for the'most part got only call-signs, date-time groups,
target-area numbers, and "OVER and OUT". Furthermore, none
of them could make head or tail out of what they managed to
write dawn. This is no isolated instance I believe that it
was the same in every listening post the Zaps had.
Later, we made the officers at Manila Headquarters be- .
lieve that we could copy many times better than their own
operators, and they would alms take our version of a
message for the correct one. Which duited us very well, as
We began to "take it easy" *Leff the Zaps weren't looking,
and often wrote what we thought we heard and at tines even
0.13GRET
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made up messages when traffics was low. Making up messages was necessary, because the Taps used to get impatient
whenever traffic died down and would tell us to searoh for
new frequencies or copy China - India Air Service traffic,
which was tiresome as the stations worked day and night.
• On October 17, 1944, we noticed that 2716 ko. was
jammed with traffic, several stations working at the sane
time. After some listening, we cams to the conclusion that
What we heard was a convoy, evidently in motion, as every
now and then there were messages such as "reduce spied to
3 knots," "steer 270", "execute 1 Baker," "vessel 030, 1500
yards, lowing lights," eto. This was the first time we had
heard anything of the sort, but we immediately cane to the
conclusion that this was a group of vessels not more than
400 miles away (judging. by signal strength on that particular frequency) and that it was probably an amphibious force.
We told the Iaps that they were probably going to make a
leading somewhere in the Philippines, but they said it was
impossible,
impossible end that there WA no American fleet strong
enough to
a landing on any island in the Philippines,
and they let it go at that. Early in the morning of Oot.
18th, we noticed that many aircraft carriers were ayming up
on 4475 ko. for radio checks. This led us to believe even
more that there would be a landing, as the signals we heard
were exceptionally strong. Later that morning, we had a
light air-raid, and the daps ordered us to find the frequency on which the planes were working. We found a lot of
plane signals on about 4950 ko, but it seemed that there
were not the planes over Manila. On further listening, we
heard mention of MACTAN ISLAND, and looking for it in an
atlas, formed that it was off CEBU CITY. The raid continued
all day, new planes coming over every two hours or so. It
Was a grand dhow, and we didn't bother to write SA we were
too interested in the goings-on. It was like listening to
a running commentary on a prize-fight. This raid was nothing like the ones we had over Manila, as many more planes
and carriers participated than in any raid we had experienced. The Manila raids were an "every group for itself"
affair, but in this raid they used what is known as a "fighter coordinator", who met all incoming aircraft at a rendezvous point, and directed them to definite objectives and
tasks. Returning planes would give hint the results of
their attacks and request permission to return to their
bases. On giving them permission to return, he would
their carriers, end if necessary, request a certain number
of planes to complete the job. All this was put on the ed.r
in plain langpage, except for such things as target-area

cal
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numbers, and longitude-latitude positions which were put in
shackle code. A large number of "bogeys". were shot down,
and we heard many squeaky-voiced youngsters commenting on
how easy it was. We put this down on paper, and when the
Taps read it, they were not at all pleased, because they had
to admit that the precise number of jeps reported down
couldn't possibly be "enemy propaganda." All reference
the number of Js shot down was not copied. on to the final
day's report, and one Jap suggested that we do not emphasize
"Our" own losses. Our reply to that one was "We thought
you wanted us to copy everything we hear". Naturally, we
continued this practice, but the raps always saw to it that
nothing of. the sort was included in the final report. On
can hardly picture a people who will not stand for mention of
their oval losses even in an official report marked "CONTIDMITIAL".
That same diry, we listened to a long and interesting
rescue mission on 4475 ko. It seems that early in the
morning a small VD had ditched in the channel between Maetay
Island and Cebu City, and the cruisers "ICENGFISH1' and
"CLADBACK" (code names, of course) • sent up their scout
planes to pick up the pilot, who was reported to have been
rescued by a native boat. The two planes covered the whole
channel at a very low altitude, buzzing every boat they saw.
Many of the boatmen waved at the planes in a friendly meaner,
but the missing pilot was not seen. The planes were ordered
not to attempt a landing on the water as the sea was rather
rough, and after all stations had come to the conclusion that
the pilot was in good hands, they were ordered to fly home.
We didn't sleep a wink that night, nor thc next five
days and nights. The big attack on the Philippines which
we had been dreaming of since the first raid on 7anila had
finally materialized, we thought, And we were not the least
bit mistaken, for as on as all planes had been reported
"on the deck" we tuned to 2716 key whith was buzzing with
activity. All night, we listened and tuned over the the
medium-wave bands. Many channels were in operation and on
each channel, the control station went under the call sign
"HALIFAX". We took it that HALIFAX was the "Big Boss" of
all the operations, and were quite correct, b eoause many days
later, after the landings had taken place, a station called
Tacloban Field, requesting that a jeep be provided at the jetty for "HALIFAx IiiM3a.F" at a certain tine, No doubt IIAJ.,IFAX

SECRET
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HIMSELF MA old man MaoArthur.
That night (were still on Oct. 18tht) , we found several
channels on which oommunioations were along the following
lines :
"ACE from PRIVAT'ERR. wan . . . • . . FLASH."
"PRIVATKIIR from ACE. ?JO CHAN'GZ, NO CHANGE, R7DUCE
STARMIELL RATE TO ONE EVERY 'IRREE MIMES."

"ACE from PRIVATEER. ROGER."
"ACE from PRIVATEER. SALVO • . FLAST I. PRIVATEER
OUT:"
What was this? Never heard the like of it before. We
asked the Js; they siezed our oopy, got together for half
en hour, and then enlightened us ai rlth the statement that
they didn't know, and that we had probably missed out many
words. In the meantime, we talked it over: SALVO and FLASH
- artillery. STAR S 1104 3 - further proof of artillery'.
ACE - the scout planes aunt on the rescue mission the previous duy had the call signs ACE KINGFISH and KIM CLA-dBACK,
end no doubt the ACE in question was ACE PRIV,V2EER, a scout
plane from the ab.ip PRIVATEER. The only ships we knew to
carry scout planes were cruisers and. battleships, so the
only conclusion we could possibly have come to was that PRIVATEER was a CA or BB, bombarding a target if and that ACE was
its air apotter. NO MIA GE, NO CHANGE varied to UP 50, NO
afrIANGE, or LEFT 50, NO CHANGE, or UP 50, RIGHT 100, so it
could only have been what we now know it was - firing instructions. All this we explained to the Jays, adding that it was •
probably C.7.13tT CITY that was being bombarded. This made them
get together for another conference, after which ttiey all
went off to sleep. The next day they were all grouchy, and no
doubt gamed the whole blitz on us.
October 19th started early. Aroun4 4 a.m., on 4950 ko,
a rather sleepy operator drawled "HALI2 14 to BINGO BASE.
RADIO Cia,CE" the answer one back "BINGO -BASE to HALIpa,
. ZO BASE, TIGER
READ YOU 5 BY 5." and so it went with BAZZ
BASE, BRONCO BASE, PEDRO BASE, TEXAN BASE, GALLEY BASE, ARCHER BASE, LOCUST BASE, and all the other aircraft carriers
in the task force. Pretty soon, the first fighter controller
(ELMHURST 1) had reported on station at “ronn, EAsy“ and
HALIFAX was instructing each carrier to send up certain numbers of VF's VT's, and VIPs to rendezvous with him at POINT
EASY and receive their target assignments, POINT EASY,

ClICE r. T
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• judging from following convirsations, appeared to be
somewhere over LLTTE GULF, arid we noticed that not all
the planes were being dispatched to CEEU, but that most
of them were assigned to numbered t arget areas. Later
mention of towns such as JAR() CARIGARA, TANAUAN , DULAG,
and TACLOBAN showed us that the main force had been sent to •
LEYTE, there - theycommenced shooting up airfields, beaches
and trucks along the coastal hiehwAy. By noon we had heard
mention of "Naval ordnance" "trajectory" and "height of,
naval ordnance." This led us to telieve that a ravel bombardment was also in progress, end a quick check between 2
and 7 megac:roles proved this. We found several ,frequencies
.on which spotter-planes were working with fleet units.
HALIFAX sent frequent orders of this type: "ALL PLANES from
HALIFAX. EIGHT 0? NAVAL GUNFIRE IN TACLOBAN ARIA AT 1500
FEET." and HEIGHT OF NAVAL GUNFIRE ALONG .BEACH I7 TARGET
AREAS 3234 and 5354 AT 1000 FEET". The height increased
shortly after noon, which wh.owed us (not the Zaps. They
were too slow to follow the whole affair and were s till
using the dictionary on yesterday's copy) that the gunfire
was going inland. That morning we had heard a message that
set us thinIcing, it was addressed. to HALIFAX from a plane,
and the part we received went like this: "UNDER-.::2E1 D17,1"0LIMON CREWS HAVE COMPLETED TRIZER WORK." We were still
working on it in our suboonscious minds Nthen HALIFAX. gave
the order to all planes returning to base not to fly over
Leyte Gulf. Several times after that, planes called HALIFAX
and requested "PERMT3SION TO INTESTIGATE SHIPPING -DROOM7I
. /DIG
WESTWARD IN LEYTE GULF," which made uminivoc give the order
for all planes to "OBSERV7 STRICT RADIO DISCIPLIIIE REGARDING
RIPPING IN LEYTE GULF. BY NO 11EA1:S, I REPEAT, E7 NO IM'ANS
WILL ANY AIRCRAFT PROCEEDING TO OR ram. TARGET A.R".7.1 .V3 FLY OR
LEYTE GULF. OUT." The operator was quite peeved, and I
believe that more than one pilot received a stroni.:, , repriraand
on landing. I don't see why pilots were not notified verbally before take-off, that any tapping' in the Gulf would be a
friendly landin.!.; force. As a result of these careless remarks, it is possible th.a t the J. £113 S on Leyte took 7?reoautions against a possible landire.
Inmediately after this came another order from HALIFAX:

"ALL PLAI4L3 TITTRIOT YOUR ATTICKS TO TARG7,TS 7t*FAT OF COASTAL

HIG:TNAY. DO NOT, UNDER ANY- CIRCIMT.ANCES, BO :,3 OR STRAFE
CR:i.FT APPROACHING B71,11/19113 OR PERarlIEL ON BT,A177',3."
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Thus, we were some of the first people in .Manila to
/earn that a major landing had taken place on Leyte. That
evening, when I went to visit my girl, I told her the news.
I cautioned her that there had been no official broadcast
from San Francisco, and probably would not be for one or
two days, and that we were the only ones in town %tic knew
about it, therefore to te careful to whom she passed it on.
half the town knew - the trustworthy- half, end
The next
the Japs were completely unaware of the fact, we had made a
habit to give her all the news we heard, and the in turn
p.assed it on to her friends and relatives. By this method
the Spanish community was always well informed, and I add
here that most of the middle-class Spaniards in Manila were
hand-in-hand with the guerrillas. We also told our house
servants • the news: V.vo of these boy-s were members of the
R.O.T.C. guerrillas. The Japs who lived and worked with us
often beat them up, and I had received more than one promise
from these boys that they would knife these .71aps at their
first opportunity. They had. their opportunity about a
month after we left, and I hope they tool full advantage of

day,

it.

By eveninc„ beach-heads has been secured, radar stations and
batteries installed. Target epottina was taken over
by OBOE Stations (0-5 0 was the first one to come on the air),
and soon these OBOE stations were giving fire control to CHARLIE
stations (0-23, 0-24 etc. We understand that these are land
artilleryampanies), as well as to ships. Ven the beach radar
station ("P.-251COL./..") began giving battery-control colors, we
gat'aered that the beacthes were under light but persistent air
attack. Also, there were many Aaerioan planes flying around
with inoperative I.F.F. This was quite a nuisance, because
PERUCOLA was maintaining "FLA:II RED" condition most of the
time "then danger was non-enstant, and this held up a lot of
the unloading of supplies at the beaches. (I learned this
from a auerrel betweeci the operator of .71.3 31COLA and one on
board. an PG vessel). Of course, such occurrences are u:/avoidable
when there are sp many factors involved, and I must say that
despite many hitches, supplemented by red tape and last-minute
changes, the landing was excellently carried out, and I understand it came as a total surprise to the J'eps, resulting in
light casualties in man and equipment during the first few
days of the operation.
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The next few days are not clear.in mrmind, as far as
the sequence of occurrences goes, because ire had almost no
sleep from the 17th to the 25th. I remember us working for
stretches of 36 and 40 hours, and then just passing out. To
further aggravate our plieirt, the food we were getting was
far from our daily requirements. It consisted of one 4-inch
dried fish and'rice in the morning, two 4-inch dried fish and
cooked grass for lunch, and cooked grass with meat scraps and
rice in the evening. Black coffee was available any time of
the day, but they rationed our sugar so that we could only
have a cup after each meal. We almost kissed the Jnp who
late one nieht aril, bless his heart, p roduced, of all
dropped
things - .110T DOGS - "by order of the Commander, and with his
compliments, in appreciation of your diligence." iowever, a
couple of hot dogs didn't pep us u p enouph to get us out of
the stupor that prevented us from telling day from nit, to
say nothing of the date. All we had in our minds were signals,
eall-signs, frequencies, task forces, and G.I.'s. I dreamed,
in one of my rass-outs, that I had stolen a :Tap p lane and landed
safely on an Americen carrier, forthwith. I WaS taken to the
mess-room and fed State-side food, all the while chatting with
the pilots, whose voices and names I knew so well.

in

I believe it was on the morning of the 20th that scout
planes reported a Tap fleet off SITLITIC.I7 1S. (at the c-,stern
entrance to Le:/to Gulf) and another in SALIAR STR ,11..T, and still
another coming in from the South into Leyte Gulf. I rengreber
clearly the order given b-7 ILALIFAX to 99 G!2:117,1Y (who was
EU:MUT 3, filiter-000rdinator) to take some planes a rid interoept the float coming up from the south. He went of with
several VT's, VB's, end VF's. The VB's were, luckily, carrying two 500 pound, and several 100 pound bombs each., and the
VT's each carried a large torpedo, while the VT's had full-load
machine-guias and 8 rockets each. Soon 99G.V.4T.2:Y reported to

HAL VAX:

"HALIFAX - 99 GALLEY. HAVT LADE (=ACT71T1 .1 JAP
FLEET GROUP. LED BY TWO CA's, T:SC0RT7D 137 FIVE
DD's AND INCLUDING ONE CV AND ON-: OTE."

"THIS IS 99 GALLEY. VICTO A
- TAR SPLIT IP

ATTACK THE CA's. VICTOR B=03 ATTACK C's WI)
CV's. THTIN TAKE DD's WITa
CALLER BOA33.
VIC To a FOXE'S STRAFE DD' s
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"HALIFAX - 99 GALLEY. AM GOING TeO'irl TO .6.TT,101K".
Then there was silence. Five minutes later, 99 GeLIAT
reported that he had sunk one of the cruisere, heavily damaged
the other, and disp ersed the destroyers. One of the carriers
was listing heavily with a destroyer etanding by. Atter his
planes had expended their ammo, they 'returned to base.
Rigiat after this, HALIFAX ordered all stations to
observe strict radio silence, and told the planes to switch
to VHF, limitin g: their communications to important me,ssaees
only. For tie real (et' the day, their WF3.3 not so much as a
peep on 4950 ke, or any other charnel.
looking over
the dial in the afternoon, I 03 rae over a new frequenc e -vhere
I heard:
ftTUI3 IS NAVY HALIFAX, 71:! ART =ER ATTACK IN
MYTE GULF. CALLINT; ALL 71=, ALL NS. 77S7RGYNCY, 7MERGINCY. THI9 1$ NAVY HALIFAX OUT*"
end then, silence. "very now and then en excited voice would
come up on 4475 Ice, saying somethine like "GOOD HIT, trn% I'LL
GET TILE () FRIER (NE ,“ whereupon HALIFAX would say "GT.:T Te!-:
OFF
AIR, YOU - - - ft And there we sat, biting cur nails
all afternoon. Late in the afternoon, HALI ir la notified ell
plies that they e ould only land at TA77Y 1, on that
2
end 3 have scattered and were under smoke screens. T 'ie Tethered
that the TATeFIES were carrier-groups. The planes were told to
land at either Dula e• or an airfield that went under the name of
"Yr.P.a-coL ri. 13. , s1lig . This may have been Tacloban Field, Int as I
remember, I believe that part of it was still in the Lens of
the 'Taps at the time. Some time that evening we found a
frequency on Welch someone was instructine someone) else to load
all planes with heavy bombs and torpedoes as that was the stuff
that did all the good work. He cautioned areainst lettin g.- green
pilots up in heavily loaded planes, e s some had already :lessed
up the Field in unsuccessful take-offs. He said that he would
give the next days instructions on a frequency that he eeve in
shackle code, and that it was imperative that the • er: s were not
let in on tomorrow's plans.
We figured this frequeney would be in the VHF region, so
we didn't bother to look for it, but late that night I accidentally came over a channel on which that same operator was saying
"all right," the,
be seeing you in the morning."
that was that; tte had missed it. The next 807 there was more
silence. The .Taps were happy, and mealy said that the silence
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was due to on neterlean retreat. ;10 let them bask in the ounshine of their thoughts, but not for long, for after the 22nd
more and more ground stations ()Line on the air, and even
3Icale on the air under the call sign iineLL'nn, whizrJa
ue meant that the Boss himself was aehore. • ...;an 2rancieco
said that the ;lap fleet had suffered a major defeat, and had
been reduced to but e laedioni-sized task force. 1e
Tribune' chd '2okio Radio said that the Allied fleet itad eeon
dispereed and hen left •the forces on Leyte to the, :ere y of the
Ireeerial Jananese „trey. I loweler, r2okio Radio did 14'1,
how merciful the leroerial *Tap Army had. proved, b;
American i orcos to L.:rive deeper and. deeper into the island of
Leyte.
Up to now, the Jap e had. not taken 13 orioualy our statement
that a landine had been ,eade on Leyte - they believed onl-e what
they heard. from Tokio Radio. This had a rather °effusing
effect on tb.e reports they compiled for licadquarteee, because
whereas we took down traffic which always motioned troops on
shore, sae r c an planes on Tacloban airfield, eeeericc.n ships in
Tacloban harbor, etc., the japs had to colepile a final eeport
which did not point. too much to a landiree. ,1.10o, when the Japs
announced their "victory" over the Ainexiean and nu:Are:lien
fleets in Leyte Gulf, they mentioned that these fleets were
intercepted in an atteapted landing be- the ever-vi
at Sap
fleet, and that the landing had completely failed 6.3 u rezult
of-the action taken lee the Jape, although a "entail nue.b.-Jr of
allied eereonnel had succeeded in reaching the beaches and
were bairn; wipea up b local jap garrison forces." .hen this
report ealee through, the Jape, believing it, nada us wrierstand
that we were on1;•,7 operators and that our duty was te e,-.„;:er down
traffic - not to voice opinions as if' we were s eeier offioera.
In other wards, we were to hand our copy to
;TT) officers and
let tnem do all the thinkin. Iuy order of the •',7o nander, "who
had been quite uneet by our statemeets ehich were ehet, untrue
They further made ue en;iezetend that
and of a careless nature.
• if we had been J.'7!?:3103S ■3 9 it would have been all the we:Lee for
us. .7.owever, this statement was voiced by a deedquerters re presentative, and we were later told. by IMO, the iT cr.) who lied been
put in charge of us by :11.7.JekIILI. because he was ueel use for anythine else, that we had been eo:'...ee a swell job, ar7 that we knew
our stuff, but that the Headquarteregang were a hard-headed lot
and had to be given.t heir own way. L.730 was joined in his state.;::a.yed", a young headquarters officer, vino ad•iired
ment by :!:• :nsi
and envied us for our ability as operators. Kubo didn't seem to
give a damn for his oval kind: he had been educated in ienerica
and seeraed to like foreigners. He also had a soft affection for
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the whisky bottle; going around, with a red face most of the
time. Aveda once told us, "because I am Japanese I must
not discuss it, bat to you I can say that I wish the Tapanese
could tight like Americans. We are too serious in our
fighting, while the Americans make a game of it." Nodoubt, he
had in mind the mink cracks American pilots made While in
danger and in the midst of battle. We had made a habit of
writing down all the wisecracks we heard, and there were many.
Afterthe 25th, traffio died down to routine messages,
and all planes worked on VHF, making it impossible for us to
hear them. By this time the Zaps had collected an as:ortment
of "operators", Who were to work 8-hour shifts parallel with
us working on 12-hour shifts. These "operators" were supposed
to see that we didn't fall asleep on our beat. One of the
fellows the Zaps produced was a PortugueS-Japanese from
Shanghai, by thb name of Tom= Silva. We made friends with
him quickly, as he proved to be a swell guy. It seems that he
used to work as salesman for Yangtze Motors here in Shanghai,
and was sent to Manila early in 1944 together with his manager.
The manager returned to Shanghai, leaving Silva in Anna - on
the lurch -, whereupon the Navy grabbed him and put him to work
in our station. He oouldn't copy a word to save his life, and
it took a couple of weeks before he learned the basic fundamentals of voice communioation. He was of very greet help to us,
because Whenever its duty was at hight, we used to turn on all
the sets in one room and let them blare away, while the three
of us moved into another room, shut all the doors and listened
to swell music from San Francisco over a bottle of gin or
Whisky, which the Zaps always had in stock. All the Zaps slept
in an adjoining house", and never got wise to our nightly celebrations. We were, of oourse, celebrating the Leyte landing,
for Which we had a special affection, since we knew more about
the operation as a whole than any junior officer inthe U.S.Army,
or Marines at , the tine. We still think of this landing as if we
had actually taken part in it. Our reports on such nights
usually read: "2000 to 0400. Little or no traffic of importance
on 2716 and 4475 ko. Spent much time Making over dial for
channels which might have been operating, but results negative."
And really, there was absolutely nothing of important to report
on. Even raids on lianila didn't produce much copy, as all
communication was on VHF and we had no VHF receiver. The Zaps
said they would supply us with one soon, but none was forthcoming, probably due to jealousy on the part of the H.Q. staff,
who were only too glad to see that our reports were getting
smaller and smaller. They, of course, copied down all the
unimportant traffic that came throueh on 2716 ko. This frequeney
was now being used for harbor-control and messages such as this
c
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"JOVIAL 742 from 377,TC0RN. PLEAM RELAY TO JOV:°_,
748 Eaz, FOLLU:ING T.T.733,.GE - TJI3 13 Y 022125.
ACTION JOVIAL 748, I4MMTIOA JOVII,L 740 -did
WOOD 340 - 1CF ':CE TATA 021630 IT..;" ON ((:?7T)
2:1VE. :L1 VAL R T7I":7
I., '0
AD..):";."
Very inthrnative - whst? These messw;es with reference
to previous ones sent on a TARE 1K3-11 JUG,R channel (note fivefigure shackle group in the message) were of absolutel:T no 1130
to anyone but the addressee. however, they were sent end

repeated many times, allowing Jap operators opnortunity to fillin portions which they missed. The saps liked this, and as their
superiors judged their work by volume, they were happy.
could never get ourselves to copy such trash; thus A.C,. always
had the edge on us in bulky reports. It seems that Tap 'commanders judged their .subordinates by efforts exrended; not by
results achieved,
. In the meantime, as I amen ardent "ham", I was greatly
intrigued by the possibilities of long-skip VHF signals. I
wanted to know just how the sp oradic E-layer behaved in troPical regions. With this in mind, I went to our station's repair
Shop and dug out a 7-07 tube. By the end of the day I had a
simple super-regenerative VAF receiver in operation. Cur
Packard-Bell disc recorder's amplifier section provided plenty
of audio gain, and after receiving several grunts of disapproval from our station engineer, who did not like my neddlin.Z
around with sets before "consulting" mith him, .I set up a 7-ilF
hdd
antenna in one of our operating rooms and went to work.
two coils on the set, one of 5 and the other of two turns. The
five turn coil brou4ht in the local airport , statioh Cal se-le
Tap p lanes with tremendous volume.
The next time we had a raid, I listened on my set, to the
great resentment of my superiors, Who gathered that I was :nerely
westing valuable tine. To the delight of my superiors, I was
unsuccessful, but I was not discouraged. That evening I made
two coils, a one-turn and a half-turn affair. The set would go
out of oscillation on the high frequency half of the Ealf-turn
coil, but at a point just before tat, I noticed a 500-cyc1e,
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wide-band carrier. AU the Manila Radar. I ceJ.3.ed Uil -2.;:11E31j,II
rdayeda and asked him the frequency of the local re0.ar. Lc was
quite reluctant to d.ivul&ae the "military secret", but after
some persuasion intimated that it was in the region of 150
megacycles. After a bit of calculation I discovered that the
antenna resonated on that frequency, end a quick daeck elth
Lechter wires gave a cross-check, on the antenna lenath an.
truth of Ensign iVeyeda's information. The next few days were
•raid-free, and when finally the sirens blew, I rushed to my
receiver, and sure enouah, on 141 me I picked up 111:.r ' eals whoni
I had not heard for a couple of weeks, In e feai minutes, the
room was packed with (Teas, all jibbering with exciteaent. The
racket they made, su .aplemented by the loud hiss of the receiver,
made it. imeossible to copy a word. I got sore and chased them
all our of the room, including officers. Thia act they must
have tole-mad on our high-strung nerves, for there were no
reprisala.
Signals were so tleick that it was 7)ossible only to get
plane calls End scattered ortions of target instruction. ,7ut
when all planes were .ven orderes to return to b Fier the leader
called "1 RELAY BROT2TIV (to keep signala on Vii]!, relay
were used to handle traffic between task force and tarc area()
and gave him the results of his attack and suggestions, for
future sweeps. I noticed that the plane calls were elia:.atly
different from previous raids. • what would have been 21
before, was 21 ABLE gliONCO',- and so forth. As soon as their
signals died down, we heard a new group in rendezvous over Lacuna
de Bay using calls with a BAIMI prefex. e gathered this was
the second wave, and as the "all clear" siren had sounded, we
phoned headquarters and told them that a second group was on its
H.Q. asked us ho* we !mew, and we answered that we had
heard planes with BAICTM ;refixes, aad assumed that they were the
second wave. H.Q. however, reminded us that we should work nore
answered
and assume less, end asked wilat the planes were sayina.
that they were merely getting rendezvoused, to viaich 1I.„. replied
"then why the hell do you think they're coming here?" and hung
up. In fifteen minutes we were under a heavy air attack, and the
siren had not given warning (the rader did not picb: taeni up,
because it was customary of Zap radars to stop as soon ao they
had picked up enemy planes - to avcici being detected and cease•quently stop up.) This is how badly Zap tactics ztaak. Over and
of a
over again, after that instance, we could have warned
raid and even of targets, as much as 20 minutes in advance, but
after that first experience with their utter stupidity, we did
not even try. That day, five waves of planes cane over, each
wave giving ample. warning beforehand.
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Later, however, the 3s merely kept the city under air-raid
contra. all day after the first moraine alarm.
often told
them that all was clear, but they wouldn't even take our "all
clear" information. This was bad for us, because both of us
had to stay in the house durina energencies, and both wanted
to ;:,o over and chat withthe gals. In the evenine, as we were
sitting on the balcony, we sae u car null up. A. couple of
colonels had come to visit us. It was customary for us to
duck whenever there was brass around the place, so we didn't
care to d-iow ourselves ouch. 3ut when we came into the
operatiaa roon, we sa- ,7 something that made us sick. There
was our "engineer", showing off a war set, and evidently
takins credit for it • The army officers were a 11 smiles when
we walked in, but as soon as they say us they gave us a look
that hadn't been wasted in years, aria asked our Jape something
that translated probably meant, "who the hell are these tra..tps?"
Our "engineer" answered that -;v e were operators. We stuck around
and listened, as we had learned • to understand Jap anese slightly.
It seems that these colonels were askin.e the "engineer" for a
diagram of the set and he was stalling. The army radio technician with them could not make head or tail of nu set, and I
don't wonder. wires led from it in all directions - to a
eorainunications receiver for power, to the recorder for amplification, and to a throwseitch and a pair of leads with which
I could. use an indoor or outdoor antenna at will. :^..fter the
officers left, our engineer asked me to draw him a diagram of
the set. Later that evening, as Kazack toyed with the receiver,
he noticed that it was being blocked ba a strong carrisr.
Shortly after, a voice began speaking. It was a station on
LEYTE, working on 91,000 kc: It was a TU.' relay of a radio
correspondent broadcasting over the "Voice of Freedom". :he
signal was 30 strone that W3 heard it all over the dial. It
blocked out super-regeneration completely. That was the only
instance o lona distance VHF that I had experienced - a distance of 340 miles:
In November and December there was nothing for us to do
hut take traffic during raias. The Tap operators had learned
how to copy 2716 la) traffic and kept our daily reports ior.
I told the Japs that there would p robably be a lending
somewhere else in the islands on December 8th, to commemorate
Pearl Harbor, but they didn't pay much attention. ;tire enough
there was an o.e.ineus radio silence on the 8th, 9th, and 10th,
and then 3an Francisco announced that MindoC..o had been invaded.
This got the Jana quite worried, and they told us that in
the . intercsts of our safety, theyvould fly us out in case the
said that we wanted to stay
fireworks . came any closer.
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"until we saw t11:- whites of their eyes" (and hoped even longer),
but orders were orders, and on the night of Deo. 23 we were told
that we were to leave the next morning, at five. shortly before
this, when I received a 'remonition of our departure, I told my
girl friend that me :: the ,:americans cuae, she was to get in
contact with intelligence and tell them about us, and also pass
on the infor.mation that we would try to set up a station in
6harkshai (I had salvaged a 4475 kc crystal from soae &meshed
radio equipment off a Grumman, which the Japs gave us) and that
our call sign would be DoODLEJUG on 4475 Ica. Later, in 3hanghai,
we almost fainted when we heard D,ODLEBUG on 4475 !cc. It seems
taat Clark Field had taken that call, two nonths after we had
reserved it for our own use.
arrived in 3hanghal. on Dec. 29th 1944, and after a
short r est were put to work in a radio workshop on the 5th
floor of the i;aval Attache'a Office 27, the Bund. 11.fter working
there a month, and relieving the 'Taps of a Quantity of parts, we
were ordered to start 'ilia smae work we did in 1,anila. A Dr. Tama;uoto was out in charge of us by Ikushime., who had some to 7.'okyo
and a lir. Ichiji.aa, Yamamoto's subordinate was giventhe float of
nursemaid to us. le installed the station in 605 .;ay.toone: House,
next door to ichijima's apartment. Before leaving the workshop,
we were told to convert two junk heaps into receivers, and also
given a 'VHF receiver which we rebuilt to suit our needs. Later,
I showed Peter haw this receiver could be turned into a transmitter b." changing one resister and putting a microphone in the
cathode circuit of the detector tube. We reekoned it would
come in handy if we had a ahanee to talk to American planes
raiding . 4/kanighai. We never had a chance to use it because we
were never alone in our station. However, knowing that it radiated a considerably stibng signal even in receiving hoop-up, we D
played havoc with the local radars by Parking our signal on their
used. to play a regular game with theil during air
frequency.
raids. Waiting until their beam was directed away from us, we
would turn our oial on their frequency. Irrtliediately, the beam
would be directed toward us, whereupon we would switch off our
carrier. This we used to do for hours on end, on d the Js never
succeeded in locating our patsition.

1.1-lhere was almost nothing to do for some time. 314_,Ttals
from the Philippinris on 4475 and 2716 kc. were weak and unreada-

ble, and there were no air raids. The Japs tpt impatient end in
the middle of February, we were visited b ir Lieutenants Maruyama,
Tanaka dnd Yamawaki of the 3econdary H.Q.. Listenins-Poet. `.1e
ignorance and great self-assurance of these gentleaen was even
worse than anything we had experienced in Manila. All they were
interested in was L.T.O. and China Air Bases communication. We
7.

-

'did not like it when they ordered us to listen to these
stations, lieoause they worked ceaselessly and the material
sent was either coded operational data or plain language

reports on transport-plane movements. However, we did as

ordered, and purposely missed the first landings en iwojima
(of course, we followed them on our own). As soon as the J'aps

noticed these signals, they told us to copy them,not believing
that we understood them perfectly. There were the sane target
designation signals, til a same landing craft signals, and the
same patrol-ple.ne signals. All this was old stuff to us, but
Greek to the .JaPs.
From then on, we told the Zaps that we would concentrate
on Naval ciorrnmication and leave the tiresome China traffic to

them. They agreed, as China traffic yielded more bulky reports.
We coveted the landings on Okinawa, and a few air . raids from O-

kinawa bases on Shanghai. However, there was nothing half as
spectacular as That we had seen in the Philippines. We held a
transmitter in readiness for any possible invasion in the
Shanghai area, but never'had a chance to use it. Here is an
example 9f the utter stupidity of the H.R.. boys in :.ib.anghai.

In:the first big raid on Shanghai, the Gall signs of the
ANL standbys were PLAYMATE 18, 19, 20 and 4T1JTEBOX 45, 46.
Early the next morning, we were waiting for signs of another
raid, when ire heard TIITEBOX 1 and 2 working with AGATE BASE which
was (in our opinion) raonia.. As soon as the Zap on duty . heard
these signals, he dashed to the phone and in excited tones
notified H.Q. that the raiders had taken off. It took some time
to make him understand that these planes were not even from
Okinawa. Later we heard PLALIATES 18, 1.9, 20 call i3OXER (control
station of an Okinawa air base), saying.that they were orbiting
P0/1411 LE13RA. (yesterday's rendezvous point for Shanghai-bound
planes) and inquiring as to the whereabouts of J'Un.60,... 45 and 46.
Now this was the thing we were waiting for, but H.Q. had already
sounded the alarm from the report the (Tap had put in previously.
Our reaction to this was "what's the use," and this reaction
prevailed until the end of the war.
Now for a bit of technical data.
Our receiving station in .ivianila consisted of the following receivers: Two iiammarltuid super-Pro's, One Hallicrafter
Diversity (out of alignrent. Lever repaired because enf.neer
said it was in perfect condition), One iiallicrafter Juperpefiant, One liallicrafter Sky Buddy, and two broadcast receivers.
R
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Two recorders were also on hand, but we never used then.
Antennas were put up vcith no regard for trees or direction.

1

In Shanghai, we started with one battered RC-, 6-tube all
wave set, and one GEC 10-tube affair -(British made, a.ud calibrated in meters) also a broadcast set. We also had a super-•
egenerative VHF set with a separate audio amplifier. These sets
were later supplemented by another GEC of the same type, and an
old Pilot all-wave set, and still later by an AR-77 which we
pinched from the German Embassy. When we got tile Ka-77, we threw
away all the junk and used the AR-77 with the two GEC's, which
were quitesensitive, as standbys. Still later, in July to be
exact, we received a Mr converter (which our engineer had built
of parts which had just arrived from Japan. He left ::anila for
Tokyo in November t 44 for the purpose of buying VHF parts. It
took 8 months for these parts to finally reaoh us).
To •conclude, I wish to state that the U.S. Navy did a
good job in keeping secrets. Anything revealed in voice commuhad may momentary value. Only two give-aways are
outstanding. One is the shackle code, which I believe can be
broken after a few hours of traffic. The other is the oninous
radio silence that always precedes a landing, and persistent
orders to planes to keep away from groups of shipping,
of
course are amphibious forces ready for landing.

nication
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I should say that the Zaps utterly failed in their radiosnooping. kiad the Germans been given as much infonaation, they
could have done a lot with it, as they are much more meLhodical.
I don't believe that as much plain-language voice oommunication was used in Europe as here in Asia.
...*1:****=fst4-Jr44 *4,

AciATO YAdAii1C.)TO was in charge of the Listening Post for
the Japanese Navy.
This Post was establithed in February; . 1945, for the purpose of monitoring radio signals only in the 1-acific Ocean
areas. The first monitoring that was suecessfully completed
was that of the landing at Iwojima. At this time, according
to YAMAMOTO, they were able to pick up voice signals from slip
to base and from plane to ship but nct between ships.
a
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• YALMALM I TO stated that through monitoring . voice messages,
his office was able to predict the landing at Okinawa approximately two days in advance. However, at Okinawa, the same
situation prevailed in that his office was capable only of
monitoring messages from base to ship and plane to shi p or
base, but not from ship to ship. This office was most successful in monitoring bombardment assignments Alich were given from
base to ship every evening.
lrAllAWID said his section had neither equipment nor
operators to monitor CW communications.
TORII° NAMBA, the officer in charge of the information
and liaidon secuion, stated that ap p roximately March 1945, the
Japanese expected a landing by the Allied Forces and piked as
the most probable landing point Hang4how Bay, immediately South
of Shanghai. It was at Cis Bay that the Japanese Forced len•ded in 1937 at the time of the China Incident.
Because of this expected attack on Shanghai by Allied
assault forced NALIL1 stated that the Army which was the most
powerful unit in China took complete charge of communications
and defensive positions in and about Shanghai.
NAMBA stated at this time the Navy set up its Listening
Post in order to keep itself informed fully of the couse of the
war. However, the monitoring was very ineffective because of
lack of equipment and trained personnel. Radio equipment at
Shanghai, according to NAMBA, WAS depleted and deteriorated to
a great extent and no replacements were received from Tokyo.
NAUBA stated that the supply of radio tubes was extremely acute
and because of this, even Radio Tokyo had on occasion been
required to canoe]. programs. Both the Army and Navy were
extremely jealous of communicationfind refused to allow Japanese
civilians to become well acquainted with the work. Although he
was a Japanese citizen, NAMBA said he was a civilian ind the
Navy often was suspicious of him to such an extent that there
were numerous communication rooms to which he was forbidden to
go although his inferiors who were regular Navy men were not
forbidden to enter these rooms. (In addition they did not have
sufficient military personnel trained in communications.)
Lt. KATSUHTs4 LIII RITYWA advised that he entered the Japanese Navy in 1942 and after attending Navy School in Tokyo for
six months, he was assigned to Singapore where he was employed
as a supply officer. Previous to entering the Navy, .1.2JUPLITA'
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stated had oompleted a basiness School at Tokyo. In July 1944,
LARULlits1 was transferred to Ohanghai and shortly thereafter, he
was attached to the Listening Post at the China Seas Fleet . which

was located at Xapanese Narine Barracks in Hongkew.

His duty was to monitor the voice section of the American
radio. He WAS also charged with keeping the Navy informed of
the status of the Pacific war. This MA.PSTYATTA.explained, was
necessary, since sufficient information regarding the conflict
wias not furnished the local office by Tokyo. rIA:tUftiolAstated

that his equipment to i•erform this task was limited to three or
four receivers of the RCA and international type manufactured

by the United States concerns.

His assistants were three to four Naval Petty officers
who did not speak T3nglish very well and accordingly were handicapped in their monitoring duties. His office maintained a 24-.
hour sdaedule.
NARUMMA said that the most successful monitoring was done
on voice connections from ship to station, from plane to plane,
and from plane to ship. His first successful monitoring operation
was the lending of the United States Forces at Okinawa. Although
this was almost a year after the station had been set up,
NARUIr..1,1A., in great embarressment, explain4ed that while he was
monitoring American voice connections, he was not given American
speaking personnel with which to do this monitoring and accordingly, it was necessary to train his personnel and while training
them, their monitoring activities were extremely unsuccessful. and
inefficient.

Lt. ..9;HO ADJIT:1A advised that he was attached to the intelligence communications service of the China Seas Fleet. Prior to
his entering the Navy in 1942, ANIMA had had no previous communicstions training nor was he given any during his course of
study on the Naval Office in Tokyo.
His duties were to detect and monitor the movements of

American landing Forces.

iiCATIKA stated that he had the following equipment:
Direction Finder 9.3 type, of :apasese make,
10-15 receivers with a range from 300 Ice to
15 !W. of the 9,2 type, :apanese make.

.r.".
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With these equipments ADJIMA stated that he could minitor both
voice and OW communicationa. However, these communications had
to be monitored by ear and transcribed as they came through the
air, since his office was not equipped with recording machines.
ADJIMA stated that by measuring the velocity, strength,
and the call signals of the American Fleet, he was able, he
belieVea with some degree of accuracy, to predict the location
of the American ships. However, on one occaslan was he able
to predict a landing of American Forces.
ADJIMA stated that each day his office sent to Tokyo the
location of American ships as shown by his direction finder.
Also, American messages in code were sent to Tokyo. No attempt
to break the code was made at Shanghai since Tokyo was the
clearing house for all coded messages.
b.

HISTORIAA

HYOZO HASEGAWA was Naval Historian. He was also connected
with the information and liaison section.
********************
(3) The enemy Properties control room:
This organization handled the investigation and supervision ot enemy properties under the control of the Japanese Navy.
The following are its officers and personnel:
Paymaster-Lt.
*Paymaster-Lt.
Paymaster-U.
Paymaster-Lt.
Paymaster-Lt.
Paymaster-Lt.

T. KOBAYASHI
T. SOMA
N. Oumail
R. IWAMA
KASABARA
T. IKEDA

iOct., 1942 Feb., 1942 Dec., 1942 (Dec., 1941 (Dec., 1941 (July, 1945 -

April 1943)
June 1943 )
July 1945 )
Oct. 1942 )
Oct. 1942 )
Aug. 1945 )

Civilian employee:
K. TERASHIMA

(Nov., 1942 - Aug. 1945 )

In discussing the operation and duties of his office,
Admiral MINATO claimed that at no time was it necessary
for his office to set up an intelligence system or
intelligence network for the following reasons
C
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/) Tokyo was the center of all intelligence
activities and they were directed from Tokyo.
2)

The Navy had not given his office apy funds
with which to setup an intelligence network.

3)

The Navy was not responsible for operations
on the China continent, with the exception
of Amoy where the Navy had complete jurisdiction and at Bong Kong where the Navy had concurrent jurisdiction with the Army. The
Navy was not responsible for the defense of
China. Their main activities were limited
to blockade the China coast and resisting any
assault forces of the Allies.

4)

During most of the Pacific war, both the
Japanese Navy and Army at Shanghai felt itself
secure and did not expect an invasion or any
activity by the Allies in that area. Then
this feeling was dispatched in /larch 1945, the
Army took over the defense of Shanghai and
accordingly the Navy had no interest in the
espionage activities of Allied nationals, either
within or in the vicinity of Shanghai.
KILNS

Informant advised that the actual intelligence work was
carried on for the Japanese Navy by Kikans. In most instances
these Kikans were responsible directly to the Japanese Naval
Headquarters at Tokyo, japan, since this was Headquarters for
all intelligence infbasation. In many instances, these Kikans
did not report intelligence information to the Shanghai Naval
Headquarters.
In some instances, Kikans were organized for special and
specific purposes, such as the SAKURA Kikan, and when its
mission was completed, the Kikans disolved. In other instances
Kikans were organized by the local Naval Headquarters to complots their mission and to follow directives sent to them from
Tokyo. The most usual mission of the Kikan was to obtain
economic material and data in China.
Among the Kikans which reportedly were organized and
directly controlled by . the Imperial Japanese Navy were the
following :-
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1. MANWA
The firra of matvA was established in 1937 soon after the
outbreak of the Sino-Japanese conflict, by YUI MATAD, an old
China hand.
MANWA began operations on a small scale because of its
inability to secure substantial financial aid. Prior to the
Pacific War, its staff of about ten persons negotiated small
purchases for the local Ja p anese Army and Navy. With the
outbreak of the war, however, r.VINICA became quite active in the
Shanghai purchasing market.
At the very outset of the war, MANWA was known to possess
no capital to launch into large scale business. With every
indication of a huge upward tendency in large business dealings,
YUI, the President of 2.1ANWA, decided that the only way to obtain
sizeable financial assistance from any of the large banks would
be to enlist the support of the Japanese Navy. After this
decision VII invited the services of Vice-Admiral TANNAWA TOSHIO,
retired from active service. TANNAWA readily agreed to aid
MANWA. Because of his rank and connections, as a contact man
for MANWA with the Japanese Navy, Vice-Admiral TANNAWA proved
invaluable. Heopened the road to a sudden briskness in the
business dealings of MANWA.
MANWA was registered at the Shanghai Japanese Consulate
under the name of TOKITY.1 =AI, (Amalgamated Organization). Sine.
it was an Amalgamated. Organization, MANWA t s huge profits immediately were invested in the organization to expand its business
Into diversified fields. MAMA soon became known as the Go NT)
3:10 NM. or the sp ecified buyers or merchants of the Imperial
Japanese Navy. r.tile operations of NANWA seemed outwardly to be
under the complete control of the Japanese Navy. There are,
however, reports, unverified at this time, that this situation
was not necessarily so.
In its position of controlling MANWA, the Imperial Japanese Navy had no difficulties in placing personnel in the
organization, dictating to the organization, and controlling its
policy. There are reports that M.AN1VA was the leading espionage
organization of the Imperial Japanese Navy in China and Southeast Asia. These reports, unverified at present, are being
investigated.
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Shanghai is not a large manufacturing center, and
cargoes existing here at the time of the war were Ill imported
from foreign countries. These cargoes the Chinese put away in
a very clever way and were unaffected by the various proclamations issued by the Japanese Army against such goods. Although
such statements were issued by the Japanese, they lacked initiative, system, and organization to round up these goods, for
which they were milling to pay fabulous prices.
In its advantageous position of knowing in advance the
exact requirements of the Japanese Navy, and what their immediate future requirements would be, MANWA, in a quiet manner,
would start buying the required goods in the local market. As
the Navy orders came through, MANWA, in a very conspiouous
manner, would make reorders to every seller, broker, and
commission agent.
The issuance of such orders WAS immediately known to the
business world. The influential cargo owners would then adopt
a "Wait and see" policy to observe the price fluctuation. Once
buying began prices skyrocketed. For instance, prior to the
issuance of orders by the Japanese Navy, an item such as carbon
steel of about 70% and 30% manganese content would be quoted at
CRB 430.00 per pound. When buying began, the price would jump
to anywhere from ORB $120.00 to ORB 0150.00 per pound.
By that time, however, MANWA had purchased for the Navy
of
its requirements. This would be delivered to the Navy
all
at the prevailing market price. By this method MANWA built up
a huge capital.
The position of WiNWA as the GO TO SHO NIN for the Imperial Japanese Navy was well known in the Shanghai business
world. Funds were issued by banks at the suggestion of the
Navy, for banks were glad to render aid to MANWA knowing that
their investments would. be good. The market continued to dhow
a steady upward trend, and MANWA's profits were enormous.
MANWA's capital and assets cannot be accurately determined because they were invested in the purchase of various
commodities in the local market. A good estimate, however,
would be about one-half of the SHOWA TSUSHO, information regarding the SHOWA TSUSHO is being collected at the present time.
MagWA's ciii6Wrirriisets were impounded by the Chinese
authorities upon the cessation of hostilities. The source of
this information is, therefore, unable to give more exact
details.
t;
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Informant stated that the office of MANWA in Shanghai
was located at 53 Foochow Road. This building at 53 Foochow

Road is occupied by the Strategic Services Unit, United States

Army.

Because of the demands made on it by the Imperial Japanese Navy, and with its mountainous funds, MANWA diversified
its operations into many fields. YAN .:iA operated its own ships,
but this enterprise was shortlived because of wide spread and

systematic Allied submarine operations in the Pacific. 1IWVA.
started transport of cargo on the EI17.13NrARIT 2000 tons. This
vessel was sunk off Singapore. The TENWATU, 300 tons, was
sunk between Taiwan and Fukushu. IaTRE ?URI% 1600 tons, an
old ship with forty years service, was sunk off Amoy while in
transit from Indo-China. .Unable to purchase or charter other
ships, this project was kept in abeyance. Chartering, however,
WM actually being done cia a very small scale.

Under the mAinut LUMBER CO 7LITANY lumber was purchased from
the interior of China in great quantities. This lumber Company
It is reported, was fully controlled by the Japanese Navy. How
the profits were shared, or the basis on which the work was
performed, is not known. In name, however, the company was
controlled by MANWA.
MANWA was reported to owl a Receiving and Transmitting
Station, but actually this station did not belong to them. The
Japanese Navy (BU KAN FU) had full control of this station,
and naval personnel only was hired to do the work. ilut since
the Navy did not have ample funds to operate this station, they
had apparently obtained assistance from
to pay the staff
and expenditures.
MANWA is reported to have operated an alcohol distillery
in Pootung. This distillery is said to have been the larc:est
of its kind in the Shanghai area. No further details arc available at this time.

1111A extended its activities to cover China and :;outheast
Asia by establishing branch offices.
ces

The following list of places where .',XNA had branch offifurnished by Admiral MINATO:

WAS

CHINA:

NANKING
TYFYIGPU
rE.PING

AMY
CANTON
CHANGSHA
OECRET
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ovornstre"--- -

CaANGTE (ROPEI PROVINCE)
FOO CHOW
CHINGKIANG
HANKOW
HANTAN (HOPEI PROVINCE)
HONGKONG
EIUKIANG

SHANGHAI
SHIHITiDt
SITT3I irG (HONYIN PROVINCE)
TITITTSIN
TSINGTAD
TSINfIT
1.111.117

FRENCH 7193 -CH LNA
B. ITCYKO K

IIiC I

H.A.IPKONG
SAIGON
HAINAN ISLAND:
HO IHOW
YULI
MALLS 3".0 R :
BALLCPAPAN

Bia:rn_R-s334
JAKARTA
PONTIANAK.
SUR.,BAYA
SINGAPORE
J'AP AN :

FUKUOKA
NAGLSAKI

OSL:KA
TOKYO
WATU.::ATSU
PHILIPPIDFS :
MANILA
The Hankow branch was initiated about two years a:-.o for
the same purpose as its mother company, that is, purchasing
for the Navy. The same is true of the Peking and Tientsin
offices which operated for about a year and a half.

M 11.11,0p., m
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The ?eking and Tientsin branches were operated under many.
difficulties because this area was under the control of the
Japanese Army, with hardly a Navy man around. Financially they
also met with obstacles since the head office in Shanghai would
not make monetary remittances because of the low exchange rate.
These offices were also capitalized as limited companies, which
added to their troubles. 21i1C1JOla who had been the manager of the
head office in Shanghai was especially appointed to deal with
this situation i the northern offices. Nothing, however, is
known of his activities.
Of the lany branch offices the one which proved most active and profitable was that of Hongkong. Other outposts such
as Saigon, 3anskok, Celebes, and Borneo were very inactive.
2. SA:URa KBL,T
In June 1943, Admiral Shushin NAGANO, Chief of the Naval
General Staff in Tokyo, japan, sent to China Commander Tokuji
OKAMURA as an emissary to investigate possibilities of talking
Peace with Generalissimo CHIANG Kai-aLek: After arriving in
Shanghai, OK...-:=RA consolidated his mission with Commander OTANI
of the Naval Office at Shanghai, Information and Liaison Saetion.
Commander OTANT called to Chungking agents CHNva Dah Tung
and LIN Fu, for a conference with Commander OYAMA. Lfter numerous meeaings, they agreed upon the following aointe:
1. The Navy should furnish them a wireless installation for . contacting Chungking,
2. The Navy diould protect their lives and allow them
certain activities,
3. The havy should furnish them with material support.
Lfter the last conference, Commander OKkRJ1 ,.. establidhed
his Office on the 13th Floor of the Hamilton House at Shanghai
and called it the SAKUIIA KIKAL. He hired TOMIKAWA, LUROZ,hhh,
KIRA and ZAWAI, and placed them in his Office to collect information from and about Chungking.
•
CIMIG Dah Tung, an agent from General PEH Hsung Hsi,
established the Min ilwa Trading Company on Jinkee Road, to
provide himself with cover as a merchant. Thereafter he despatched messages to General PEH Hsung Hsi.

LIN Fu went to Peking to contact his superior TS:NG Tsai,
Chief of the Chinese Young Men's Party.

SECRET
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The plan of the Sakura Kikan was to buy off the democratic Parties through the influence of the Chinese Young 7"en's
Party on the one hand, and on the other hand, to get the
assistance and collaboration of Generals IYT,H iisong asi and LEE
Chung jin, and with their influence to press Cy'aneralissimo
GalANG Kai-fihek to sign the Peace agreement favorable to japan.

In order to facilitate their work, tte Sakura Kikan
planned to. bring large amounts of gold bars from Jnpan to China
by submarine.
This plan for 2eace with China was reported to WANG ChingWei who protested to TOJO and SHIGEITSU in Tokyo. TOJO immediately ordered Admiral W3W0 to stop this movement. The

Kikan, failing to complete its mission, was closed in November
1943.
3. LEPATAI YOKO

This organization was founded by Captain KOBEPTO, of the
Japanese Naval Office in Shanghai. The purpose WAS to collect
information from Chinese circles through the medium of economic
transactions. The manager of KENTAI YOKO was TOKITARO FURUKAw/1.
He dealt mainly in exchange, cargo, in the port of cartchow,
China, and through his Chinese agents, he collected information
regarding Chungking Chinese.
4.

TIM SHINGISHI KIKAN

Vihich, it is reported, was operated by Naval officers
under direct control of Navy Headquarters, Tokyo. This organizatiou is said to have sabmitted information and carried on
instruotions received from Tokyo without consulting shanghai
Naval Headquarters except in minor cases.
5.

KODAEA KIKAN

In November 1943, lazuTA MITSUYOSAI, head of the TOKO YOKO,
was found murdered in Broadway Manaions at Shanghai China. No
official investigation into this murder was conducted by the
Japanese Gendarmerie, which has been pointed out as a fact, which
indicates that his murder was ordered from official circles.
KODAWA YOSTin was ordered to take over the management of the .
TOKO YOKO. KUIlk.1A promptly changed to the Company of the KODAMA
K11:41■ and hired a large number of ruffians to do intelligence
work. He bought up military supplies, and was instrumental In
causing inflations. Under MAMA, the people suffered untold
hardships.
SECRET
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KODAUAwas arrested in Japan in 1932 and charged with
communistic activities. It is reported helves released in
1936, upon intervention of !TATUM Irv : AI, who, at one tinie
was spokesmAn of the aziataio, and is now Presideat of the
Board of Information. JI gave KOD,:,1.1. g.3,000.- and arranged
for him to visit China. Upon arrival in china, ir,o:;:ik becaqe
acquainted with the Japanese Naval Office at 3ha3gliai.

It is reported that Vice-Alt-Aral YAC,JA, who was Chief
of the Navy Air Corps, sent Ko p x:il to China for tine purpose of
oollectinp. strategic uaterial for the Japanese ITalr.-y-. It is
believed that
delivered :J. 3,000,00 -0,000.- 1,.-orth of such
material to the Ja p anese Navy. This material reportedly was
collected in China through various neans during the last war.
KOD01.1. is reported to have made n personal fortune of
3,200,000,000.KOMI.% is reported to have been a member of the Kankoku
Kai (Black Dragon Society), Aikoko_Kai (Patrtotio Society),
Kyo Youth Association, and Kokuset , raishu To (People's National
Party).

In addition to the MAMA Organization it is reported
that in 1941, KODAMA engaged in collecting military material in
North and South China and establithed the Aiko Steel Factory for
this purpose. He also reportedly manufactured military equipment. KODAVA is reported to have close connections with TlajorGeneral KAIGESA, of the UNE KIKAN, who established the temporary
Nanking Government.
To aid in the collection of strategic military equipnent
in China, KODA7dA reportedly entrusted considerable work to the

I4ATA brothers.
6.

LTA

Kikan was organized and operated by the
The
brothers, YUKIO and 5AGLi.IRO. It was their duty to collect
transmitting equi p ment and machinery for the K0D.:',7A organization.

It has been reported that IWATA YUKIO was the rif;ht-hand
man of KODZI,VI. and that after the war IWATA represented =IA's
interests in China.
7.

AGZL

AGMOL was established in Shanghai by Andrew and George
MOLOSTITOVi, from which it derives its name. George ITOLOSTVO",
attended WASEDA University in Tokyo, and speaks fluent Japanese.
He is reported to be married to a Japanese woman.

SECRET
AGMOL have offices in Tientsin, at Peking and Saigon.
The Saigon office reportedly was Closed in 1944.
AGFOL operated in conjunction with LA and was organized for the purpose of collecting material in China for
the Japanese Navy. Most of the material collected by Awn
was reported to be jewels, gold, and precious : rletals of various
kinds, as well as gasoline.

AGNPL also, at the request of the Japanese 7avy, is
reported to have collected information throughout china regarding economical and political affairs. In view of extensive

operations and a limited staff, it has been reported that AGNOL

was not a very active collector of intelligence.
8. OTHERS

The following organizations were reported to have been
formed by and operated under the control of the Japanese Navy
at Shanghai au d. Tokyo:
MIDAS adua
NIPPON' YUaiI
MAI YOKO
SUAIRAKIYA
LIMAN IWiLiti

TAI KONAN
RINTAI YOKO

NOGA KIKAN
TOV4X0K0

SHODEIst
itiATSULEILAYA
LORYO' YOKO
ITUICUDAI KONSU
MARI ai ODIN

EL A SHOJI KAMA
110 Lao iWia
KONLi
TOKA YOL:0
KO Klan YOKO

JARLL SI; niorr
30VIET3 AT MANGY:Al. TUNA.

RCLAT .10 N ai P BET !ira.:/

VLT)

The primary function, from the Japanese point of view
in regard to the Soviets,was to collect inforaation regarding

the intellect of the Soviets and to win their friendship and

their goodwill, as relationship between the Soviets and the
Japanese became of paramount importance. Efforts to conplete
this mission were intensified.
In order to obtain the goodwill of the Soviats, as well
as to collect as much available infbriation as posible from
them, the RYUCO YOKO was set - up. This was reportedly a trading
Actually, however, it did no business Whatsoever. Its
main purpose was to promote trading aad commercial relations
between the Zapanese and the U.S.S.R.
CRET
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• This firm WAS amply supplied with many Army and Naval
purchasing offices. Its personnel was recruited from experienced Soviet experts in the Japanese Army and Navy. Among
the personnel were IMAYA, ISODA, TdIRi, KUROKI and EBINA.
RYUKO YOKO attempted to influence local Soviet citizens
and business organizations, such as the MOSCOW NORODNY Bank,
Soviet Citizen's Club and the TABS Organization so that favorable reports regarding the Japanese would be transmitted to
Moscow and the Soviet Embassy at Tokyo.
Information on anything regarding the Soviets was
gathered with alacrity and thoroughness, especially on matters
relating to the position of the U.S.S.R. in the Far East.
Attempts were made to bribe the members of the local
Soviet community who were thought to have "false" with their
countrymen or who had any connections in japan, some influence
in Tokyo or Moscow. Soviet citizens usually were allowed every
convenience and facility in their daily life. Japanese firms
presented them with valuable presents, especially commodities,
which were at a premium during the war. One particular form of

bribery was as follows:- the cash diortage in Shanghai was
severe and at one time 30-40% premium was necessary to obtain

cash. During these months, prior to the capitulation of japan,

Japanese firms supplied Soviet citizens with cash, thus making
them huge presents. The Japanese presented the Soviet citizens
with ORB$100,000,000,000 - in cash. This amount could be sold
on the open market for $130,000,000,000 - thus the officials
gained to the extent of 00.000,000,000

In addition, presents were made to official soviet organizations whenever an o?portu.nity presented. /MAYA. was reported
to have made many gifts tc 6oviet charities, including the
Soviet Red Cross, contributions to Soviet war damaged areas, etc.
It is reported only a small amount of this sum was passed on for
official purposes.
Upon the occasion of the surrender of Germany, the Soviets
gave a large party at the Paramount Hotel in Shanghai. The
expenses for this party were paid by the Japanese through IMAM.
Commander SHIMURA reportedly had the task of developing
friendly relations mitn the TASS Agenoy. SHIMURA came to Shanghai in February 1944 as a Staff Officer of the China Seas Fleet,
In Tokyo'SrILSURA was acquainted with AGREVEEF, Commercial Attache

of the Soviet Consulate who arranged an introduction for him with
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M. T. 7,TOLTCHANOT, Press Attache of the Soviet Consulate at
shanghai and N. L. StiVIT:LOFF, the Manager of the TA33 Atgency
in China whose office WAS in Shanghai.
The assistants to Commander SRTMURA, Sub-Lt. T3ITBOUGUI
and Mr. HIDE, succeeded in becoming acquainted with V.A.VALIN,
President of the Soviet Club, and KULESH, the Editor of "NEW
LIFE". After many unofficial invitations, sad through bribery,
it is reported, the Japanese succeeded in obtaining the cooperation of the Soviets in exchanging information regarding
political development in Europe and troop movements.
Through the assistance of the Japanese Navy, the TASS
Agency in Shanghai received many conveniences, anong which were
the installation of telephones, wireless, passes in curfew time
and etc. At one time it was reported that the TA33 fzency and
the Japanese Navy cooperated very closely.
In November 1944, M.F. YAKILIIMIN arrived in Shanghai and
through his interference and that of V.V. CHILIKIN, the Editor
of the "RUSSIAN DAILY NIT:WS", the cooperation between the Japanese Navy and the Soviets.declined.
Until the declaration of war by Soviets against Japan,
Commander SHIMURA made every effort to hold his connections and
offered his assistance to obtain the cooperation of the Soviets
in the Shanghai area.
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The following chart showing the organization of :1,JI'LL
was furnished by Admiral LINATO

A.

The nistry of Navy
411••■■•■••Me

Direct
1 Accounts &
Ordnance - Supervision I Supplies Bureau Bureau
Shipping
of
Purchased
Goods

Remittance

The Banwa
Office in

Branch
Tokyo

Purchasing Order

Route

The Headquarters
The Japanese China Seas Fleet
1---

The First Naval Office of
Accounts & Supplies
A
Purchased
Roods

•

Purdnaaing
Fund

Contract

BANWA
(SEIAIWTH

41) .

- -

(Banwa's own fund)

Branch

sr.cRzm

Office I

Contractor
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MIMIC OF THE ORGANIZAT /ON MAMA

MANAGING DIRECTOR

AW.A. Toshio
(FUiuO±(A Prefecture)
110 Yueh-lrang Road
Telephone 74130

DIR,T,CTOR

!UHT, Matao
349 uhahar Road
Telephone 21275

(TOKYO)

WYAGER, EXECUTIVE DEPT. YOKOYAMA, Iohiro (MAYA,...A Prefecture)
233 T t ai-Yuan Road
ASST. DIRF.:CTOR,
EXECUTIVT, DEPT.

YASUYA, Kensaburo (IBAR AZI Prefecture)
110 Yueh-Yang Road
Telephone 74130

EXECUTIVE DEPT.

GOTA, Koichi (HIROSHIMA Prefecture
SHIMAZU, Shizuo (KAGOSHIMA Prefecture

•

TSURUDA, Yukinori (KAGOSHIMA Prefeotur

ft

KURAMOTO, Masumi (NAGASAKI Prefecture)

•

SASAKI, Kazuo

(TOKYO)

ft

SATO, EIJI

(YAMANASHI Prefecture

ft

SAKURAI, Kazuo

(SHIZUOKA Prefecture)

•

TANG, Po*Shou

(FORMOSA)

ft

TAMAKI, ikuo

(TOKYO)

TOYODA, Takao

(KAG.A.V44 Prefecture)

•

ft

KAKASELIMA, 1E0j ire (YAMANASHI Prefectur

ft

ft

HIT ITA

ft

G0.1.0 hi

( FUKUOKA Prefecture)

SAITO, Tadao

(NAGASAYT prefecture)

NISH1MOTO, Jiro

(YAMAGUCHI Prefecture)

RAGA. Shozeiburo

(FUKUSHIMA Prefecture)

ft

ft

MAEDA, Daisuke

(NAG,SAKI Prefecture)

•

ft.

ARIMURA, Kumaz0

(KAGOSHIMA Prefecture)
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Prefecture)

SHIMODA, Tokudo

(KUKAMUTO

ASAEDA, Muneo

(SBIMANE Prefecture)

TAGAM/, Taka

(FUKUOKA Prefecture)

WATANABE, Maeafumi (OITA Prefecture)
FUKUNAGA, Mame

(KUMAMOTO Prefecture)

SATO, Tama*

(OITA Prefecture)

TANIGUCHI, Michiko (BTOGO Prefecture)
SUZUKI, Kenji

(TOKYO)

/SH/I, Bleak°

(NAGASAKI Prefecture)

SAKAMOTO, Mokusan

(NAGASAKI Prefecture)

YAMAMOTO, Baru

(KAGOSHIMA Prefecture

KATO, Tanoeuke

(IWATE Prefecture)

KANATA, Teuruko

(OKATAMA Prefecture)

MATSUZAKI, Noboru

(NAGASAKI Prefecture)

ADAM', Bleak°

(/SHIKAWA Prefecture)

MASUDA, Sadaji

(TOOHIGI Prefecture)

TANAKA, if insk°

(NAGASAKI Prefecture)

TOKUTAMA„ Issas

(KOREA)

MIBASHI, Banake

(KANAZAWA

YASUKAWA, Mariko

(SAGA Prefecture)

TAKAHASHI, Takako

(CHIBA Prefecture)

=TAIL Yoshio

(SAGA Prefecture)

OTA, Teugie

(MIE Prefecture)

AOKI, limik0

(HIROSHIMA Prefecture)

TANAKA, Nobumi

(HTOGO Prefecture)

KAWANO, Etsuko

(GIFU Prefecture)

ezenr. T

Prefecture)

•0

• el I,

12! *

i1...0416.11.116.01:4,

ZOVIYMIC NWT.

WM, Nobu

(SAGA Prefecture)

HMO, Tokio

(IFOKUSEUXA Prof ictur

KAWAKAMI, Nientatou (KAGOSHIMA Pretest
HIR.4NO, Blko

(NAGASAKI Prefeeture

ISO, Takijiro

(18411tAGI Prefecture)

!AMU, )akoto
inaosalim Prefect,
901 Bnbanknent Bui/ding
North Bauch= Road
Telephone 4679$

MATE Prefecture)

Jiro

MATSUURA, Nidebuni (NAGASAKI Prefeetur
FOWITANI, Tekuo

(TOTTORI Prefecture)

ZUC=1. Mike (GIFU Prefeeture)
OGURA, Kasen
(MTAGI Prefeeture)
TSUONVA • ChtYok• OUROSHDIA Prefeeture

amino Tashire
(IWATR ifT efooturs)
Third floor - ihnNI Building
625 Sseehuen Road
BOZO, Mewl . ( YAMAGUCHI Prefecture
SURAIUMIA,

us.

(KAGOSHIMA Prefecture

DOM Naoutaro

(TOTTORI Prefecture)

TAKANO, Ohuji

(MARAGI Prefecture)

AKIMOTO, Maseru (YAMAGUCH/ Prefecture
IMIZAWA, Zuntsht (MG() Prefecture)
TAKESA, Tokuju

(ISHIKAIIA Prefecture)

DIAZAKI, Yeah/nicht (KAGKHIMA Prof ectur
=WHO, Palau

(TOKYO)

NATSINOTO, Schur° (TOKYO)
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SAKAI, Keno

(110Mno)

MITSUDA, Takashi

(OKAYAMA Prefecture)

IUTASHITA, Mote (NAGA= Prof so ture )

YAMADA, Mosta

(EANAGAwA Prefeeture)

EM I Takehiko

(rMuatoTo Prefecture)

YAMAMOTO, /saku

(KUMAMOTO Prefeeture)

MAMA, Masao

(NAGASAKI Prof ea t use)

MISH/ZUMI, Keiji

(IMILAILOT0 Prefecture)

ZAOATAKI, A:Aare

(TOSHIGI Prefecture)

ZUNI, Akira

(ILAKAYAMA Prefe•ture)

MOM, Nikita?,

(NAGASAKI Prefeeture)

SAGAN°,

(NiaAsAKI Prefeeture)

TOMO

MO, Masashi

•
•
•
•
•

(STOCK) Prefecture)

LUIAMATA, Sable°

/WATS Pre: eeture)

OMAICE, ehlajire
MAKI. irikajire

(K0011/ Prefecture)
MATE

MAU, Muse

(TUVISITIMA Prefeeturo)

11UXKUllti, Woks

(IWATE Prefecture)

Prefecture)

•

arainnZin, ships* (ar0Go Prefeeture)
TAIDEREITA, fietsuko (KAAGOSHIRA Prefeeture)
MIAMI, Woks (NAGANO Prefecture)
iaRAIMMA, , Tasias (xDIUM)
MOO, Moe

(AXOEI Prefeeture)

taill=1,, TWA

(* OITA Prefeeturs)

TAMAMMI, Taltalreshi (MAGASAI/ Prefeeture)
**TA, iDmi0
ION

_

(SAGA Prefeeture)

czrave
RANAGER, BUSINESS DEPT. OTOMMA, num (100E1 Protooturo)
A-/ Ramos Apartsozta
192 Worth SowMao Road
•
Telephone 0242201
ASST. MANAGER,
BOSIENESs DEPT.

ADAC!
' I, Akira
(ITOGO Prefecture)
253 Tv el-Tuan Read

ASST. KARAM,
BUSINEss DEPT.

MAUI, Reba°

(OKAYAMA Prefecture)

44 Bunks Terrael.
Scott Road

Telephone 41704
BITAINEss DEPT.

•

•
•

Vf3U-21511TA, Takeshi (FUKUOKA. Prefecture)
OTAMA,Teuguao (1AGOSEDIA. Prefecture
TSUKAOOSMI, Sahaehl (Rf000 Prefecture)

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

Roantaatare
ODA,

Rabid

TIMIADA,

•
•
•
•
•

(03/3,11.)

(run Prefecture)
(tom)

OHARA, Dade
ARAU, Puattake

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

RideLehi (LAWAGAWA Prefecture
XWATSUBO, Ryotohi (FUKUOKA Prefecture)
MAUI, raoru.
Rieajire
warISEMMA.,

•

(KA0AWA Prefecture)
(KANA0AMA Prefeeture)

Maeaaiehl (KARAGAMA Prefeetur

itASIDUMIA, Attneri. (NAGASAKI Profecture)
KAILIGA, Raruo (11(A0036111A Prefecture
MATSU°, dadayeehi (DAUM Prefecture)

•
•

•

(Min

labia

a

(Tono)

MAORI. Yoshiaki (=HI Prefecture)
FU/CWA, Toshishige (KUMAMOTO Prefecture)

•

SUGIRMA I Daleaburo (MIROsHimA prorootur
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•

UM, Koichi

(lawn Prefecture)

MAU• Akira

(IMAM Prefecture)

•

10111WUZA,

(YAMAGATA Prefoeturs)

alINUI1L, ?boblai

(TOUBIGI Prefeeture)

=TIRO, Noboru

(111000 Prefecture)

•
•
•

HAMM, Kasuoasa (MIYAZAKI Prof eeture)

•

MATSUDA, liebutatla

(KA00811IMA Prefeeture

OWL, .1torise

(FUKUOKA Prefeeture)

JAM MasaLoki

(401Cf0)

OsarrA, Teruo

OLLOOSIUMA

1811//, Ityoieki

(NAGA&ULI Prefeeture)

MAZDA., Saks.

(WM= Pretootur0

WM, Mori

(kriaz Prefeeture)

•

MO, Tsimbue

(012A Prsfeeture)

=BAIA, ilailayeki

(nliMIAKt Prefeeture)

•

TAM, IIWane

(01110111 Protestor.)

ZATAII0,zp

(Ma na Proteeture)

'ADO, Meru

OVA Prefeeture)

IBMs ILateujire

(IMO)

wows Sims'

(uraosantA Prefeetur.)

•
•

as

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

3111NOTAMA, Yoshihers (GOMA Prefecture)

Prefeeturei

g

eakatestie (111ROSSIMA Prefect
itUAIRMA•

Maiteight Omani Pretafturi)

=MA, ILtrosid (kla= Prefeeturo)
•

SAMMO, Iniko • (zOM= Profooturs)
SAT, litesahars
0111104,41,

(IGUIMLICA Profosters)

a v. n

rranriss

ir

or

8AKAI, Tujiko

(OKAYAMA Prefecture)

•

•

data, Kenji

(SAGA Prefecture)

•

•

MINE, Sal

(NAGASAKI Prefecture)

tAMIYAMA, Takashi

(NANGJWIA

TANAKA, MIA/1i

(Irmo

YUKUDA, Kaiohl

(AICH/ Prefecture)

GAKITA, Shigeno

(NAGAAK/ Prefecture)

MUM Yoshio

(SAITAMA Prefecture)

ARIMATSU, Akiko

(YAMAGUCHI prefecture

EIROKAWA, Shuichi

(KAGOSHIMA Prefecture

ADAM, Teruko

(/SHIKAWA Prefecture)

707/MORI, Torso

(NITAGI Prefecture)

YAMAMAKA, Sadako

(NAGASAKI Prefecture)

•

a

a

Prefecture)

Prefecture)

KUNIKAWA, Shisehira (NAGASAKI Prefecture)

a

TAXI, Kiyoko

(SAGA Prefecture)

MIRADA, Kosekn

(KUMAMOTO Prefecture)

MANAGER, zartacz DEPT.

MIURA, Takeshi
MOW Prefecture)
13 Green Villa Terrace
Shang-To Road
Telephone 08-61481

FINANCE DEPT.

HASEGAWA, Motoaki (KYOTO)
MAU, Hiroshi

(FUKUSHIMA Prefecture)

WADA, Xunichi

(TOGHIGI Prefecture)

Kiyohiko (NAGASAKI Prefecture)

if

a

MMAKAMI, Ohojiro (KYOTO)
MIBASHI, Iohinari

(GH/HA Prefecture)

HIRANO, Yasuiohi

(NAGASAKI Prefecture)
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Prefecture)

laYAEARA, Mitotic

(KUMAMOT0

ONO, 04 ire.

( KAG(i SE/ah Prefecture)

OTSITOU, •Ntroaki

(SAITAXA Prefecture)

MAGARIBUCHI, Kikuji (SAGA Prefecture)
YAMANAKA, rwa0

(NAGASAKI Prefecture)

KOZORO, Kane

(FUKUOKA Prefecture)

ABE, Kiyoko

(OITA Prefecture)

NANAURA, Hiruk0

(SAGA Prefecture)

rum, Yoriko

(OKAYAMA Prefecture)

WAIZUKI, Taboo

(KOCHI Prefecture)

•
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O. Chart showing organization of KODAMA.KIKAN.
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BIOGRAPHICAL DATA

PERSONAL BACKGROUND OF OUTSTANDING OFFICERS
OF JAPANESE CHINA SEAS FLEET
Vice-Admiral 8yozo 111NUDA

Born Nov. 1, 1890. Entered Nava/
Academy, 1907. Midshipman in 1910.
Assigned to sea duties for next two
years. Entered the Naval Gunnery School, 1912. Entered the
Naval Torpeft School, 1913, for six months. Again sea duties for
three years.
Entered the Naval Staff Oollegi, 1916, as Class B student
and stayed there for six months. Entered. the Naval Torpedo
Sohool again for six months before assigned to sea duties for two
years.
Entered the Naval Staff College as Class A student, 1919.
Instructor at Naval Submarine School, 1921-22. Sea duties,
1922-25, as staff officer of a combat unit.
Promoted to the rank of Lt. Oommander, Dec., 1923. instructor
at the Naval Staff College, 1925-28. Sea duties as a fleet staff
officer, 1928-33. Promoted to Commander, Dee., 1928, and to
Captain, Nov., 1933. Again instructor at the Naval Staff College,
1933 - 35. Made one-year official trip abroad visiting America and
Europe.
Sea duties, April, 1938 - Nov., 1939. Promoted to Rear
Admiral, Nov., 1939. The Hainan Island Garrison, 1939-40. Member
of the Naval General Staff, Dec., 1940 - April, 1941. Served at
the Amoy liaison office of the East Asia Development Board (loam),
May, 1941 - July, 1942. Promoted to Vios-Admiral, lay,194 .
Member of the Naval General Staff, Aug., 1942 - Sept., 1942. The
22nd. Naval Base and the Takao Garrison, Oct., 1942 - May, 1945.
Commander-in-Ohief of the China Seas Fleet, May, 1945.

Born June 6, 1890. Entered the
Naval Academy, 1909. Midshipman,
1912. Sea duties until 1914. Promated to First Sub-Lt., 1913, Sub -Lt., 1915, Lieutenant, 1919,
Vice-Admiral NAOMASA SAO=

after three years , sea duties . Sea duties again before promoted
to Lt. Commander, 1925.

After three years , sea duties, promoted to Oommander,
1930. Ground duties, Deo., 1930 - March, 1933. Assigned to the.
Japanese Naval Offioe in Manchukuo for two years.

6 I: 0 R. B
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Promoted to Captain, Feb., 1933. Commander of the Tokyo
Naval Communication Corps, 1935-36. Captain of BNB Settsu,
1936-3e. Staff officer of the China Seas Fleet, 1938-40. Chief
of Staff of the Nhizuru Naval Station, Oct., 1940 - Sept., 1941.
Naval Attache, the Japanese Embassy in Bangkok, Sept., 1941 Sept., 1943. Promoted to Rear Admiral, Oct., 1941. Commanderin-Chief of the 16th Combat Unit, Sept., 1943 - Nov., 1944.
Promoted to Vice-Admiral, Oct., 1944. Chief of Staff of the
China Seas Fleet, Dec., 1944.
Rear Admiral KANTI OGAWA

Entered the Naval Academy, 1912.
Midshipman, 1915. After three
years' sea duties, attended the
gunnery and torpedo classes. Attended the advanced gunnery class
1921-22. After sea duties for two years, served as instructor at
the gunnery school, Dec., 1924 - Dee., 1925. Pronoted to Lt. Corn
mander,"Deo., 1925. Naval Attache, the Japanese Embassy in
Washington, June, 1928 - 'Tune, 1930. After two months' sea
duties, placed on the waiting list due to illness. Inactive for
one year. Staff officer of the Naval General Staff, 1931; and
section chief of the Navel General Staff until Feb., 1939. Promoted to Commander, 1932, and to Captain, 1936.
Again Naval Attache, the Japanese Embassy at Washington,
1939 - Nov., 1940. The Chief of the Third Section of the Naval
General Staff, 1940-42. Promoted to Rear Admiral, Nov., 1942.
Assigned to the Cabinet's War Prosecution Institute, Dec., 1942 Tan., 1945. Assistant Chief of Staff of the China Seas Fleet,
Feb., 1945.
Cap tain YASUZATO TANABE

Born March 15, 1898. Entered the
Naval Engineering School, 1916.
Engineering Midshipman, 1919.
Again entered the Naval Engineering School after two years' sea
duties. Three years' regular duties including one year and a
half's service at the Kure Marine Corps. Entered the Naval Staff
College as an engineering student, Dec., 1926 - Dec., 1928. Fleet
staff officer, 1?29-31. The Maizuru Naval Port, Nov., 1931-33.

Promoted to Engineer Lt. Commander, 1931. After one year of sea
duties, served as staff officer of the Kure Naval 3tation, 1934-36
Promoted to EnPineer Commander in 1936.
InStructor at the Naval Engineering Sohool, 1937-39. Sea

duties, Nov., 1939 - duly, 1942. ProJoted to Engineer Captain,
Oct., 1941. Instructor at the Naval Engineering College, 1942-43.
Assistant Chief of Staff at the Kure Naval Station, Jan., 1945 July, 1945. Chief of Supplies, Lngineerint! Coiander, Chief of
the Naval Transnortation 3ecti r)n of the Ohina Seas Fleet.
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Born Oot. 2, 1904. Entered the
Naval Academy, 1921. Midshipman,
1924. Sub-Lt. after one year and
a half on a training ship and submarine. Lieutenant after three
years' service on destroyer and cruiser. After one year at the
advanced oleos of the Naval Academy, assigned to a battleship for
one year. Promoted to Lt. Commander, 1934. Entered the Naval
Staff College, Nov., 1934 - Nov., 1936. Served ona cruiser for
one year bettors assigned to ground duties (the Naval Staff
College, the Bureau of Naval Construction, the Naval General
Staff).

Captain MASANOBSODAOIRI

Promoted to Commander, 1940. Served on an aircraft carrier,

May, 1941 - duly, 1942. The Naval Academy, du/F, 1942 - March,

1945. Promoted to Captain, Oat., 1944. Assigned to the Headquarters of the China Seas Fleet, March, 1945.

Horn May 24,.1902. Entered the Naval
Engineering School, and Engineer
Midshipman, 1924. After three years
on sea, entered again the Naval Engineering School. Seven years
on sea duties. Entered the Naval Engineering College, 1934. Promoted to Engineer Lt. Commander, 1936. After one year on sea,
served as instructor at the Naval Engineering School. Again sea
duties, Dec., 1939 - mart 1941. Staff officer of the Naval Station
June, 1941 - April, 1942. Assigned to the Bureau of Naval Construction, May, 1942 - August, 1943. Staff officer of the China
Seas Fleet, August, 1944. Promoted to Captain, May, 1945.
Cap tain TAKEO TATO

Born Nov. 8, 1904. Entered the
Naval Academy, 1921. Midshipman,
1924. After two years of sea duties,studied at the Naval Torpedo School, the Naval Gunnery School,
Six years of sea duties, 1927-33. Entered the Naval Communications
School, 1933-34. Again five years on sea. Promoted to Lt. Commander, 1937. Served as instructor at the Naval Communications
Sdhool, dune, 1939 - April, 1940. Staff officer of a combat unit,
May, 1940 - Sept. 1940. Instructor at the Naval Submarine School,
Oct., 1940 - Mara, 1942. Fleet staff officer, April, 1942 - Nov.,
1943. Promoted to Commander, 1942. Staff officer of the China
Seas Fleet, Nov., 1943. Promoted to Captain, Sept., 1945.
•
Commander HURACHIp0 TkNIOKAEOrn Dec. 29, 1905. Entered the
Naval Academy, 1923. Midshipman,
1926. After two years' sea duties,
catered the Naval Staff College as junior student, majoring in
Chinese language. Served at the Shanghai Naval Base Command, the
Shanghai Japanese Special Naval Landing Party, the Naval General
Caotain TOSHIO
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Staff, Sept., 1934 - Nov4 1938. Promoted to Lt. Commander,
1938. Entered the Naval Staff College, 1938-40. Staff officer of the Amoy Naval Base Command, April 1940 - Oct., 1940.
Adjutant to the Naval Attache, the Japanese Embassy at

Nanking and concurrently adjutant to the Chief of the Japanese

Naval Office at Nanking, Nov., 1940 - Oct., 1941. Served as
investigation official of the East Asia Affairs Ministry, Nov.,
1941 - Oot., 1944. Promoted to Commander 1943. Adjutant to
the Chief of the Japanese Naval Off ice in Shanghai, and concurrently staff officer of the China Seas Fleet, Nov., 1944.
Commander TADASHI SHIMURA

Born Feb.9,1906. Entered the
Naval Academy 1924. Midhsipman
1927. After one year on sea,
studied at gunnery, torpedo and communication classes. After
3iX years on sea duties, entered the Naval Torpedo School, Oot.,
1934 - July 1935. Again sea duties for three years end entered
the Naval Staff College. Promoted to Lt. - Commander, 1939.
.A.Jsigned to the Navy Ministry, March 1941 - Tan., 1945. Promoted
to Commander 1934. Staff officer of the China Seas Fleet, Zan.,

1945.

Born Feb., 16, 1908. Entered the
Naval Academy 1926. Midshipman,
1929. After three years on sea,
trained as a naval aviator, 1929 - 1932. The Sasebo Flying Corps,
1932 - 33. After one year on sea, served as instructor at the
Kasumigaseki Flying ' C orps, 1935 - 36. Trained as an advanced
flying student for one year. The Tateyana and Kisarazu ?lying
Corps, 1937 - 39. Placed onthe waiting list, Uaroh 1939 1939. For next five years, served at the Sasebo and Yatabe
Flying Corps. Promoted Lt, - Commander, 1941. Staff officer,
Sept., 1944 - July 1945. Promoted to Commander Nov., 1944.
Staff officer of the China Seas Fleet, July, 1945.
Commander TAI HIROKI

Born Nov., 14, 1906. lntered the
Naval Academy, 1924. lUdship:dan
1927. After one year on sea, attented to the gunnery, torpedo and communioation classes. Another
year on sea duties. Inactive for one year due to illness.
Assigned to the Yokosuga Naval Station, 1930 -*1934. After two
years on sea, served as instructor at the Yokosuga narine Corps.
Sea duties, 1936 - 38. Advanced student at the Gunnery School,
1938. Instructor at the Naval Academy Nov., 1939 - Oct., 1940.
Pra-loted to Lt. -Comander 1939. Sea duties Oct., 1940 - Nov.,

Commander GaTICEIRO KON1SHI

1942. Instructor at the Naval Engineering School, Nov., 1942 Feb., 1945. Promoted to Conmander 1944. Adjutant, the China
Seas Fleet, March.1945.
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Commander TOSHLIO AKAGT

Born :an. 31, 1908. Entered the
Naval Academy 1927. Midshipman
1930. After one year on sea,
attended to the torpedo, gunnery and communioations classes.
Sea duties, 1931 - 36. Attended the Naval Staff College, 1936 Sea and ground duties in China, 1937 - 38. Sea duties, 193$
40. Promoted to Lt. - Commander, 1941. Sea and ground duties
in China, March 1940 - May 1945. Promoted to Commander, 1944.
Staff ofrieer of the China Seas Fleet, May 1945.
Commander KAZUTOSHI ASADA

Born July 15, 1911. Entered the
Naval Academy 1929. Midshipman,
1932. After one year on sea,
attended to the gunnery, torpedo and communications classes.
Three years on sea before assigned tothe Japanese Special Naval Landing Party in Shangnai, 1937 - 38. Advanced student at
the Naval Gunnery School, 1939. Fleet staff officer 1939 - 44.
Promoted to Lt. - Commander, 1941. Assigned to the Kure Naval
Station and Tateyama Gunnery School, Dec., 1944 - Feb., 1945.
Staff officer pf the China Seas Fleet, Feb., 1945. Promoted
to Commander, Sept., 1945.
Cap tain TAKESHI SK371/ZUTANI Born Dec. 21, 1901. Entered the

Naval Academy, and midshipman,
1922. Sea duties 1925 - 28.
Attended the Naval Torpedo School before another five years on
sea. Assigned to the wireless station on Chichijima Island,
1934 - 35. Promoted to Lt. - Commander, 1939. Sea duties and'
fleet staff officer, Dec., 1935 - Nov., 1939. Naval adjutant
to the Imperial family, 1939 - 40. Sea duties for two years.
Promoted to Commander, 1940. Assigned to the Maozuru eammunication corps ana staff officer of the Mhozuru Naval Station,
Aug., 1942 - Dec., 1943. Staff officer of the China Seas
Fleet, Dec., 1943. Promoted to Captain, May 1944.
Born Sept. 24, 1891. Entered the
Naval Academy 1909. Midshipman
1912. Seven years of sea duties.
Entered the Naval Gunnery School, 1,19. Three years on sea
before entered the Naval Staff College. Promoted to Lt.-Commander, 1925. Three years on sea. Instructor of the Naval Torpedo
School and concurrently instructor of the Naval Communioatiow
School, 1938 - 32. Promoted to Commander, 193/. Staff offidfr
of the Maizuru Naval Port command. 1932 - 14. Fleet staff
officer 1934 - 36. Assigned to the Naliml General Staff and
concurrently to the Navy Ministry, 1936 a:37.
Rear-Admiral TOKILTI AORT
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Promoted to Captain 1936. 'oar years of sea and ground
duties. Chief of the Personnel Affairs Section of the Maemuru
Naval Port Command. Promoted to Bear-Admiral 1942. Assigned
to theCentral Naval Aoademy of the Chinese 'Wry, May 1943 July 1944. Commander-in-Chief of the Japanese Spools' Naval
Landing Party in Shanghai, August 1944.
Born Dec., 2, 1902. Entered the
Naval Academy 1920. Midshipman
1923. After two years of sea duties
entered the Naval Torpedo School. After three years of sea
duties, assigned to the Japanese Naval Landing Party in Hankow,
1928 - Dec., 1928. One year training in navigation 1929 . 30.
Sea duties far next eight years. Promoted to Lt. - Commander
1936. Assigned to the Hydrographio Department in Tokyo for one
year. Sea duties 1939 - 44. Promoted. to Commander 1941.
Assigned to the ShanO.ai upsets./ Navel landing Party and the
Shanghai Naval Base Comnand as staff officer, May 1944. Promoted to Captain May 1945.
Lt-CkmmanAMETKOMITAILA . Born May 29, 1917. Entered the
Naval Engineering School 1934. En
@neer Midshipmen 1938. After two
years on sea attached to the Zakosuga Naval Station and the
Yokosuga Marine Corps. Entered the Naval Construction Sohool
1943 - 44. Sea duties 1944 • 1945. Promoted to Lt. - Commander
1944. Staff officer and adjutant of the China Seas Fleet,
April 1945.
itear-ira
dmMttiORUSONO. Born June 17, 1891. Entered the
Naval Academy 1909. midshipman in
1912. Assigned to sea duties for
next six years. Entered the Naval Gunnery School, 1918. Again
sea duties for 12 years. Promoted to the rank of Lieutenant
Commander, November 1926.
SAIVJAIMAAMLUIP A

Assigned to the Yokosuga Naval Station, Nov., 1932 - Oct.
1932, and Adjutant to the Nava/ Aoademy Nov., 1932 - Cot. 1935.
Promoted to Commander Nov., 1932.
Sea duties Nov., 1935 - Oct.,938. Assigned to the
Kure Marine Corps Nov., 1938 - Aug., 1944. _Promoted to the
rank of Captain in Nov., 1939, and to Rear-Admiral Nov., 1943.
Assiened to the Japanese Naval
Aug., 1944.

(COmmsader-in-Chisf),
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Ceptap =IRO FUKUKVIA

Born Mar. 10, 1902. Entered the
Nave/ Academy 1919. Midshipman
in 1922. Assigned to sea duties
for next rive years. Entered the Naval Gunnery School, 1927.
Again sea duties in 1928. Instructor at the-Naval Gunnery
School, 1931 .' 1934. Again sea (duties in 1934. Promoted to
the rank of Lt. - Commander in 1934.
Assigned to Adjutant at the Bako Naval Base, Nov., 1933
Nays. 1937. sea duties, Dec., 1937 - April 1938. Assigned to
the Kure Naval Base, April 1938 Oct., 1940. Promoted to
Oommander in Nov., 1939. Sea dudes Nov. 1940 - July 1943.
Assigned to the staff of the Shanghai Naval Base Command,
Aug. 1941 - July 1944. Promoted to Captain in May 1944.
Assigned to the Staff of the Japanese Naval Special Landing
Corps in Shanghai, Aug., 1944.

Lt.-Commander YOSHIO ICAWADA Born Feb. 28, 1899. Entered the

Naval Academy, 1917. Midshipman
in 1920. Assigned to the sea
duties for next tmo years. Motored to the Naval Gunnery School
1922 and the Noma Torpedo School 1923. Again sea duties Mar.,
1923 Zuly,1927. Assigned tothe Sasebo Naval Base, Aug., 1927.

'

Placed On the reserve-list, Nov., 1927. Mobilized as
replimenmat in January 1941. Sea duties, Ian, 1941 - Tune 1943.
Promoted to the rank of Lt. - Commander, May 1943.

Assigned to the Tokosuga Naval Base, July 1943 - Feb., 1944.

Soo dation, Mar., 1944 - Dec., 1944. Assigned to the Headquarters of the Japanese China Seas Fleet, Zan., 1945 - March
1943. Assigned to the Starr or the Japanese Naval Special
Landing Corps in Shanghai, April 1945.
Born Zan. 6, 1890. Entered the
Naval Academy 1909. midshipman in
1913. Assigned to sea duties for
next five rears. Entered the Naval Gunnery School. 1918. Again
mutinies, Dee., 1919 Mar., 1937. Promoted to Lt. - Commander
in Deeenber 2925. Assigned to the Personnel Affairs Bureau of
the Kinistry of Navy, March 1927 - Dec., 1931. Promoted to tpe
001Mem104 Dims 1931. Assigned to the staff of the Yokosuga
Noll Bess, Dec., 1931 - Des., 1937.
Promoted to Captain Dec., 1937. Assigned to the Chief of

the Personnel Affairs Section of the Ministry of Navy, Dec.,.
1937 si Sept.,

1942. Placed On the reserve list in Sept., 1942,

bat nobillsed as replacement on the same date. Assigned to

Demander of the Jepanese Navy Air Force in Shanghai District,
Sept., 1942.
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Born May 2, 1697. Entered Naval
Academy, 1915. Midshipman in 1918.
Assigned to sea duties tor next
two years. Entered the Naval Gunnery School in Dec., 1920.
Again assigned to sea dittos, Dec., 1921 - Dec., 1924.

W
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Entered the Naval Staff College 1924. Assigned to sea
duties, Dec., 1925 - Dec., 1932. Promoted to Lt. - Commander,
1931. Placed on the reserve list in Dec., 1932.
Mobilized as replacement in May, 1938. Assigned to the
Port Affairs Office in Tsingtao, China May 1938 - may 1939.
Assigned to the YOkosuga Naval Base May 1939 - Tune, 1941.
Assigned to the instructor at the Chinese Navy Training Station,
June 1941 - Aug., 1944.
Promoted to Commander in June, 1943. Assigned to Commander of the 2nd.Meteorological Observation Corps, Aug., 1944.
Captain YUK/HIKO IMAMURA.

Born Zan. 4, 1925. Entered Naval
Academy 1910. Midshipman in 1914.
Assigned to sea duties for next
three years. Entered the Naval Gunnery School, Dec., 1917.
Entered the Naval Torpedo Stool in May 1918. Again sea duties
for two years. Entered the Naval Staff College, Dec., 1920.
Sea duties, Dec. 1921 - dune 1942. Promoted to Lt. - Commander
Dec., 1927 and Ito Commander, Nov., 1933, sad then to Captain
Nov., 1939. Assigned to the Chief of the Navigation Office in
Shanghai June 1942.
Born Aug. 30, 1896. Entered Naval
Academy 1913. Midshipman in Dec.,
1916. Entered the Tokyo school of
Tore ign Language, as Oiliness Class student, April 1923. Promoted to the rank of Lt. - Commander in Nov. 1926. Attached to
the Naval General Staff Office, Nov., 1926 , - Oct., 1929.
Rear-Admiral INIZO MINAT1

Attended at the London Naval Conference as one of the
suites, of the Japanese Representative, Nov., 1929 - duns 1930.
Assigned sea duties, dune 1930 - dune 1931. Assigned to one of
the adjutants to the Naval General Staff Office, July 1931 Oct., 1933. Sea duties, Nov., 1933 - Oct., 1934.
Promoted to the rank of Commander, Nov., 1934. Assigned
to the Japanese Naval Attache to the Japanese Embassy in China,
Nov., 1934 - Sept., 937. Sea duties, Oct., 1937 - May 1938.
Again assigned to the Japanese Naval Attache to the Japanese
Enibassy in China, June 1938 - Marsh 1939.
BORET
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Promoted to Captain Nev., 1938. AssUned to the Staff
member of the Ministry of Navy, April 1939 - Nov., 1941. Sea
duties as Cain of carrier, Dec., 1941 . Feb., 1943. Commander of the Naval Air Force Stationing at Iwakuni Mar., 1943 Oct., 1943. Assigned to the Burmeister of the Nava/ Academy,
Nov., 1943 - Oat., 1944.
Promoted to Rear - Admiral in May 1944. Assigned to the
Chief of the Naval Liaison Office in Shanghai.
Born Mar. 31, 1896. Entered Naval
Academy, 1915. Midshipman in Nev., 19
Assigned to sea duties for next five
years. Entered the Tokyo School of Foreign Language as Chinese
class student in April 1923. Sea duties April, 1925 - Nov., 1929.
Assigned to the staff mmnber of the Navel General Staff Office,
Dec., 1929 - Nev., 1932.
CaptaXn 311JIM

plWABARA

Promoted to the rank of Lt. - Commander in Dee., 1930.
Again assigned to the etaff member of the Naval General Staff
Office, Dec., 1932 - Nor 1935. Assigned to the 'assistant to
the Japanese Naval Attache tn the Japanese Embassy in Chinn,
June 1935 - Nov., 1937. Promoted to Oomsmnder, Nov., 1935.
Instructor at the Naval Staff College, Dee., 1937 - May 1939.
Staff member of the East Asia Board, June 1939 - Oct., 1940.
Assigned to the assistant to the Chief of the Japanese Naval
Liaison Office in Shanghai and eonsurreat17 staff' of the Japanese
China SOOA Fleet, Oct. ,_1940 - Nev., 19416 Promoted to the
Captain in November 1941. Assigned to the staff member of the
Ministry of Navy, Nov., 1941 - July 1944. Again assigned to the
assistant to the Chief of the Japanese Naval Liaison Office in
Shanghai, July 1944 - Aug. , 19454,

rucHrym

Born Nov. 29, 1912. Entered
.
the Naval Academy in April 15906\.
Midehipman in 1933. Assigned to'N
sea duties for next four years. Assigned to the &tube Naval Bass,
Sept., 1937 - Zan., 1938. Again sea duties. Feb. 1938 - Mir.,
1938. Entered the Tokyo School of Foreign Language in -*,z11
1938 as Chinese Class student. Assigned to . the Sasebo Naval Base,
April, 1940 . Oct. 1941. Bea duties, Nov.,941 - Oct., 1942.
Assigned tothe Ministry of Navy, Nov., 1942 , - Doe., 1943.
Lt.-Conmunider MAallaMA

Promoted to the rank of Lieutenant-Commander Nov., 1943.
Assigned to the staff of the 'Yangtze River Patrol, ran., 1944 Feb., 1945. Assigned to the assistant to the Chief of the
Japanese Naval Liaison Office in Shanghai in March, 1945.
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Paymaster Vice - Admiral BUM/ Born Nov. 2, 1893. Assistant-

ONCIMMAIVA_

Paymaster in Dee., 1916. Sea
duties for next five years.
Instructor at the Naval Paymasters School, Dec., -L921 - Nov.,
1929. Promoted to thefrank of •taff-paymaster, 1926. Sea duties,
Dec., 1929 - Mar. 1931. Assigned to the staff of the A000untants
Bureau of Navy Ministry, April 1931 - Sept., 1941. Promoted to
the fleet-paymaster in December, 1931. Promoted to the rank of
PlYmester-inspector in December 1936. Sea duties, Sept., 1941 Oct., 1942.
Promoted to the Paymaster-Rear-Admiral in November, 1942
and to Paymaster Vice-Admiral in November, 1945.
aymaster Insoo,tor YARMAXMAKotorod Naval Paymasters
School 1920. Midshipman in
1923. Sea duties Dar next
four years. Assigned to the Naval Air Pores in Tokosuga Dee.,
1927 . March 1928. Again sea duties April 1928 - 1932.
Assigned to the Maim= Naval Base, bee., 1932 - Mar. 1935.
Sea duties, April 1935 . Nov., 1935. Entered the Paymasters
School again as Special Course student, Dee, , 1935 - Oct., 1936.
Assigned to the rat Accountant Office of the Navy, Nov., 1936.
Promoted to staff - paymaster in Deoember 1936 and Fleet-Paymaster
Nov., 1941, and then Paymaster-Inspector, May 1945.
Captain IGEULI

Entered Naval Engineering
School in 1919. Midshipman
in 1922. Sea duties for next
three years. Instructor at the Nun Marine Corps, Dec., 1925 Dec., 1928. Sea duties, Dee., 1928 - Aug., 1941. Promoted to
Engineer Lieut.-Commander in December, 1936. Assigned to the
Naval Plant at Hiroshima, Sept., 1941 - Feb., 1943. Sea duties,
Feb. 1943 - Jai., 1945. Assigned to the let Naval Supplies
Office, Jan., 190. Promoted to Captain in ma y 1945.
Entered Navy Paymasters
School in 1921. Midshipman in
1924. Sea duties for next one
year. Again entered the Naval Paymasters School as Class B.
student in December 1925. Again sea duties Dm next seven years,
1926 - 32. Assigned to instructor to the Kure Marine Corps, Dec.,
1932 - Nov. 1933. Sea duties, Dec., 1933 - Mar., 1939. Promoted
to the rank of staff paymaster in Dec., 937. Entered the Naval
Paymasters School as Class A student in April, 1939 - Nov., 1939.
Assigned to the Japanese China Seas Fleet, Dec., 1939 - Oct.,

Paymaster Inspector

1942.
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Promoted to Tleet-Pareaster in Nov., 1942. 8•a duties
Nov" 1942 - Aug., 1943. Assigned to the let Naval Supplies
Office in August, 1943. Promoted to Paymaster Inspector in
September 19416
Surgeon Mear4dniral SNINTAMO Dorn Nay 3, 1894. graduated
DRUM
from the Nedloal Section of the
Tohoku Imperial University in
April 1916. Seeond assistant surgeon in July 1916. Entered
Naval Medical College as Class D. student, jay 1916.
Assigned to the Naval Nospital at Iure, Dee., 1016 - Nay 1917.
Sea duties, lime 1017 - Mare, 1916. Inspection trip to Europe
April 1911 -illy 1920. Sasebo Naval Keepital, Aug., 1020
1021. Again-sea dation, April 1921 - Sept., 1021. Naval
Gunnery School, Oct., 1921 - Nov., 1922. Sea duties k Deo., 1022
Nor., 1923. -Naval Academy April 1923 - Cot., 1923. tars Naval
Neepltal, Nev., 1923 -Jan., 924. Sea dulles t_ Feb., 1924 July 1924. attired Naval Ildical College as blase • student
Aug., 1924 - Nev., 1926.
Promoted to Surgeon Lieut.-Commander, Dee., 1926. Sea
duties, Deo. k 1926 Nov., 1930. Promoted to Burgeon Commander
bee., 1930. Eure Naval Nospital, Dec., 1930 - Nov., 1931.
iseolved doctor's degree is 'Member 1032. Inspection trip for
Europe Dec., 1932 Oot., 1933. Naleuru Naval lospital, Dec.,
1033 Nov., 1017,
Promote* to the rank of Surgeon Captain in Deo., 1036.
Okla of the-Nedical Corps at Port Arthur Des., 1936 - Oct.,
193% let Section Chief at the lure laval * Nospltal, Dec., 1939
Oet., 10410. lea duties, Nov., 1941 Nov., 1942.
Promoted to the SIMMS near-Admiral in November, 1942.
Chief of Nedloal Section of the 11th Naval Aircraft Plant, Nov.,
3.942 - Nov., 1944. Assigned to the Jepson, China Seas
0111 B oneurreatar •Pneint ed to the Chief of the let Naval NonaSal is Shanghai, Nov., 1944.

rust,

Technical Captain MUNI

Dorm Nay 2, 1899. Ograduated
from the Technical Section of the
Tokyo imperial University, Nar.,

1924. Oraduated from the (instruction Section of the imperial
University in March 1927. Appointed the Naval engineer in April,
1927. Assigned to the Construction Board of the Navy Ministry,
April 107 Web., 1933.
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elPour,T
• Assigned to various offices in Kure, Tokosuga, Sasebo
successively, Nar.„ . 195, Ian., 1945. Promoted to Mahal eel Commander, Nov., 1942, and to Technical Osptain Nov.
1944. Assigned to the chief of the let Construction Office
in Shanghai, Feb., 1945.
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EUGENE HOVANS, as he is more popularly known, was the
only foreigner directly connected with the Japanese Naval
Office. /MANS was in charge of the Russian desk in the
Liaison Mom. Actoording to information received from Roar
Admiral LAIXO NINATO and other top-ranking Japanese Naval
officers, aau also rrom associates in other branches of the
Liaison Room, HOVANS was a minor figure. However, from
outside sources and from newspaper reports appearing in
Shanghai papers, it was indicated that SWANS was one of the
most important nen in Japanese Naval Intelligence. HOYNS
gained further notoriety after heading a mission to Manila,
the alleged purpose of which was to penetrate Allied intelligence organizations and expose . the Filipino underground.
Because of many rumors to the effect that MANS and his group
were responsible for extortion and killings in Manila,
extensive investigation was conducted by this office at the
request of War Crimes Commission of the China Judge Advocate
General's Office. Results of the investigation failed to show
sufficient evidence of a war crimes violation.
BACXGROUND:

HOVANS I police record disclosed that he was born in .
Riga, Latvia, on 19 February, 1900. According to a French
source, ROVANS first made his appearance in Chink in 1927 in
the company of Genera/ BORODIN, who was the Red Russian
Advisor to the Chinese. It is rumored that subject sold out
BORODIN to the British, and when this was discovered by the
Soviets, subject was arrested and tortured by pouring hot oil
on his head. As a result, subject's head was seVerely scarred
and to cover these scars, he usually wears a black Chinese-style
skull cap.
Subject later escaped to Shanghai and was contactod by
British Intelligence. He is reported to have bled then for
large sums of money for long and devious reports on Communistic
activities in China. After exhausting the British, subjeot
became an informer for tho United States Treasury Deartuent,
where he sold a tip-off to subjects of a treasury investigation
for a reported ,2,000. After a short period with the Treasury
Departaent, he became associated with the Chinese. L fe years
latex, he became an informant for Major WILLIiLj, Wide, of
the Naval Intelligence Office. Reportedly, it wAs well-known in
Lihanghai that ROVAN6 was double-crossing WILLI/i1:0 by Lao°
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working for the Japanese. At the same time he was hawking
pamphlets and books, purported to have been stolen from the
Soviet Consulate.
As war with Japan became more evident, Japanese money
cams easier for HOVANS. He had made connections with the
Shanghai WANG CHING-WEI Government through the Japanese. Then
he succeeded in convincing the Nanking Reform Government that.
one MAMANTOFF was a Soviet agent working against them, and
should be li4uidated (MAMANTOFF had previously written an
article about HOVANS in the nature of an expose). HOVANS
received permission to arrange for the liquidation and
accordingly hired some Chinese to do the job. Largely through
the efforts of the French Police, the Chinese were arrested
and implicated BOVANS. 110 VANS was tried and convicted for
inciting the murder and was sentenced to 15 years in prison.
This was on 24 November, 1941. On 8 December, 1941, the
Japanese Naval Landing Party 'released BOVANS irom prison, and
he was installed in a suite at the Cathay Hotel and given an
office at Japanese Navy Headquarters, 27 The Ruud. According
to a chart furnished by Admiral KENO MINATO of the Japanese
Naval Resident's office, BDVANS was employed in the Liaison
Room of the Japanese Naval Office on the Russian Desk. His
immediate superior was a Russian-speaking Japanese named FUKUHARA.
The Liaison Room, at that time, was under the command of
Commander OTANI and a civilian officer named IICHIZO IKUSHIMA.
Both were transferred to Japan in early summer of 1945. (See
Outline of Japanese Naval Resident's Office in Summary of
Imperial Japanese Navy at Shanghai).
When -Admiral-NINATOwas-questioned-voncerning HO VANS'
connection with the Japanese Navy, )NATO replied that subject
was known to him by the name of CL/GE
' The following is a report on HOVANS submitted by Admiral
MINATO:
"JAPANESE NAVAL LIAISON OFFICE IN SHANGHAI
December 12, 1945
"The man known as BOVANS was connected with the
Liaison Section of the Japanese 'Wel Office in Shanghai
since the time when Commander V, ("PANT was Chief Of the
Section, (Dec. 1941 - Nov. 1945) and UMW TKUF3H1LIA
(civilian employee) was member of the Section.
"HOVANS mainly reported out
"1. The activities and tendency of neutral
nationals in Shanghai; and
r, 'LORE
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"2. The opinion and reaction of Shanghai
citizens in general with regard to the
progress of the war and its acoompanying
effects.
"Re also made comments on the international
situation through his personal observation.
"BOVANS was sent to the Philippines upon a request
from the Japanese Naval Office in Manila. Therefore,
the Japanese Naval Office in Shanghai has no knowledge
of his activities or work in the Philippines.
"Nis connections with other offices than the
Japanese Naval Office in Shanghai are not clear to us.
In view of the fact that he organized and le& a theatrical
group in Shanghai, we believe that he had wide contact.
HblreVer, we do not believe that he had an intelligence
net-work. We considered him as an 'information broker s common in Shanghai.
"As to his whereabouts, we knew that he was in
Shanghai up to the time of the Japanese surrender.
"We then noticed a'press report saying that
immediately after the Japanese surrender, HOVANS went
to Tsingtao where he was arrested a month ago."
With reference to =NATO'S statement concerning HOVAUS1
mein duties, the following information is submitted:
Shortly after the capitulation of Japan in August, 1945,
the U.S.'Neval Landing Party discovered three lettere purportedly written to Commander °TAU and signed "C. E. CLIGE".

Only one letter is dated, that date being 14 January, 1942.
The other two letters are undated and signed with the initials
"C.E.C." The substance of these letters is as follows:
let letter, dated 14 Januar y , 1942:

A request to organize a Special Judicial rhveutigation Section under /KUMIMA, because the L.I. or
Gendarmerie of the Japanese Army did not have the

qualifications to carry out foreign espionage. The M.P.Is
business is the handling or exposing of Chinese agents
from Chungking and the Wang Ching-Wei Government. The
Judicial Investigation Section would have two sub-ections
consisting of an Espionage Section and t Sabotuge :Action.
Most of the letter is a diatribe against the Gendarmerie
and their incometency in handling espionwj,e case.
G EunET
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2nd letter undated:

Wherein he discusses a method to prevent Allied
air-raids upon japan, stating that "Public opinion
of Britain and the United States demands from
Roose,elt and Churchill some victory..
" "No
doubt, American and British circles will try to
effect an air-raid on japan, no matter how costly it
may prove, Jut for, the prestige and for the pacification of the population
"If you gather all the citizens of the Allies
and transport them to Japan, placing them there under
the protection of various patriotic organizations,
you will have a good insurance against air-raids.
For the prisoners, could be chosen the most important
cities with factories and other industrial enterprises.
ss
All should be settled in various parts Of the cities,
s
in barracks, and diplomats in hotels and former
schools. Certain missionaries with their families
should also be deported from China to Japan, as well
as all man of military age, also with families. You
may rest assured that there will be no air-raids on
those cities where they will be settled under adequate
and strict protection because your spokesman will
broadcast that, on account of the unhealthy climate
in the Philippines and awful sanitary conditions in
China, as well as in view of great excitement and
anti-foreign feelings of the Asiatics the Japanese
Government had transported the prisoners of war to
Japan where the climate is excellent and where they
are yell protected. Thus, the air-raids c on the cities,
having no military importance, but possessing factories
and works, would be prevented, for neither Americans
nor Britains would attack such cities from the air."
3rd letter undated:
undated:

Contains a discussion of present conditions in
Shanghai under Japanese occupation and proposals to
restore Shanghai to normalcy. Be advocated formation
of a Russian Auxiliary Detachment under Japanese
command, so that food and she/ter mould be provided
to the large number of watchmen and body-guards now
unemployed.
there is no need to stand on
BA suggested "
ceremonies with the Jews. Control over the Jews should
be strengthened. They should be co4pe/led.to revive
the life of Shanghai. They need a good whip and a
clenched fist. Your union with Germany - however you
may pamper them - is an order for them for underground

L.
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hostilities, sabotage and discrediting of you."
Conoerning Soviet activities in the International
Settlement, EMUS noted that the Soviet Radio
Station in the Settlement was broadcasting in Russian,
English, German and Chinese, all Allied news and propaganda
in the guise of Taus reports. Be suggested that the
Soviet radio be limited to broadcasts in Russian and
also be bound to broadcast all Domei reports._
In an effort to establish the validity of the above .
letters, Mr. TOSPIO NAITA, 146 Quinsan Road, B-18, Shanghai,
who headed the General affairs Desk of the Liaison Room was
questioned. NAMBA, a graduate of University of Southern
California, tentatively - identified the signature of "C. E.
CLIGE" as that of subject's, but stated he would not be able to
swear to it because he had only seen subject's signature on a
few oocaaions. Certain excerpts of the letters were read to
NAMBA and he expressed doubt as to subject's ability to write
suoh a well composed letter. NAMBA said subject's English
was vim poor, and suggested the letters had probably been
ghost-written. NAMBA further said it was not usual for HOVANS
to send communications to Commander OTANI in English, but
that subject usually gave them to FIIKUHARA in Russian and FUKUHARA
would translate them into Zapanese for OTANI.
With regard to subject's main duties, NAMBA said that
MANS' chief value lay in the fact that he had many contacts
in the Russian community. BA said that he had read some of
subject's reports and thought that they were childish. HS also
added that the Japanese Naval Office did not trust HOVANs
completely.
Also, with regard to subject's ability in the Japanese
Naval Office, Admiral UILATO stated that he doubted if subject
ever contributed any worthwhile intelligence information,
because he (IIINATO) could not recall any of subject's reports
although they undoubtedly passed through his hands. MILATO
said he could only speak for the period from November, 1944,
at which time he took over command of the Naval Office.
FUKUHLRA was questioned concerning his knowledge of
HOVANS 1 activities and he furnished two statements which are
contained in Appendix D. The substance of those statements
is as follows: In his first statement given on '7 December,
1945, FUKITHARA hedged and submitted only general information
concerning HOVANS. He was interrogated again and the translation of his statement given December 24, 1945, states that
CI
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HOVANS gathered intelligence chiefly on world conditions
from the radio, newspapers, magazines and conVersatlons With
people familiar with foreign affairs. A schedule of HOVANS
daily ' activities as given by FUKUHARA reveals that HOVANS
listened to world wide news broadcasts from Moscow, Honolulu,
San Francisco, and London between 0400 and 0500. Between
0600 and 0700 he made and received phone calls acquiring
the local intelligence on Shanghai. From0600 to 0900 he
read three or four different Russian newspapers. About 1000
he went to the office of the Resident Naval Officer where
his duties_consisted , of writing a report, interviewing
visitors, etc: He had lunch at 1300, always with a guest.
After lunch he usually took a nen and at 1500 he had another
appointment. Later in the afternoon he made arrangements
for his theatrical group, visited sick people, obtained free
hospitalization for needy actors, etc. In the evening he dined
with friends and admirers and usually went to a night club
until late at night. However late he returned home, he
usually began his day at 0400.
Regarding EOVAN's character, FUKUHARA states that he
was a highly emotional individual and gave vent to his
emotions easily. He wasn't anxious for material wealth but
desired position and honor in life. He met many people but
quickly tired of them. Therefore, he had many enemies and no
intimate friends.
FUKUHARA said that HOVANS had confidence in the opinions
of Mr. AwAtn (FREDEFICK MEHL - German agent in Shanghai)
on problems wuucerning Germany, England and America, and used
them in his report.
In the course of the investigation concerning FREDERICK
ANTON union', MUHL made the following statement concerning
HO VAN:

"HOVANS worked from Room 741 of the Cathay
Hotel, and from the fourth floor of the Jardine
Matheson Building which had been the Navy Building
under the Japanese.
"He, himself, did little or no persona/ outside
work, relying as he did upon informers and employed
workers. Among these were Captain CARNEIRA., PAUL
LOITNIKOFIri KAZH/N, AENHEIM, GERSHOWITZ and a few others,
such as TERN', etc.
"These people were known in tne'Russian and
foreign community as seeking information for the
Japanese. Those who wanted to make money in this
way sold their information to either one of BOVANSI
CLCL.LT
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workers, total about 12.
1710,AMB mostly used a system of stealing
information from the various Japanese Gendarmerie
Offices, from the Army and from the ftlice Headquarters. Thus, 'while GERsimwv TZ was working as
a sergeant in the Detective Bureau of the Police
Headquarters, he would sell his information, gathered
around the police files, to HOVANS. The result of
tactic brought a general hatred of HOVANS from the
Gendarmerie and the police. HOVANS was branded as
a scoundrel by the police, and, as a result of this,
the police and Gendarmerie spread negative stories
about HOVANS in Shanghai which resulted in HOVANS
being hated by most Shanghailanders. In this way,
BOMB mishandled his intelligence work.
- "In addition to information gathered about antiJapanese activities in Shanghai, and about gangs who
were cutting in on Tapanese rackets and which HOVANS
'mashed' for 'political, reasons', HOVANS was responsible for Duany.deaths of foreigners and Chinese
in Shanghai who were arrested on framed up information
gathered by CARNBIRA and LOTNIKOV, etc. and allegedly
executed or imprmooned at line Japanese Bridge House.
HOVAMS once boasted of 1 18 pieces finished', which
was the way he described the liquidation of 'gangsters'
by the Japanese as the result of his work.
"Incidentally, it must be stated' that every two
weeks, HOVANS performed as an actor at the White
Russian Club House on Avenue Pooh in a Russian play.
While this has nothing directly to do with his
intelligence work, it was basically an effort on his
part to suppress the antagonism of the public to his
racketeering by donating the proceeds of the performances to Russian charity.
"Outside of Shanghai, he once took a group of
his workers to Singapore and Manila for the purpose
of counter-intelligence against the Americans and
the British there. The plan was to infiltrate his
men into the British-American intelligence uorkers
there, and to pose as British-American intelligence
workers, and to thus ensnare the foreign intelligence
and turn them over to the Tapanese.authorities.
"HOVANS used the name of LUGENE ROVANS, but this
is not his correct name, but he has been known by
this name since his conviction and imprisontdent in
1941 in connection with the murder or 1,11L1tETO1i, who
- 68 -
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was head of the White Russian Emigrant Committee.
NOUNS, on behalf of the Japanese, hired a
Chinese to kill MANANTOFF. He was sentenced to
15 years imprisonment, but has not served this
and is still under sentenoe. During his trial he
claimed that he WAS working for the Germans, which
turned the German Intelligence against him. When
he came out of jail, (released by the Japanese),
ne used the name C. L. KLUGE, or at least his cur
was registered in this name, and was hired as
*Advisor to the Japanese Navy.'
"Atter his trial, during which as abovementioned, HOVAFW incurred the enmity of the
German intelligence, I was given the assignment
of trying to pin something on him so that rival
Japanese factions would rid us of him - HOVANS
was at outs with all Japanese except the Navy. As
a result, I /earned the following about him:
"HOVANS came from the Ukraine to the Far Last
in 1917, first to Harbin where he made connections
with the Communists. In about 1927, he became
associated with the Hankow Government which was at
that time communistic and was headed by MAN LUNG-PO,
later Mayor of Shanghai and acting President of
the Nanking Government. ROANS was a Captain in
the Chinese Communistic Army, as 'Captain PICK,.
He helped the organizers on the political side, who
were constantly harassed by other Chinese.
"BORODIN, the Russian organizer of the Hankow
Communist Governmeht eventually returned to Moscow,
after which they ran out of funds and the whole set-up
blew up. MANS cams to Shanghai in about 1932 to
1935. He got in touch with LUcHICH, a White Runsian
writer who received a contract from the British
Government to write a book called the 'Red Lenucc
Over Chine. The author was allegedly Captain
EUGENE PICK, or ROANS, but the photograph which
purports to be that of Captain PICK is actually u
photograph of LUCHICR. Very few people know that
the photograph was not of MAINS, but HOVANO let
this information out to MB when / detected this.
HOVANS claimed that he used the name Captain PICK
in Hankow. MOANS managed to sell the Japanese the
idea that he was the author of the book, although
the language of the book is not that of ROMS. It
was written in English for the North China Daily Eews,
Shanghai, a British daily newspaper. There wore cuotations
in the book from British papers and from the Nev'York
C'
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Times. LUCHICH and ROANS apparently had
previously furnished the material to these
publications. The book was published in Shanghai
about 1932 to 1935.
"HOVANS was, duringthe years immediately following

this, mixed up in all sorts of raokets, prostitution, gambling, etc., and was in and out of jai/
constantly. In about 1937, he became friendly

with NidlitIN ( 'NAT' RABIN or RABIN(VITc1i) a
Latvian who was a ganGever wixed up in 'protection'
rackets, etc., and who is now under arrest by the
Chinese Gendarmerie 'since September for saao offense.

He is very tough - a real strong-arm man. 1-6:1;11
and HOVANS were closely associated in the various
rackets, though each worked on his own.

"RABIN, in addition to his racket activities,
trapped some of the Chinese guerilla generals, many
of whom had to switch to the Japanese to save their
lives.. The Zapanese paid him well and he had a
lot of money. He was the owner of the 'Little

Club'. These incidents took place during 1967.
HOAR; was not involved in them, but only in

commeroial rackets, but he was linked up with the
Zapanese.

"HOVANS told me that he had an assignment
from Admiral OTAN/ to infiltrate into the American
Intelligence work at the time the war broke out.
He also told me how he had (for the Japanese) put
.small time bombs in egg crates on British ships
plying along the coast in order to spoil the refrigeration systems. He said that the British knew
he had been responsible for this and had quite a
grudge against him for it.

"HOVAl ciS often voiced to me his wonder at the
Japanese hiring him. Ho thought it was only to
, keep him out of guerilla work. He was not a
Communist, but was selfishly interested in makiLg
money and could do very well as a guerilla.
activities consisted of terrorist activities to
keep the foreigners in line. .- 12eop/e knew he worked
for the Japanese and were afraid to cross him.
HUVai received from the Japanese free food and
:Worn 741 at Cathay ilotel, gasoline for his AvAin
car, presents, expenses and a small salary. he was
•
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very foolish and didn't save much so now has
nothing in Shanghai.

"I started working against him about end of
1942 on orders of Dr. KLARE, trying to pin something on him to get him into disfavor with the
Japanese, so that either the Japanese or the
Germans could take care of him. I wanted to pin
a German killing or something of that sort on him
which would have enabled the Germans to have him
arrested. HOVANS didn't like the Germans as he
had previously (a long time before) worked for the
German Intelligence, and they didn't treat him
well financially. HOVANS often sent people around
to try and catch me out at the beginning. When he
got no results from his informers, he came once to
304 Kiangse Road to investigate personally and

brewed on my set-up (which bragging was only 'sour
grapesq.
"HOVANS description is: Height 5'7", weight
175 to 180 lbs, age 54, Russian appearance Mongolian cast of countenance, round face, pointed
nose, good teeth with gold fillings, no hair at all,
wears black skull cap, has burn soars on his head
on top to the rear from the time when he was

tortured by the Communists. He looks husky. be
sings in Russian opera. He is a heavy vodka drinker,
especially when in any trouble. He is a flashy
dresser; mars a large gold ring with Chinese
characters on his left little finger; gold pocket

watch with gold chain across vest; has a sport coat
with pleats; black shoes; flashy, loud silk socks;
brown suit with interwoven stripes; blue rain coat,

very faded; usually wears a light grey hat. rost of
his suits are sportsstyles. He walks with his
shoulders stratzht, very erectly, with a military
manner. He had a cheap chromium plated cigarette
lighter of the Ronson type, with release on the
right. He usually went armed with a pearl handled
revolver, 38, chrome or nickel plated. be speaks
very broken or pidgin :English and has a very deep

voice, coarse and loud. He also speaks Chinese,
;apanese, Russian and German. He used to have a
picture of his wife, 6 x 8 inches, also a picture
of himself as an actor, in a part from the Renaissance
Period, with long hair, etc."
MANILA LISSIOL:

According to information furnished by Admiral EIhATO,
-
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the Manila Mission was requested by the Japanese Naval Office
at Mani/a. They requested that a number of neutrals be sent
to Manila for intelligence purposes. Since . HOVAINS was the
only neutral in the Shanghai Office, he was given that essiGnmut. However, other sources who were closely connected
the Manila trip claim that the trip was conceived by
'MISHIMA, the Civilian officer in the Liaison Room. IETILL:
submitted plans to Conander OTANI who drafted final plans
and sent them to Tokyo for approval. After 'they were
approved, =MIKA was placed in charge of the Vissie31.
According to members of the Fission, the followinf; porixka
made the trip: IIOVi, lirRAIICICO 0dlEI110, iUL LOJ..ii XJ)
PLEYRO TEIa, FRITZ
,
.
UEJOEF), SLAVA TORGkO lISKY,

1LTEh KAZAK, TRIA, a Filipino,

and Japanese , named - IKUJiThIA, EORI TAKATSI, TADA,1
PETER UTSUNONIU., KUBO, b. ICLIIJI1.14 and 'YOSHIDA.

The kdssion left Shanghai early in June, 1944, and last
remnants of it returned late in December, 1944. HOV.:,14s is
reported to have returned from Manila on August 9, 1944.
Concerning

the activities of the group

while in

Manila,

SLAVA'TOROIOVSKY submitted a statement, the full text of which

Is quoted in Appendix E. The substance of that stateaent is
as follows:

He arrived in Manila with KAZAK, LOINIKOFF and
June 12, 1944, and was taken to the Hongkong & Shanghai Bank'
Compound (409 Aviles Street) where IKUSHIMA had his headquarters. This was the residence of Admiral HIRATDL,
Japanese Naval Attache in Manila. They had a few words with
HIRAIDE and were then introduced to Commander AOYAI:i,
IMISHIMA l s superior.
TOROPOVSKY and KAZAK were billeted in a small bunalow
away from the other members of the group. A listeninr, post
was set up there under YOSHIDA and they were told to copy
CW traffic from MI, a station in Port Darwin, Australia,
which was used by the U.S. Navy for sending orders to all
ships in five letter code.
kAUL LOZEIKOU soon after arrival met a Girl named

ESkAKITA DE VIDAL, who seemed to be well acquainted in

Filipino society. She furnished LOLIKOFF with typeritten
sheets of inforation in kalish which he passed on to

CARLEIRO was usually with LOXiaUFF.
C
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TERRI became acquainted with a Dr. tAMO4 who (Live
told TOROPOVSKY he had travelled through guerilla
territory in Batangas and Camarines Nortes Provinces ot
Luzon.
ARNIMIE and GERSHOVITZ worked together minglinc in
the lower strata of Manila and aeted as "stool-pigeons" for
BUYAUS.
TOROPOVSKY did not know much of ROYALS' activities,
other than the fact that he was blackmailing a Polish merchant
in Manila named ZALEVSKY beeause ZALEVSKY I S wife, an i.mericah,

had not been interned.

TAKAMI, an American-born and educated Japanese, was
answerable only to /KUSH1M4 and Commander AOYALA. TOhwOWXY
knew nothing of his activities.
TOROPOVSKY said that his contact with the group was
very limited and that be had not heard of any terroristic
acts or killings on the part of the group. Be said the only
information he had was from a story which appeared in the
Shanghai Russian Daily News sometime in November, 1945,
which told of the killing of six clergymen, believed to have
been Spanish Catholic Missionaries, by HOURS and LoXIIKOI'l"
during their stay in Manila. (Mr. CHILIK1N, Editor of the
Daily Dew was later contacted and bait: idio story had no
foundation in fact, and Was written by a number of his
reporters, based on various rumors that they had heard).

PAUL LOZN1KOFF and PIETRO TERRI were both arrested on
authority of the War Crimes Gummiesron in November, 1945.
When questioned by this office, both repeatedly denied being
sent to Manila for intelligence or terroristic purpo2os. both
°lathed that they went to Manila to "buy cargo" for the
Japanese Navy Purchasing Offiee. They elaimed that IKUSEL.,
and BOYARS saw a chance to make money in Manila and as .
friends of BOYARS they were invited along to share in the
profit.
harther information concerning the activities of the
group in Manila is contained in the 00unter-Intelligence
Corps investigation of BORIS GREGO1WV1O u WZOFFelias t:ORILIS

GERSHKOVITCH. UZIOFF accompar.led the group to Manila and
when Taw group was evaeuated he was /eft behind as was
FRITZ ARNHEM and EORIRJEKI TAKAMI. WOFF later was reported
to the Counter-Intelligence Corps by ESPANITA DL VIDLL.
During the course of that investigation WIC 740.1EUYY,
Elizalde Paint Co., Tanduay St., Manila, was intervieed and
stated, in substance, as follows:
u
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He first met 1L201r in Lecolta Cafe some time in truly,

1944. LaLTVailZ7 had . formerly lived in Shanghai and remembered
1L2011' as a uniformed policeman in that city. L1J0FF told
zAL:nrarr that IIOVADS had a letter from ZALLVSKY I S parents.
aleo told him that ho, with the others who hed 0011,0
to Manila Ath him, were refugees from Singapore.
Althotr;h hOILLIS was the leader of the group, he stayed

in the baekround. ZALINSKY met the others, includia,
frecuontly. .11ei they became better acquainted
with ....11.e1:11.:AN, they tole him that they were purchaein3

a3ente for the japancee Navy.

On one ocbasion, HOli_as.:3 phoned ZALEVSKT and aeked him
to call at his office. Arriving there, ZALINZZY v. , oe., told
that the Japaneee Navy had a great deal against a.L.:,Ye'inf

and that',..VeLINSKY could clear himself by furnishins information. H0VJ3i6 waa particularly interested in locatinL;
guerilla radio station said to be operated by a man named
j0liNe3014. ALEVSKY disclaimed any knowledge of it and vTas

/Liter picked' up by the Japanese for questioning. he was
allowed to go after interrogation.

On another occasion, 1101/ArS told ZALEVSKY that in order
to stay out of trouble, he would have to pay him (1:0V...1:3)
30,000.00 Pesos. 2.11,IN3ICI: paid 20,000.00 and. rude a date to
pay off the balance. 110VAN& failed to keep the appeiataent
but instead sent Tra- 0111 to pick up the money. This .-.1o.,-xy as
given to LIATO.F.F.
•

After IIOVi.L. left Manila in August, 1944 1 LOJIL:el'i set
himself up as head of the group. Never very popular with the
fared even -Jorse after I-RA .2e 'a left.
rest of the group, 141201T
L0JIai011'.17 and CAI-LT:TED:0 spoke deprecatingly of MIJO:iT, and
-..-hercae the others a p peared Prosperous, laTTOIT looked rak.eed
and poor.
At one tine, LOTI-TY,OIT and C/i'I1t0 offered to sot
2.a,:e •Vii.17 up as a purchasinG agent for the Japaucce
..esaLtAr;31CY refused.
From tire to tine, LOL.IKUIT (asked :LALIAM: for Lifavnation about Americene eau leilerican property. when
rclift L. to 1v0 hilA the info.L. matia', LOJIIKOn thruf.to%eo
to TA/rd hi in to the Tianese. In this 1:ay L0JiLW.- Goll--CtCd
,bout 100,00.60 lo'..;ob in bribes from hALLVA.
I
LU-Lila) (or :"0:.0a
CoiT, in /Anna disclosed thc-
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In May, 1944, TAILL1.1. had a proposition with MAILA,
a Japanese firm in Shanghai which possessed a powerful
connection with the Japanese Navy. ahereas, other companies
were unable to obtain shipping space for exports,
was able to get this shipping space. Tali= was exhorting
lamps to the bouthern territories to sell on the black .
market.
Durin3 May, 1944, Ur. IKUSHILA, a first-class member of the 6hisei-han, the highest Srane n of the Gunzoku (civilians
into his ofiice. He
attached to the military), called
let T..aaI know thst he was acquainted with his activities
in the black market through the Manwa Company and threAened
him with conscription.
As TAKid..T. is an American citizen and also since he had
no stolLach for active military duty, he listened to IICL■31:1LA,.1:::
proposition that he join IKUSHIMA. IKUSHIMA promised to get
TAKAMI a good position in the Navy counterpart of the Gunzoku.
T141 did not want to identify himself with the military in
any way, so he countered with the proposal that he would give
his services to IKU.adIhA gratis in exchange for IKULAahli26
protection against conscription. IKUSHILA agreed to this
proposal.
On or about 26 May, 1944, MISHIMA told TALI something
of the mission that they were to Perform. musliali. told him
that there was to be a group composed ofJapanese Koreans
and Europeans which was to be sent to Manila. TAkAM1 was to
be included in this group. He did not elaborate on the work
that was to be done but told TfLitida that he would divulge
its mission in due course. On 28 May, 1944, TAKAMI was sent
by plane to Taihoku, Formosa, where he was to act as an
interpreter for these Europeans when they stopped there on
their journey to Manila.
He recalled that MIATOFF cake to Taihoku with CJd.j.iLIIZO
HOVALS and IKU3HIMA, with two or three others,
and
LOJNIKOFF.
.
came leter, but took off for Manila first. TAKilltil came to
Manila from Taihoku with KaJOFF, TLRNI, LOZNIKOFF and
CARI;EI"a0. This group arrived in Manila on /1 'Tune, 1944.
TAU= said that he was shocked at the group of
Luropeans that IKUSHIEA had picked for this mission, whatever
it was. HOVANS, the leader, had been a notorious crook in
Shanghait and,at one time, had been convicted of murder and
sentenced to 15 years. (When questioned by TAKAMI about this,
had stated that ROANS had done important espionage
vork for the Japanese Government, and, therefore, was highly
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reepeoted and trusted by high Japanese officials.) LOJEIK0FF,
another member of the group, was lightweight boxing champion
of the Orient and had been mixed up in the "buy and sell
racket" in Shanghai. LOJNIKOFF had also been involved in
the theft of diamonds in Shanghai. TAXA= stated that the
other MAU, including NEXOFF, had been unknown to him Lefore
coming here.
On or about 15 June, 1944, IKUSHIMA called a meeting
of the group which was held at the residence of the president
of the Hongkong Shanghai Bank in Aviles Street near Mtilacanan
Palace.. At this meeting, MISHIMA stated, meagrely, the
mission of this group in Mani/a. He told the group, including
RUOFF, that of all the territories conquered by the Japanese,
the Philippines had taken the /east kindly to the Co-Prosperity
Sphere and was the most recalcitrant. He stated that the
Army and Navy were doing what they thought best to relieve
this situation, but it still persisted and was going from bad
to worse. Therefore, it was the mission of this group of
Europeans and Orientals to investigate and study this condition
from every angle to attempt to find the answer to this
situation and to bring the Philippines into the line. This
group was to analyze the Filipino way of life, to study the
Filipinos' ideology, and to find the answer to this most

pressing. problem.

In addition, they were to study the other nationals in
the Philippines to /earn what their sympathies were, to find
out how the Japanese had failed to win them over to their side.
Further, they were to investigate the Japanese Army and Navy,
and observe the methods that they were using to alleviate
this situation, and to make recommendations as to the improvement of these methods. Japanese controlled utilities, such
as Meralco, were to be investigated to learn if corruption
existed and to root out the causes if such a condition
existed. IKUSHIMA stressed the point that each man hcid been
carefully chosen because of his past experience and each man
was to do a specific job.
TAXAMI stated that it was a grandiose scheme and a very
noble one in purpose, but it was evident . to him that IKUSHIMA
had been deceived by HOVAES, and certainly the men that RUYAN'S
had selected for IkustarA were in no way qualified to carry
out such a mission. In TAKAMI's opinion, they were as fine
a group of opportunists, blackmailers and swindlers as could
be found in the Far Last.

It was TAICAMI's job to get the overall picture. Ee was
to observe and in that way acquaint himself with the work to
'LLCRET
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be done, so that, if necessary, he could take over the leadership of the group. lie also acted as interpreter and contact
man between HOVANS and IKUSH1MA for about two months, at
which time HOVANS returned to Shanghai. In August, 1944,
TAKAMI took over the leadership of the group working directly
under Ikushima.
Takami went on to say that almost from the beginning
the thing was a farce. IKUSHIMA was Jealous of his position
and appeared to be reluctant about giving out any information
lest someone of the group learned too much. he would issue
silly orders. For instance, he would detail a man to find
out the names of the members of a certain foreign chamber of
commerce when t4e information was open to everybody. He
would detai/-another man to find out which puppet government
officials had what friends among the foreign colony. Re
would ask for voluminous reports and a great deal of effort
would be spent gathering information that could have been
gotten out of a business directory or telephone book. It
appeared to TAXA= that IKUSHIMA was more interested in getting
a lot of nonsensical reports that might impress his superiors
than he was in solving any problems or promoting any better
relations between the Filipinos and Japanese which he had
announced as his intention originally.
IKU8ITTRI 4 set up CARNEIRO and LOZNIKOFF in the "buy and
sell" business so that they could observe this racket from
the "inside". This did not work out because the Filipino
"buy and sell" men distrusted these foreigners and would have
nothing to do with them. As CARNEIRO and LOTNIKOFF were interested only in the money that they could make out of this
business, they were not interested in observing the Filipino
members of the "profession" and made no effort to promote any
better understanding. In fact, they did more harm than good
because they swindled the Filipinos.
About the end of September, 1944, TAKAMI had a long talk
with =MEM in which he tried to point out the fallacy of
attempting to rectify the Philippine situation by using these
ONM. MISHIMA, who had by now become quite disillusioned,
agreed with TAKAMI and the group just fell apart. Little or
no attempt was made after September to accomplish anything.
The members of the group were left on their own to work out
their own salvation.
Originally, the man had been paid 3,000 Pesos per month
'MAO, was ample. After a couple of months, this became too
little on which to liVe and the true character of these men
came to the front. They became involved in all sorts of
schemes to make money and they all had pretty bad reputations

around town. =BINA. in order to save face called for an
Smeonnting of their activities-from time to time, but he had
tOst control over then.
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CONCLUSION:
• Although allegations had been made that HOVANS and his
group were responsible for the , deaths and torturing of
American and Filipino nationals, investigation has not shown
that to be the case. Undoubted/y, they participated in some
intelligence and espionage investigations of a minor nature
in an attempt to ferret out allied collaborators. It appears'
that the real mission of the trip to Manila was a combination
of two things: (1) An investigation of the s ympathies of
the Filipinos and reasons for the dapaneee failure to win
them over to the Co-Prosperity Sphere; and (2) A trip to
Manila offered the HOVANS group a good opportunity to extend
their black market and swindling operations. HOVANS and his
group would never have consented to make the trip on reason
number one alone and the Japanese Navy would hover have
permitted the trip based only on reason number two.
It seems apparent that the group accomplished little of
an intelligence . value for the Japanese, and when it beoams
obvious that the Philippines would be invaded by American
forces the group disintegrated into selfish individuals each
attempting to make as much money as possible.
Inasmuch as the China Theater judge Advocate General's
office has indicated that there is not sufficient evidence
of a War Crimes violation against American citizens by
'MANS or any member of his group, intensive investigation
of the case has ceased. However, informants of this office
are still attempting to locate HOVANS in order that he may
be questioned concerning intelligence activities of the
Japanese Navy.
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A.

The Military Intelligence Service was the most important
branch of the Japanese China Mispeditionary Forces. Its leaders, most of

whom were rabid radicals, influenced and inmost cases controlled the
tactical planning staffs of Headquarters and the Armies under its command.
The conquest of China, the contra of its people and

exploitation of its wealth was both directly and indirectly supervised.
by

intelligence.

The functions of this vast organization were as extensive
and elaborate as any in the world, the main sections included the followings
field or combat intelligence within Armies, counter-espionage, espionage
sabotage and fifth coln, policing and peace preservation, propaganda &Li
economic contra through government monopolies. The responsibility for the.
performance of most of these functions did not lie strictly with the Chief

of Intelligence at Headquarters, China Brpeditionary Forces, but was for the
most part the responsibility of the army commanders and his intelligince staff;
the commanders, in turn, ware not obligated to report way detail concerning
intelligence activity to Headquarters. It was in the interest of the Army of
a certain area to operate its own organisations. to successfully execute its
duties of either combat or occupation.
Besides organisations of the Armies, other intelligence
units, better known as Iikane or Special Service Organisations, were
created by higher Headquarters for the performance of special missions.
These independent Kikans operated for and reported only to Headquarters.
The Military Police (Keipsi), in many respects independent
of Head4uarters, had /taw intelligence duties to perform., the most important
of which was counter-espionage.
Within the Amy alone there did not exist &properly coordinated
intelligence system, one with a proper flow of intelligence to the supreme
authorities, the UperialMeadquarters, Tokyo. The gystimlems for the most
pert conducted as a service to the area in which it operated and in this
respect it was extremely thorough. Such thoroughness was exemplified by the
. constant repetition and over-lapping of duties by different organizations with
the same Am.
C
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B.

Blather Echelon

The imperial General Headquarters las the body responsible for strategy
and the prosecution of the ear, and controlled both branches of the
armed forces. It, was made up of senior Army and Navy officers, with representatives of the Foreign Office for purposes of liaison and advice.
The relation of Imperial General Headquarters to intelligence work:paralleled its relation to the prosecution of the war immoral, Through its
Third Bureau, it directed and coordinated the intelligence activities of
a11 subsidiary organisations. The !Unction of coordination was performed
by an Inter-service Supervisory Control Board within the Third Bureau.
The General Staff was responsible for the conducting of mi/itary operations and the collection'ofintelligence. The latter function came under
the direction of the Second Department (DAI MINA, JOBO) of the General
Staff. This department was in turn divided into a series of nuthered
sections, each with particular functions or with direction toward a particular area. Subdivision of which are not known in detail, however it has
been reported that the divisions are as follows* Europe and US Division,
German and Soviet Division and Propaganda Division. All intelligence received from army units in the field was routed to the Second Department,
stick was principally the main coordinator of Army intelligence.
lhe Ministry of !Ur, although a body on the same /evel. of authority as the
General Staff, was responsible for mi/itary administration endplayed no
part in command functions or intelligence. In actuallity the Nampa Tai,
(Gendarmerie or Military Po/ice) was responsible to the War Ministry, but
intelligence affairs of the Koval were channelAld the Commanding General
of the area In which it *pentad., for transmittal to the General Staff.

C. lagiajoatiassmagili (Dw)
The China arpeditionary torsos functioned under the Imprial. Neadosarbano
rank as the Southern Forego (Nabosoirsis) and the Manchuria
Nantegan). The intalligenes section (Doi Mika)
forces (lbsangtong Aai
Gal
was
charged
with
the straits& collection sad eeerdlination
of Ell.
intaligeam as recwi from the North, Central and loath Ci gna Commasukers
to be used by the commandtng general for war plans and dissemination to the
Conenkl Staff and Imperial Headquarters.
en the smse

.
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Le. bidGIMIONCLAMMUNICraallia
The Officer in charge of the Dai i a *as the moat
important man in the Ca and although according to the headquarters orgaulsation the Dili Ica la (First Section) was the
section responsible) for plandng and edescation of the war, the
41=1441: Section in China mmtrelled this function. Lis
•U
edited since mist of the Staff Officers of the
OF were the radical elenent eto • had been apelled fres Japan
to the fighting front by Premier Tejo because of their pa/Meal
•intri4we and military purges. These radieals controlled with
tsweendous pew the direction and macation of warfare in
Chia% regardless of the policies or directives of the Consanding
General, WO was most frequently a Age appointed officer. This
paver went to the artent of defiance toward elders issued by the
Generer Staff and eau* thillherite Independent action on the part
,
Of the Deadowirters CV,
Prosainent radicals who
held isndltgence poets in the
OP Were 146 General 1AC11.4 . 1A. Gemara. 1561/, Major General
MAMA Colonel MITA and Colonel coals all of when were
appenents
to liiddaki =jo ts government and policies.
•
wAcill
eda righto4cand nen to General MAIM and
with t•he rank of Colonel was Chlot of the DAL Wi tia AY3G
1939 and had as his assistant Colonel "SW/. in' 1939 NACU,
after prenotion to Major Generals and MIMI were rowed to
the front at &skew. At the end of the war Lt. General UM
was Assistant f;bist of Staff of Membosogun (Southern Forces)
UM, after serving in Mankons returned is 1943 to
hemmer, later
Pacific. Successors,
such as Roams ONATA and 03/INA carried on the influence of the
Second Departiont.
lisakkag as Officer in Chargs of the Dai NIL
in the same year was dispatched to the South

The policy which NA= and 'LW/ were endeavoring to
enforce was camplete military domination of China and the
divietiag of China into two states, the North CUSS Provisional
Goverssunt and 'bide Puppet Regime. They strongly opposed the
formation of the Wong Ching Woi Puppet Goinnumult.
As a result of the insubordinate) activity by these
individuals, Tojo sent HAMM and SAWA in 1939 as supervisors
to the headquarters * gas but they were grachulAy influenced by
the radicals and became involved in exploitation and fortune
seeking rickets.
,72
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Nidaka Organ was in complete charge of collecting information on and from the foreign national groups and organizations
in Peiping and Tientsin, mainly by Liaison activity. This
organisation overlaps the functions of both the aboveqaentioaed
organs since activities in Chungking and renanwere also in
its scope, and this 'dada information was also collected by
radio interception. (Appendix:, 140161AML1).
Other agencies devoting their efforts to intelligence in
-the Peiping-Tientsin area are the £.i-tai, the Intelligence
and investigation Corps of the Ambassadorial Office, North China
Telephone& Telegraph Co., North China Cmammnications Co.,
North China. Development Co. However, these are covered in
other parts of this summary.
It is apparent from reports received concerning the North
China area that this part of the country, furthest removed
from strategic fighting fronts, was staplar in a state of
occupation and there was little need to stress intelligence
activities other than to prevent subversive uprisings and to
suppress the guerrilla menace on the -part of Communist bands.
Therefore, the various Japanese Armies in this area dealt
with intelligence affairs in thib- /limner that the commanding
officer wished to conduct them. The evolition of intelligence
activity lathe port of Tsingtao, Shantung Peninsula, is a
good example of Ws the highly organised system, on the part
of both the Nay and Army, since 1938, changed to mmet the
prevailing situation.
/n1938, the 5th Brigade of 43rd Japanese Army Intelligence
Department, known an Tokumu Kikan, swept into the city and
"occupied", but intim most activity was conducted against
Consunists through combat intelligence teams who collected
information concerning enemy disposition, peace and order in
occupied areas, climatic conditions, and topography and terrain;
their sources were through agents, voluntary Winners among
inhabitants, imperial Collaboration Army, Peace Preservation
Units, and the Puppet Armies.
Economic, political and counter-intelligenoe functions,
although conducted by the Army, Maw and Gendarmerie agencies,
were mainly the duty of civilian organisations as the Roan, under
the Great Bast Asia Ministry.
The general method of collecting intelligence from agents,
both Chinese and Japanese, was by extortion or subjoction
means, such as granting privileges, contracts, etc. in return
for information. There was little security or concealing of
identity of agents; training was at amininum; and pay was
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negligible. All of these factors existed because North China,
particular], on the Shantung Peninsaa, was actually too far
tram the war in China and the Pacific to be of tactical
importance. This area was simply held sand had only a seed

102°A:occupation forces to maintain public peace and suppress
skirmishes on the pert at guerrilla Monate and mall
t .)
Communist forces. (For details, see Appendix

in ' order to explain in further detail the methods of
operation, the training of personnel, and to give an estimation of the value of information obtained, a general statement
of The Rehabilitation and Liaison Department of the Japanese
Officers and Soldiers, entitled "Outline of Intelligence
Collecting Machinery of Japanese Forces", 2 December, 1945,
follows:
OUTLINE OF INTaLLIGDICE COLLECTING MACHINEa OF JAPANESE FORCES
Since the Manchurian incident, a bad habit of neglecting
the intelligence service was created among the Japanese forces
in North China as they had always fought against weaker ememy
forces. The Japanese forces always were confident of winning
worth* enemy. , The Chinese forces were weaker in quality and
equipment.. Information obtained regarding the Chinese forces
was not the deciding factor ter the victory of the Japanese
forces. It was useful only for the Japanese forces to keep
the Japanese casualties to a minumum. Under such circumstances,
=evil habit of neglecting the value of the intelligence
service gradually grew.

It has to be admitted under the circumstances that almost
all of those members who were engaged in the intelligence
service were not of first ranking men in their line; that
enthusiasm of the commander in leading the service was not
sufficient; and that machinery for collecting intelligence
was also not sufficient.
Recently, however, importance of intelligence service
was strongly urged in some quarters in favorably leading
campaigns against Chinese Communist forces. But this advocacy,
after all, failed to attract general attention. Here may be
traced one of the causes which lead Japanese forces gradually
to an unfavorable war situation.
Along with such general situation, the information
collecting machinery of the Japanese forces in North China was
also very poor, it has to be admitted.'
In North China information Was collected chiefly through
interception of enemy radio communications and from secret agents
of Chinese nationality. But those who had facilities for
intercepting enemy radio communications were confined to Army
Headquarters or much higher army unit headquarters. Furthermore, the capacity of the facilities was extremely limited.
S

, et
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Of the Chinese secret agents employed, those who apparently
seemed excellent did not really cooperate with the Japanese
forces and the rest were genera/1y- of low mentality and most
*Ire so-called double agents far from Sharing the same fate
with the Japanese.
Most of them, taking advantage of their positions with
the Japanese forces, indulged in /ootinge or other unlawful •
conduct among the Chinese populace with the result that the
Chinese public gradual/y Cams to entertain bad feeling against
the Japanese forces and efforts were made to collect informa tion voluntarily brought from the local inhabitants by
rendering aid to them and winning their popularity and success
was obtained to some extent.

•

Those which supplemented the insufficiency caused by the
afore-mentioned poor radio interception facilities and inferior
Chinese secret agents were the enemy documents obtained by our
garrison units during their smal/ engagements, examination
of war prisoners when captured and also cooperation offered by
local Chinese. In view of special circumstances taken into
consideration in operations against the Chimes Communist
forces, one division of Japanese troops usually had to defend
about 140-160 separate localities. In those areas where
Japanese troops kept friendly relations with local Chinese
inhabitants and checked the infiltration of the Chinese
Communist troops, the local Chinese inhabitants always
volunteered valuable information although there were exceptions.
Furthermore, after each small betties all enemy documents
captured as well as information obtained from prisoners of
war were sent to their upper units and they were of great value.
Since Japanese forces held their commanding system in high
respect, thousands of small garrisons scattered in North China
might have well been regarded as advance units of information
collecting machinery. Under such circumstances, it was very
seldom that a special intelligence unit was dispatshed to a
certain specified locality directly by headquarters respectively
of each Brigade, Division, Army and the Japanese North China
Army. The Chinese military authorities entertain some doubt on
this point, but this is groundless suspicion on their part.

•

In addition to negligence of intelligence service as aforementioned, the Yellowing two factors may be accounted
additionally for the failure to obtain successful results in
the intelligence services
i. Small advanced Japanese garrisons were stationed at
isolated places where coesingcation was difficult,
and no adequate education regarding the collection
of information given to them.
wlgol•
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ii. After the outbreak of the Pacific War, there were
frequent shifts of troops, and no thorough—going
training had to be given up.
General speaking, it took at least six months for the
troops to acquaint themselved with special tactics to be
employed for engaging the Chinese Communist troops. Most of
the Japanese troops, however, had to be shifted to other
theaters of war when they somehow learned it, and the fresh
troops had to repeat the same thing.
In short, the information collecting machinery of the
Japanese forces in North China was insufficient eithar in its
structure or in its capacity. It was rather annoyed by
unreliable information offered by professional Chinese secret
agents. When the war situation was generally good for Japan
effects caused by such bad information were apparently
negligible, but with the progress of the war gradually
unfavorable, various weak points were disclosed in every
. direction and the Japanese forces had difficulty in grasping
the true nature of the Chinese Communist forces.
With the above description in mind, it will be interesting
to look into the following table:
TRAINING OF 1111BERS ON INTLILICF,NCE SL,'RVIU
INFORMATION OBTAIN31)

AED
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i. Training:
Headquarters of the Jepanitse North China Army, with a
view to enhancing the ability of those in complete charge of
intelligence service of each Brigade, Division and Army under
its command and control as well as giving instructions in carrying
out the service, assembled those members twice a year, spring
and autumn at Peiping, or, if necessary, special officers
were dispatched to each Brigade's, Division's or Army's
intelligence section for training of personnel.
In 1944 when general inspection of all Divisions in North
China was conducted for the first time, the intelligence
sections at each Arpy, Division and Brigade Headquarters were
also inspected and necessary instructions were given.
In addition, general instructions were given to each
intelligence section by means of telegrams, reference booklets
published from time to time and official circular letters. .
In training and giving instructions, emphasis was
especially laid on the characteristic feature of the Chinese
Communist forces and the special fighting tactics to be
qvAIREI
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employed against the Chinese Communist forces. For that
purpose, the following booklets were published:
A series of the "Extermination of Communists"
published once in two or three months.

"A Guide for Determination of Communists"
Vol. 1 & Vol. 2.
"Suggestions on Punitive Operations against
Chinese Communist Forces".
"A Desk—Hook on Intelligence Service", etc.
The authorities of each Division and Army, besides
making use of the above material, distributed among the
members of the intelligence section some reference booklets
necessary for giving special know/edge peculiar to each
locality concerned.
On the other hand, an exchange of information was
conducted with similar information organs other than the
military once a month as a rule and they were asked to submit
a report from time to time on the information they obtained.
Originally, special training was not given JADi:nose
troops before being put on intelligence service. They were
given necessary training while they were on routine duties.
Here we find another trend of neglecting the value of intelligence service.
At the end of 1944, it was felt necessary to have specially
trained members in intelligence service and plans were made to
train those officers graduated from the cadets' training
corps at Paoting and Shihmen for two or three months so they
might be appointed as chiefs of the intelligence sections of
the respective Divisions and Armies. Before these plans bore
fruit, the war was brought to an end.
ii. Value of Information Obtained:
Headquarters of the Japanese North China Army achieved
quite satisfactory results intercepting radio communications
transmitted by Chungking forces as the /atter's supervision and
control of radio communication was poor. During actual operations the Japanese forces could relatively accurately perceive
in advance attempts and movements to be carried out by Chungking
forces.
On the contrary, it was very diffidult or in some cases
a/most impossible for Japanese forces to know in advance the

secrets relative to military operations of Chinese Communist
forces, despite considerable efforts made for the interception
on the part of the Japanese forces. Such being the case, the
Japanese forces had to depend on a .rough estimation based on
incomplete information to infer the enemy attempts and movements. But it was, after all, inaccurate. Probably this migilt
be attributed to the following facts:
a)

The elusive character of the Chinese Comnunist forces.

b)

inferiority of secret agents employed by the Japanese
forces.

c)

Strict supervision and control of the Chinese Communist
forces over their radio communication as well as the
poor facilities of the Japanese forces for intercepting
the enemy radio communication.

Consequently, with the progress of the general war situation
unfavorable to Japan and with the gradual withdrawal of Japanese
troops scattered in various areas, it became all the more difficult
to grasp an accurate conception on the strength and equipment
of Chinese COmmunist forces.
On the other hand, Japanese forces had no facilities for
intercepting radio communications transmitted by the SovietMongolian forces in the Outer Mongolian area, and ;Aso it was
almost impossible for the Japanese forces to dispatch their
secret agents to that area. It is not too much to aay, therefore,
that no information was obtained regarding the Soviet-ongolian
forces.
Circumstandes being as such, the Soviet attacks on the
Japanese forces launched on August 9 were, frankly speaking,
unexpected ones, and it was not until hostilities began between
Japanese and 'Soviet troopsanorth of halgan that the Japanese
forces could get the general idea on the strength and equipment
of enemy troops.
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3. gankia.reLim
a. .Organization
The Second Section of the Headquarters, Central China Expeditionary
Forces ass located at Nanking and acted as the supervising and directing office of the intelligence departments in the armies under
its command. The scope of its activity was great4 limited since
the Area . Armies Intelligence Departments furnished only matters of
extreme importance to be relayed to higher headquarters. Most frequently, the Commanding General of the respective armies utilised
information obtained without relaying it to Headquarters, CEF.
Under the command of Central Miriam the Sixth Area Army, and
under it cane the 34th, 20th, 13th and llth Armies. The Staff Departments, containing the Intelligence Officer,as well as other
sections, placed officers reeponsible for the collection of intelligence in the subordinate divisions, brigades, and regiments. It
was the privilege of these officers to select the men under them
to carry OA their investigative functions. Many of these investiogatorswere civilians the had a knowledge of the locality or language qualifications.
b. Methods of Operation
Thó Army, busman. of combat patrols, collected information
concerning both Communist and Nationalist forces at the fronts,

1.

and also utilised agents inpenstraitukcpurations in the guise
of merchants, smugglers, etc. The small towns near the fronts
were covered by native informants at local shops, eating places,
lad rest houses as well as by the local Peace Preservation Corps.

2. In the larks cities, Shanghai, Nanking, hanknw, Soochow, etc.,
amuch vaster network of informants and agents existed, however,
their duties were more of a counter espionage and economic nature.
The Army played only • sma/1 role in these areas since this activity was mostly of gendarmerie function.
Shanghai, at which city the 13th Are, (NOB(RI BUTAI), had its
headquarters, is an exmap/e of the tremendous overlap of activity
on the part at the morons Japanese intelligence agencies, and
showed the west of effort and the interservices l jealousy which
existed, and yet the extreme thcaoughness to which the services
conducted espionage and counter-espionage, propaganda, and submoire activities. The Army, with its allied Army Bureau

•

ouxuamito and Peace Preservation Corp. and Puppet Armies, the Gendarmerie
and its subordinate Police Force, the Navy and its Landing Party and Resident Office, the Aweigh Office and its Consular Police and various development companies, rai/roadpolice, etc., delved into every phase of intelligence and exploitation, and formed a tremencbus and inpentratable
around the city. Each service, jealous and camp sting, had its awn channel
of reporting, and instead of depending on extensive exchange of information.
to coordinate their activities, Chose to have its own network of agents and
informants.
C. Training
The training of intelligence officers for higher positions did not exist,
.their positions were granted only after long periods of service with the
Army. Therefore the activities conducted by the officer were not always
according to a formed plan but more according to his personal interests
and desired field of endeavor. This Was predaminately the policy which
resulted in the forming of special service units ormAIK) which were
created to serve a special mission and were then disbanded upon completion or failure of the mission.
Less important officers and civilian employees wbre selected to wrk
in intelligence departments by the fo/lowing qualifications:
Previous mi l itary services, particularly in intelligence.
Language abilities.
Residence in the area of service.
No training was given to these peoplol they more expected to learn by
experience.
The only persons in the intelligence service who received specialist:pi
training were technicians who had studied radio operation and maintainance, cryptography, and photography, and usually these were enlisted
010a•
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4, SOUTH CHUA
a. Ormanisation and S7stesatic Arranamments o Intelligence
in South China: See Chart: allbihit int
Prior to the Japanese surrender, their South China
intelligence work was under the direction of the Staff
Department of the 23rd Japanese Army of Occupation with
lwangtung as their designated territory. The backbone
of this organisation was the Staff Department of the
Army which utilised the Divisions, Brigades, Regiments
and other intelligence units under its control to form
its intelligence net. The Liaison Department and the
Gendarmerie, also assisted in such activities. The listed
details are:
1) Service Unitas
a 104th Division
b 129th Division
• 130th Division
d / 23rd Brigade

e) The 8th independent Infantry Regiment
f) The 13th independent infantry Regiment

2) Other assisting units:
a) Liaison Department (Hemmahmita)
b) Gendarmerie
3) Other Special intelligence Units (likens):
Thecilbove organisations mere all under the control
of the Staff Department of the Japanese Army. The Army
designated an intelligence Staff Officer to each Division,
an officer to each Brigade and Regiment to assume charge
of Intelli gence. Under these officers-in-charge, a subordinate staff was formed from the rank and file. For
other organisations and units, the same arrangement
prevailed, an officeraharge, subordinate staff and
interpreters. Details are shown oath. accompanying chart.
b. Whode of

Oporatiomi

Anu_Skingdjuddise (Service Units)
In this respect, the Am, collected informa•
tion directly commovdnirthe disposition of the
Chinese Amoy and other relevant information cow.
eertitng Fres China. Captured documents and/.r
prisoners of warmers emus of information.
.7,11C:ZT

2) intellieence Oraanizationss
These units were scattered throughout the country
headed by an Intelligence Officer who purchased
documents, newspapers and other printed matter cir culating in Free China. From thii source a general
surrey was made concerning the economic and political
conditions in Free China, the excesses or scarcity of
materials, current commodity prices, national morale,
etc. which all contributed to his deductions concerning
current conditions in China. Furthermore, it was the
job of the organizations to hire Chinese and Formal:ens
as agents for infiltration into Free China for
espionage purposes. Radio intelligence interception,
code—breaking for military information and movements,
information concerning the Chinfoandia Air Transport,
and the disposition of the American Air Force and Navy
Units m all these activities were the tasks of these
Intelligence Units.
e• ARRHEMBe
1) Documentarys

(/) Henthly Reports
(2) Special Reports as occasion demands

2) Radio:

This method was limited to urgent and/or
important matters

3) Telephones

For use close to Army Units, or for
urgent information

4) Close Liaison between Unit Heads: This was accomplished
through conferences of Unit Officers.
Important or complicated matters were
decided by such conferences.
do Sectional Intellizence Operational ctivities:
1) The 23rd Army under orders from Headquarters of the
Japanese China expeditionary Force, collected all information pertaining to the equipment of the Chinese forces,
their organization and movements, tactics, the condition
and strength of the Chinese—American Air Force, coastal
-landing possibilities, naval unit movements, the study
of American strength and the international aspect of
ChinesemAmerican picture, and report such information
to the imperial Headquarters through the Second Area
Command at Hankowo
2) important information obtained by the 23rd Army, the
13th Amy, the Taiwan Army, the 5th Air Force (principally

m
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serial information), the 2nd Expeditionary Naval
Squadron, the 3outhern Army and the Indo-China
Amy was circulated and exchanged among each other.
3) Al.]. intelligence departments under their respective
divisions were responsible for the collection of
intelligence and the intoxication obtained by their
subordinate units as well.. Such information other
than that relevant to immediate tactical purposes,
and all necessary information, was reported to the
23rd Army. Units, besides serving as clearing houses
for their sub-units, carried out intelligence
operations of their own and reported to their respective
evertor Departments attached to the Army Divisions.
There were no designated intelligence organizations
attached to Brigades and Regiments. This work was
handled by the service units themselves, who were
primarily interested in combat information which might
be of immediate °concern to themselves; such information
was reported to their immediate superior Units. In
their ordinary operations, the intelligence units
included pacification propaganda for which a special
office was set up. In regard to the Unite attached
to the Army Division, their main objective chiefly
concerned the territory or area under the Division's
occupation, with main emphasis on information relating
to the Chinese forces immediate to them and with
secondary emphasis on the subjects of Communists and
bandits.

4) All intelligence agencies were to collect and

assimilate all information of economic and political
value for reports to the 23rd Army. They also
established close liaison with the German "Reiss"
intelligence agency collaborating in the study and
breaking of the Allied (Chinese and American) code.
Results were reported to the 23rd any.

5) joistlaurIntellireno•

ARO:MUSS

a) Gendarmeries
Responsible for information and the preservation

of peace and order.

2. Investigation of Chinese intelligence agents
and their activities.

3. Collection of information fro a the South China
Five Provinces Intelligence Group. (E hi b ,. t- YTIT)
All reports were sent to the 23rd Army.
Personnel of the Liaison peoartment. 23rd Army:
and RAnk

216.1.1E

Deoartment

Pla,me

Liaison Dept.

Maj. (Ien. Matsui In charge of entire Dept.

General Affairs Capt. Rarushima

In Charge of personnel and
general affairs.

Unit #1 Lt. Ikida Administration, and director
of strategy, collection of
intelligence regarding China.
Unit #2

Col. lawai

Director of affairs concerning
Puppet Government, Army and
the Po/ice.

Unit #3

Lt. Tomashi

Director of economic sabotage
and the purchase of raw
materials

Unit #4 .

Capt. Okaeami
(Okanoue)

in Charge of the exchange of
reports with other members
of the Axis.

Liuchow Branch Maj. Usuta
Swatow Branch
•.

Lt. Col. ramacka

Similar to Liaison Department
—do-

ABSEAls

1) Before the assumption in charge by Lt. Col. KOBAik.i.Hip
the "South China Espionage Agency" was headed by a
person whose name was well known throughout China,
Lt. Col. OKADA, an intimate friend of the German
Espionage Agent, HUSS. When OKADA went to Shanghai
in December, 1944, for the peace proposals, his duties
were taken over by Lt. Col. SATGO. When ;;AaGC.) went
to Hengyang in March, 1945, KOBAIAaa took over until •
the end of the war.

2) During hostilities, various Japanese stuff officers
frequently had to leave for duty to the front and due
to their lack or incomplete knowledge of the Chinese

language it was difficult for them to hire and dispatch

No.

grinuom
good agents. Because of these difficulties, Japaulse
ranking officers acknowledged the poor quality of
their espionage reports.
3) At the outbreak of the Sino4apanese war, Japan had
already established many intelligence and espionage
posts throughout China. Because of the friction that
arose between the man in Charge and the agents, the
task was transferred to the Anuy in the field.
4) It can be said that the main source of enegY
intelligence was obtained through the radio, because
such reports were mostly military and political of
comprehensive nature which Tokyo and Banking considered
to be of great value. The Japanese paid special
attention to the German "Heise" Agency and their
collaboration was very close, suCh as the'relatiamMip
of ranking officers with HEI5B, and the designation .
of specific personnel, technical and otherwise, for

cooperation with HEISL. The list of Japanese personnel
assisting Hasa is given below'

Unit Organization Name and Rank Colkaboration Duties
Col. Hasegawa

23rd Ara, Hq•

23rd Army Staff Sq. Col. Okuda
U N
U U Capt. Aovsma
II
II
U
Sgt. Baskekt
U
U
II
Cpl. Wad&
Ws Organization Major Ume
Kagami Organization Major Kagan&
II
U
Pt C. Nitta

23rd Army Staff Hq. Pvt. Mumma
" n Pvt. Masud&
a
"

Social relationship
with Heise
Beise l e intimate friend
Liaison with Heise
Interpreter
II

Massage interception
ft

Interception of China".
India air transport
information

f. *Special intallisence Units (Xikans):
The material referring to the Special Intelligence
Units of South China is located under a separate section
entitled "Special Service Organizations (See Table of

Contents.)

c

go loci of intellizence Activities
Since the tide of the Pacific war turned in favor
of the Allies, especially since the American reoccupation
of Leyte and/dal:lila. the Japanese were contemplating the
.eventual landing along the South China coast. And from
the reorganization and new equipment of the Chinese Army,
they knew the time for the now Chinese offensive was mar.
Because of these facts, the primary concern of Japanese
inteltizence was directed toward the possible place WI d
date of American coastal landings, the progress in tactics
and offensive power of the rejuvenated Chines3 Army, the new
types of equipment and the probable time of the new Chineee
offensive,. herewith is listed their primary objectives* and
territory covered;
Objectives*
(L) Possible American /endings along the South China
coast;
(a)points of landing'
(b)time
(c) strength and strategy
(2)Time and strategy of Chinese offensive
(3)information relating to air transportation over
the hump
(4)Degree of success pertaining to the sabotage of
political division of China
(3) Actual condition of peace and order of occupied
South China
(6) information pertaining to concentration of forces.

.6
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TRE FOCI, AREA AND DIRECTION OF TEN
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5. SPECIAL SERV/CS oRGANIggIgg
a.

Mame/stem
Frequent changes in Japanese Special Service organisetions,both in their names and in the functions which they
imply, are apt to cause confusion. A glossary is therefore
given in this paragraph, which sets out the names, meaning,
and period of the organization of the Special Service Department (SSD).

CHMAT BUKAN
(R/KUGUN: Army)

Resident officer

1929-37

TOKUMU KIKAN

SSD Army 01111
1. Army SSD for less important areas
excluding cities Peiping, Tientsin,
Nanking, Shanghai, Canton
2 SSD whole of China
3. Solely for Puppet Government

TOKUMU BU

1929-37
1937-38
1938-43

Special duties dept.,

Army whole of China excluding
Shanghai and Nanking

b.

1938-43

RSNRAKU BU
Army Liaison Department
Used only for work with Puppet Gov.

1943-45

R/KUGUNBU Army Department or Bureau

1943-45

algigis
Although the first organized effort to develop special
services was made by the Navy in 1929, it is be/ieved.that the
Army had them some years earlier. They existed in the form of
Military Attaches at Peiping. However, when the Chinese
Government transferred to Nanking, the Japanese, with their
increasing interest in China, desired to retain a representative
in North China and in order to avoid diplomatic protest created
the CHUZAI BUKAN (Resident Officer) in addition to the
Attaches' orrice. Resident officers were installed in every
city of importance, subsequently extending to Canton.

c.

Emsguam:

From 1929 to 1937, the Army Special Service Department

was virtually under the control of the Imperial General Staff
(SAMBO), Tokyo. This was because the main functions of the
Special Service Department during this period were espionage
and counter-espionage (general heading GUNREI), for which
the General Staff has always been responsible as against the

r—rrm
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function of cooperation with governmenti, propaganda,
economic and industrial affairs (general heading GUNSEI),
for which the War Office (RIKUGUNSHO) and Admirality
(KAIGUNSHO) were remponsible. Later, during the occupation,
the SSD I s were concerned primarily with the control of the
native population, the establishment of Puppet regimes, and
organization:of labor and supplies for the occupation forces,
in addition to intelligence activities.
d. Qualms
Changes took place as a result of preva ili ng circumstances,
and took effect over a period of months. The first took place
in. 1930 when the RIKUGUN CHUZAI HUNAN activated the TOW=
NIEAN (Special Service Organisation) to conduct similar
functions in less important areas where sections of the
organizations were formed and disbanded as the situation in
that area demanded.
At that time, sections of TOE= MEAN were not given
special code-names; e.g., UME, HATA etc., which applied to
later Army organizations. Thus, during the period 1929 - 1937,
there were the following SSDfs:
CHUZAI BUKAN, answering directly to Tokyo, mainly
to the General Staff.
TOEUKU ELKAN (AINUGUN), from 1930, in less important
areas, answering to Tokyo, mainly to
the General Staff.
Following the opening of hostilities in China in the •
summer of 1937, and the subsequent occupation of Nanking by
Japanese forces, the SSD was remodelled, and the office of
CHUZAI BUK4N terminated, with the exception of Army Departments
in Canton and Hankow, when the CHUZAI HUNAN remained in addition to the new organ.
Although the Navy retained their Attaches, the Army
temporarily withdrew theirs until the Wang Ching all. Poppet
Government came into being.
The Army SSD throughout China adopted the name of
BLUM TOM= MAN, and was for the first time under direct
control of Headquarters, China EXpeditionary Forces, Nanking,
which in turn was responsible to the Imperial Headauartera
and/or War Office, Tokyo, according to the mature of the work.
This Change in name and of responsibility was ordered by
/I. Gen. KIT, SAWA, who WAS later succeeded by Lt. Gen.
HARADA, Emakightv- BOKUSHI MUNN TOKUKU 1/KAN (North Army
Special Service Department) had its headquarters in Peiping
■0VOURT
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and Was in control of Army SSD o s in Tientsin, Tsing,tao,
and a few northern cities. its jurisdiction did not
extend to an t s is Nanking, Shanghai antHankow, who
answered independently to M4., C.N.Y., Nanking. MUSK/
BIKIAUX TOXUKU MIKAN (south Army Special Service Department)
had its neadquarters in Canton.
Sobs time in 1938 the Are, SSD began to adopt the same
title as used by the Ilan via., TONDO) BU. The name HIKUGUN
TOKUKU KINAN, especially as regards its espionage and countiwespionage functions, had become too well advertised in certain

areas. This change in name did not apply to the Aray SSD in

Nanking and shanghai, where thlir functions mainly were
concerned with the engineering of and subsequent collaboration
with Puppet Governments.
.Thus, during the period 1937-1943, there were the
following
RIKUGUY TOICIAW KIZAN - 19374938
St
" BU
- 19384943

It

01 /UNA'
at Nanking - Shanghai - 19384943

CHUZA/ SULAM retained at Hankow and Canton.
The third general change of names and functions of the
SSD I s began lathe spring of 1943. BIKVGUN TOKUHU BU, TOIL=
KLUX and CHUZAI HUNAN were disbanded. In so far as their
functions vis-a,vis the Puppet Government were concerned, the
three were amalgamated into the RORACU M. (Liaison Department),
with the exception of Shanghai, where the SSD continued to
operate As the B/KUQUU BU.
The other branch of the Army SSD, that which dealt with
espionage and counter-espionage, was centralised under an
intelligence Branch, known as BORIALU J/SSH/ MAN at Headquarters,
Nanking. This branch was ogiassi.ly referred to
as TONUSHU KIKAN (literally Special Duties Organization), but
was not known officially by this tit/e. MATSU X/KAN and KIKU
/Cilia came under the category of TGIUMU KUM (literally
Special Duties Orgacization), but was not known officially by
this title. MATSU MAN and KIKU ULAN cans under the
category of TOKUSHU ULAN.

ca,

The RENKAKU HU had departments in all the important
centers of tra Chinese Puppet Government, viz., in Peiping,
Nanking, Hankow and Canton, as well as in Shanghai, where it
was named Bair/UN BU, but differed from its predecessors in
that it comes under the direct control of Army Headquarters
in Nanking.
This latest organization was born out of several trial

and error methods used by the Army and Maxi in China. It proved
itself more efficient and lasted until the end of the war. The
final Change in name to that of a Liaison Organization and the
assuming of duties along peace preservation lines came about
when the Puppet Government was given the privilege of establishing
its own government and city adminietrations. The o/d and much
dreaded TON= died and left the Chinese people not tree of
the special service as the Japanese wished to point out, but
faced by an organization which was much closer to the people
in its prying and watchfulness.
TheNANNOULNU.was usually commanded by an officer of
General's rank, or the rank of Colonel, according to its size
and importance. It became an organization much like a ponce
force with representations even covering most of the villages
in outliving districts.
Its principal function was collaboration and liaison with
the Puppet Government, for which a sub-department was maintained
(SEIM Political Administration) and also departments dealing
with economics, industry, propaganda, etc.
Mention has already became& of the existence of an
independent orstnization4 the R/KUGUN BU, in Shanghai which
reported directLy to Nanking Headquarters and carried on the
duties of the TOKUMU BU and RENEAKU EC However, this organisation was also a complex intelligence organ. Details concerning
the R/KUGUN BC fallow under the lasdanik■Ohfime subsection. At
Shanghai there also existed the REMO BU as a separate
organisation of the above.

lis11 spi5st_412_021
1) Civilian. Emplorees: -

Japanese civil servants who served in the SSD were
generally of two kinds -young, inegperienced university
graduates and old residents of localities in which they
worked. The younger group were generally qualified in
economies, propaganda, political administration, etc.,
especialLy as relating to China. The latter were recruited
on the spot and held such qualifications as language,
business knowledge of the areas they /Axed in, valuable
contacts, etc. None of the civilians received intelligence
trtining, but learned their duties through experience.

2) UMW

Agents of the SSD were of various nationalities the greatest number being Chinese; 'heroes Koreans Formosans
and White Russians comprised the remainder. As a :hole
there was little specialized training, and most of the
knowledge attained was through actual job participation.

f.

Re/ations between SSD and Axis Renresentativest
Relations between the Japanese SSD in China and the German
and Italian diplomatic representatives were maintained on the
surface iathe most cordial manners but behind the scenes
there was a strong undercurrent of resentment stick the SSD
centres had towards their Allis partners. Particularly was
this the case in connection with the Germans, who were unwontedly meddlesome in the workings of the SSD.
The Japanese considered China, or at least occupied
China, under the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere, and,
as such, MA, without reservation, whatever, Japan's affair;
just as the Germans and Italians would have their share
of occupied territory in Europe and Africa l should the war
end in the Axis' favor.
After the signing of the Tripartite Pact, the concessions
given to the Germans and Italians as regards information
collected by the SSD were increased. Rower, it was difficult
to satisfy the insatiable demands of the German representatives
and even of the Italians who were prone to mimic their senior
partner.
German interference in Japanese SSD operations reached
its peak after Dunkirk. On not a few occasions, the Germans
were caught redhanded in buying off Japanese agents, thus
intercepting the information which should have reached the
Japanese. The natural outcome of such occurrences was the
tendency on the part of the Japanese SSD to become • even more
parsimonious impartismrwith information. With the deterioration of their position in Africa and Europe, and after Italy's
elimination from the war, the Germans became less bold in
their methods. Also they learned to their post that Chinese
did not make very trustworthy agents.
Italian representation became almost non-existent when
Italy surrendered. Those pro-fascist officials who were
left, after the anti-fascists were interned, retained little
of their diplomatic powers and as far as the Japanese SSD
was concerned, there UMA little liaison to be conducted.

g.

SSD Organizations:

Set out below are reports concerning all SSD organizations
known to this office. This information concerning each organization exp/ains briefly the objectives, key personnel, locations
and time of activity.
1) 9MR KINAM:
LE WAS organized in 1938 by Lt. General KAGILLA in
Nanking for the purpose of supporting and promoting the
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Puppet Regime.. In Chinese it was called NBI,HWA-TANG
(Plum Flower Society) and was attached to the Military
Adviser's Council. In the beginning it was active in
the protection of Puppets from attacks by the C.C. Society
and Blue Shirt Society (TAI LI) and assumed leadership in
the Country Cleaning Movement.
In 1943, Lt. General MATSUI, Chief of Staff of the
Headquarters, CSF, took charge of the organisation and
changed its function to one of strategic information
gathering concerning the Chungking Government. .
It has been highly
concerning UCE N/KAN as
shrouded it in secrecy,
information about it or
of its staff.

difficult to obtain information
the Chinese authorities have
completely ignoring requests for
permission to interrogate members

Concerning the Shanghai office, it has been learned
that Captain NAKAJTHA, Seichi, IMA in charge and had Lt.
H/ZAMATSU and Lt. DEMI alibis staff. The office had two
departments: Politicat, devoted to espionage; economic,
devoted to purchasing and exchange of war materials with
the forward Chinese Armies. These transactions were made
by the TONAN NIGVU NOSU (Bast Southern Delvdmpment Co.)
located in Shanghai, but with branch offices in Chekiang
Province at Hangchow, Chinhwa, Twang, Lanchi and Niwoo.
According to a statement by Major General TONI, Chief
of Staff of the 23rd Army, it was this organization that
engineered the desertion and flight of WANG CH/NG-Acha and
TUNG CHU1G41/NG from Chungking to Hanoi and thence to
Nanking.
In 1938, the /WA/ Mission, (sometimes called the
Special Investigation Group), an independent office of
the Foreign Office, cooperated very closely with WE NIKAN.
Aeiichi, who had served as Consul in Canton * organised
the mission upon his arrival in Shanghai, and received
full cooperation and financial support from Lt. General
NAGEZA, Director of (HL.

II,

2) OBASIMA:
ORA, Nssatoshi, once a loafer in Shanghai ingratiated
himself with the military clique following the battle for
Shanghai, 1937, and formed the OBA Organisation. In the
pretense of doing intelligence work, he caused many antiJapanese to be jailed and destroyed many British and
American industrial plants. He also assistedthe uaii MAN
EIT, C% E,

in the formation of the Puppet Army. During the search
for Kuomintang personnel in outlyingldllages by the
Puppet Government, OBA managed to appropriate a huge
amount of grain for himself.
3) NEATS MAN (Pine Soviet*
MATSU A/KAN, organized in 1940, VAS directed by
/4. Co/. OKADA. Yoshimasal former Chief of Staff of the
23rd Army with offices in Shanghai, Hongkong, Canton and
Hankow, and was responsible directly to Headquarters,
Nanking. The objection of the organization was to collect
information concerning political personalities and activities
in Chungking, and utilized this information to persuade
officials to collaborate with the Puppet Regime. Prior to
the outbreak of the Pacific war, MATSU KIKAN WAS devoting
its efforts to obtaining foreign capital (gold) by
exporting Chinese native goods, bristles, wood-oil, etc. to
the United States. This trade WAS financed by SHO4A TSUSHO.
The 'organization was reported to have been disbanded in
1943 and that the information section joined UME KIKAN.
However, a source in Canton reports that up to the surrender,
the activities of MATSU were entrusted to a branek of the
/TAGAN/ HOUSE, with the aim of destroying the Chinese
economic structure by the purchase of metals and ores.
run MEAN (Shanahai Kikan):
Shanghai . taken was organized and operated during 19401941 by Captain mixo (now Lt. Colonel), who assigned directly
from headquarters, CEF. Its duties, as were the duties of
most Kikans early lathe war, were both the elimination of
Chungking agents and persuasion of Chinese officials to join
the Nanking Regime. FUJI um was more of a terrorist gang
than intelligence organ, and carried out its acts by holding
as hostages members of Chungking officials' families, and in
the case of enemy agente,simply shooting them. Assistants
of URANJ were two Koreans, KAIZZAIVA (Kim Kyung Chat) and
IAMASHELO (Choi Kyung Su).
5) SAKURA KIKAN:
This organization directed by Major-General OKADA,
operated at Shanghai in 1940 until 1942. It's main activity
was counter-espionage directed against Chungking agents.

6) §sulA KI444:

This organization, originally started by 5AKAKA, operated
as an espionage organization for the 13th Army under the
, Intelligence
direction. of Lt. Co/. ICH/OAdA,
Staff Officer. It was known as the New Trading Co., (Shin
ha Moi Kungsu), and had its offices in the Development
Building, Shanghai. YOJIMA Takeo was the manager as his
assistants, Capt. HASHIMOTO and Mrs. HOGAN/.

7)

asuu

ORGil.NILATION:

organization was originally directly under the
Headquarters, Japanese China Enpeditionary Force, but was
This

C LLT

transferred to the 23rd Amy. The main duty was the interception of md/itary radio messages sent by the Chinese and
the American headquarters. It was divided into two sections:
the China Section and the American, Section.
The attention of the China Section was the Chinese 2nd
Area Command, especially the 7th War Areao . the 65th Army, the
63rd Army and the Border Region Headquarters. Messages from
these headquarters concerning troop movements and supplies
were the main objectives of interest. The main objectives
of interception for the American Section were the messages
and broadcasts from the Philippines, which was the center of
the American Naval information, Honolulu and Oihu, and the
messages that travelled between these points and the United
States. When the tide of the Pacific war became evident,
this organization devoted its entire energy towards the collection of information concerning the points of coastal landings
which the Americans and the British forces were contepp/ating.
But due to lack of equipment and shortage of personnel, their
achievements in this respect up to the time of the surrender
were poor.
In their study of intercepted messages, the important
points of each message were made into copies and compared with
other messages sent out. Their time of interception ranged
from 0800 hours to 2400 hours.

China Section:

46-41-C : Captain Yano
Staff : 40 (including four officers)
Duty ; Radio interception of Chinese messages
American Sectioes
C-/-C z Capt. Arikawa
Staff 4 22 (including 1 officer)
Duty : Interception of American radio messages
fimaratus (Technical) Section:

C-I-C : Lt. Sako

Staff : 6 (including 1 officer)
Duty : Repair and maintenance of equipment
General Affairs Department:
C-I-C a Capt. rano (assumes this post also)
Staff : 8 (including / officer)
Total nulber of personnel

22

6

8
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Equipment used in the China Section:
10 radio transmitter sets with 28 operator.
9 sets require 3 Bumper set
/ set requires linen per set
one to two translators.

•
10 sets

Equipment used in the American Sections
7 sets with 20 operators
6 sets require 3 operators
I set requires 2 operators
readers and translators together 2
Total

men

Types of Radio Transmitterst
RCA
National
Others
Total

"
17 sets
4 sets
3 "
10
ll_sets

This equipment was handed over to our 38th Division and the
50th Division by the Japanese.
8) The Asiatic Pros perity Oraanisation;
This organization was direct/7 under the headquarters,
Japanese China Apeditionary Force whose headquarters was at
Nanking. It was originally established in Hongkong, but in
April, 1945, it was transferred to Canton under the 23rd
Army. its main activities were the collection of intelligence
information from documents and newspapers and the dispatching
of agents into Free China to carry out its activities,
especially information concerning military movements in South
China. From their own reports it was difficult to find good
agents for this purpose, and due to the tight anti-espionage
net set up by Chungking, these agents often were arrested or
simply disappeared. Col. UNDUE, Capt. AOYAMA and Lt. Col.
KOBAIASH/ all expressed the same doubt whether these agents
ever readied their objectives, and knew that results expected
from these people could not be reliable and therefore confined
themselves chiefly- to documentary information. whatever
information they had been able to obtain was concerning the
East River Communist and bandit activities.
Personnel:
Maam_And_RAnk

Major Ninoue
Capt. Avama
Sgt.

ratomi

Duty-

head of Organization
Successor to Maj. Ninous
Member of the Staff

Mr. Masuda

Employee

Ewing Chuen
Chang liu

Chauffeur (Chinese)
Cook
it

T

Present Address
Deceased
klonam Concentration
(F0d) Camp
Liaison Department
2nd Area Command
Lingnan Concentration
Camp
Unknown

Mire

of■Poeration of the Addis Prosneritz Orsanization

CHART # 2
Chungking

(Chan Wang)

•
(Wong Ram Wing)

Rioei ling

(Wong lin)
Kanning

San Man District
P (fit hang)

1.!=-10

• River District

($o)

Loting,
(Chan) Canton

Yin Chan
Wong Ching

Li Wiling Wing
Li Shing Chung

NOW The chief agent for this organisation was a Chinese,
LI SUNG WING, a native of Toishan, aged 38. Before the
war he was said to have been connected with the Chinese
"Blueshirts m , and supplied information to the JapanSee
at Hongkong after the beginning of hostilities. He same
to Canton in March, 1945, to continue his work by

establishing a shop as his blind under the nags of CHBUNG
LEb HONQ situated on Tal Nig Road, B. This was his
headquarters where he diSpatehed agents to Chungking,
Kunming, Kweiyang, San-nan district, the Zest River and
Loting area. Once a month his msnwent out utilising
the river boats and trade-travelers as means of contact.

5 ia
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9) Kassel Oryanisationt
This urganiiiationwas part of the Japanese 5th Air
Force at Nanking. Its Main objective was the interception
of messages relating to the movements of the American Air
Force in China. Due to the expediency of the work, it
maintained close collaboration with the German "Heise',
Agency at Canton. From /Larch, 1944, it began to undertake
the main task of intercepting messages of the A.T.C. and
Sergeant HUTA was designated to collaborate with the Germans.
Before collaboration with the Germans, the only duty of the
&gam'. Organization was the interception of A.T.C. messages.
In June, 1945, this unit moved to Central China, together
with the 5th Air Force.
Personnel:
. Major KAGAMI
Head of Organization
Capt. NIGENOI
Staff Neither
Capt. OAITU (Ctuji)
Capt. TANAXA
/t. (Uncertain romazdzation)
Sergeant N/TT4
ID) AVAN_Skgeaseacias
TH
• This organization was attached to the Headquarters of
the Japanese China Expeditionary Force. It was set up in
Canton on June, 1944, with Maj. Gen. !COSHING as the head.
Its objectives were sabotage directed against ranking Chinese
military officers, midair seeds of discord between local
Governments and the Central Government, and the instigation
of peace overtures through false propaganda of Sino-Japanese
cooperation.

Won the recall of Maj. Gen. YOSHINO to Nanking Headquarters in February, 1945, Maj. Gen. TUUTA (iUNDA) took
over the organization which he wound up and reorganized into
what was known as “The South China Espionage Agency" whose
main objective was the instigation of peace between the
Chinese forces stationed in Nwangei and the Japanese. The
results of this effort were nil.
Personnel:
Nate and Rank

ALE

Present Address

Maj. Gen. YOSH/E0 Head of Organization In Japan, address unknown
Lt.Col.FUNUTAUA Assistant Head
Staff Officer, 23rd ArsY,
at present in
Lt.(Uncertain ro- Secretary
Address unknown
manisation)
Shanghai.

Secretary

Sgt. KITAGAWA
•

2nd

f.:LcaLT

Department
Area Command

Liaison

n. nnrm4
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11)

Take Oreanisatioa:
The duty of this organizationwas the study of the
military, political, cultural and other subjects of the
Chinese.

12)

The Hunan FUkkobu Organizations
The principal duties of the HUMAN FUEEOBU Organization
was to avoid coercive action against the people of the
occupied area in order to gain the good will of the people,
to maintain a popular support of the people, to gain the
support of discouraged war—lords and politicians, to collect
resources and toed in order to maintain the Japanese
occupation forces.

The HUM WAS organised under the guidance of the
Sakurabutai and the Ministry of War. The Commanding Officer
of the Changsha Organisation was Major General SAL :30 TWOK/.
The following is a diagrammatic outline of the organizations
a) General Office:
1. Commanding Officer — Colonel RORIE
2. Principle — Same as Chinese Organization
3. Direct Section:
A. Service Sections Receiving and dispatching
documents and wireless messages.
B. Accounting Section: Receiving, paying, and
auditing.
b) Economical Affairs:
1. Commanding Officer — Colonel NAKASH/LIA
2. Principle — Cultivate resources, "oppress" economics,
steal material in order to fulfil the military needs.
3. Direct Section:
investigation, research and
A. Mining Dept.;
cultivation.
B. Munition Dept.: Metal ware and all materials concerning
munitions and to establish cigarette,
wine and soy, leather, clothing and
dyeing, soap, alcohol and bags
factories.
C. Collecting Dept.: Collecting material, drafting and
buying or exchange.
Currency, banks, increabe production,
D. Finance Dept.:
loan and exchange (cooperate with
merchants to transport important
materials from interior).
E. Technical Dept.: Economical planning, control planning,
mining research, etc. ,and concentrate
the technical experts.
F. Cooperation Assn.:TO cooperate With the merchants in
occupied area on economical affairs.
ovfmnin. m
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12) The Hunan Fukkobu Organization (Continued)
b) Economical Affairs: (Continued)
3. Direct Sections (Continued)
G. Representative Organizations
1) Kodama Orgo EatahLished by Naval Dept. and under
FUKKOBU's direction. Collecting
material to supply to Naval Dept.
Pretended to be commercial organization, but in fact an organization
to steal materials.
2) Showa Yoko:Latablished by Army Dept. and under
FU4K0bU l a direction. Same as Kodama
to 8 4PAY to Army Dept. service-metal
ware, medicine and coin.
Established by Army Dept. and under
3) 'Sanwa:
FUKKUBU I s direction. Sane as Shown

Yoko. Service-collecting various
food and grease.
H. Direct Companies:

1) haien Kiang TU. Co.; Supervised by Capt. TAKATORI.
Service-exchange with daily use,
commodities to military needs such as

food and grease.

2) Hunan Dept. Store: Supervised by MATSUI. Servicesupply to Changsha citizens commodities
and salt. Principle - to hold people's
goodwill by maintaining C.R.B. notes.
3) Kiang Ping Shan Han: Supervised by Capt. TAKATORY
Service and principle - same as Hunan
Dept.
4) Nom Printing Co.: Supervised by Changsha FU4KOBU.
Service-announcements and declarations
and military lists.
c) Political Affairs:
1. Commanding Officer - Lt. Colonel TERAHIRA.
2. Principle - to hold people's goodwill by organizing
Puppet Government in occupied area
and to maintain social security in
order to aid Japanese to camp on
the war.
Direct
Sections
3.
A. Propaganda Dept.:
1) Consolation Unit: To hold consolation affairs
in certain areas.
2) Cultural Units Cultural Society, to control
' the publishing of puppet papers.
3) Road Unit: Organized roads maintaining units

(Biaintanance)along highways and railwaya in order
to keep peace and increase transportation.
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12) The Hunan Fukkobu Organization (Continued)
c) Political Affairs (Continued)
3. Direct :+ection (Continued)
B. Arategy Dept.:
1) information Unit: Supervised by YANi10/Ta
). Outy-Commercial
(Civilian)
situation at Changsha. Securing inio,mation and
survPi lli ng guerrilla
activities. Org . More than
10 at lakung Pao Aasociation
2/3 were Hupei.
2) Special. Service Units Supervised by Capt.
SOMITA (
relative of Japanese Emperor.
Jutly - to investigate
Japanese thoughts and
actions. Stuvailling,
working comrades.
3) Economical Special: Supervised by HARAOUCH/
Service Units
). Organizing
economical police and
FU4WBU I s plainclothes men.
Duty i.o maintain C.U.B.
notes and prevent inflation
(high cost of living).
4) Puppet Org. Units Supervised by CRAG I FUNG
), nuty
Organizing Puppet, Provincial
City and District Government
and serial organizations.
Organizing specie/ service
group in Interior and working
group in occupied area.
Communication Section: To
collect information from
newspapers and articles
published in Interior.
BRANCH OFFICE:

Established in every county, district and
big cities of the occupied areas. The
organization is same, but smaller.

SECRET /NTELLIGENCE GROUP: Source advised that there was
a Secret Intelligence Group with the General
Staff of the Japanese 20th Ampy. Source
did not know if this Group had any special
name, but said that it was always referred
to by members of the Nempeitei as the
"Secret intelligence Group". This Group
waa headed by Capt. SOMITA (
who is a relative of the Japanese imperial
family, and who also headed the Special
Service Unit in the Political Affairs
Section of the FUKKOBU. This Group consisted of only two Japanese, Capt. LUMIYA
and a Sergeant, but they employed about
30 Chinese, most of wham came from Hepei
Province. The main duty of this Group was
to find out the number, plan, activity
and equipment of Chinese forces.

Source also advised that Capt. SOMITA had
planned for a Group whose main purpose was
to assassinate American and British officers.
This plan was suggested a few smoke before
the surrender and was never put into effect.
C(OPLIiATION BaaLLN CritUNILL'a1/016t Source advised that
all three organizations kept their own
records and files, but exchanged copies of
their records freely. Important cases were
forwarded to Tokfo via Japanese headquarters
in Nanking.
Such free liaison and cooperation existed
in advanced areas, but not at higher headquarters.
13) Shanghai Rikununbu (Akmy Burs )
The Japanese Army Bureau Likuombu) was an independent
intelligence collecting organization, located in Shanghai,
under the direction of Major General KaiiAWUT° Y(ah/TAW),
AC of So Nanking, and was under the direct supervision of
Headquarters, China Expeditiopary Forces, Nanking, from
1 October, 1942, to the end of the war.
a)

,KIXDOBO:

The general purpose of the Army L'ureau was to
represent the Headquarters in Shanghai in a variety of
intelligence affairs necessary in this large city which
were not included in the functions of the 13th Army. It
acted not only as a liaison body with the Army, Navy and
Embassy offices, but also as an intelligence col/acting,
counter-espionage and propaganda agency.
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13) Shanghai Rikugunbu (Amy Bureau) (Continued)
b) Functiones
/. Collection of political and economin intelligence concerning Chinese and Foreigners by means of agents
and radio reception.
2. Liaison affairs concerning Chinese peace construction.
3. Liaison with Japanese agencies.
4. Liaison with agencies and officials of Axis and
. neutral countries.
5. Propaganda preparation and distribution..
c) Structures
Director of the Army Bureau
Senior Staff Officers .
1. First Department (intelligence)
A. Political and ECODOMiC Section:
i. Political Information Sub-Section
Economic Sub-Section
iii. Materials Sub-Section (Preparation and
translation of publications)
B. Foreign Affairs Section
C. Foreign information Section
i. Reception and translation of radio broadcasts
Preparation and consolidation
2. Second Department (Liaison Office for Chinese Affairs)
3. Information Department (Press Bureau)
4. General Affairs Department (Administrative)
d) Methods of Operations
Through interrogation with staff officers, only
denials concerning the use of agents were received, and
emphasis was placed upon the liaison duties of the organisation. however, informants have volunteered that the
Rikngunbu was the leading intelligence agency in Shanghai
throughout the war, which employed numerous Japanese,
Chinese and foreign plainclothes agents.
A special effort was made by the Rikugunbu to penetrate
and play a role in White Russian affairs to the extent of
operating a Russian language daily, the "Far Eastern
Daily Mews" owned by K. kiihuk7, who was also Assistant
Chairman of the Russian zmigrant's Committee. Not only
WAD this intended as a means of contra/ling and prejudicing
Russian thought to favor Japan's War in Chins, but also
a means of cultivating Russian informants.
In one sense, the Bureau was a special service
organisation (Kikan) on a very elaborate scale, working
directly and independently as a strategic office of the
Nanking Headquarters. However, unlike most of the Kikans,
this organisation had aamy more departments and sections
and phases of intelligence activity to .conduct than most
Kikans operating usua14 on one particular assignment. It
was the one organization in Shanghai which did most to
coordinate the efforts of a/1 intelligence gathering agencies.
(Source: Lt. Col. MORI. AKIRA, Senior Staff Officer, Rikugunbu,
15 Novamber, 1945. &a/nation C-J).
pnCAZ
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6. Gendarmerie (Kampei Tai)
a. Organisation and Command
The Gendarmerie, a special branch of the armed forces, which conducted
Military Police functions, served both the Army and Navy, although it
was under the direction of the War Ministry and of the Provost Marshal.
General, and therefore more Closely connected with the Army.
The Kempei Tai in China was not controlled from Japan but was directly
responsible to General OKAMURA, hag, Commanding General, China ampectionary Forces; no orders or directives were received from any higher
Nampa Tai t Headquarters in Tokyo. If any Kempei matter was of sufficient importance to report to the Imperial General Staff, it was reported
through command channels by General Okamura. The Kempei, like the Amy,
was divided into the areas, Worth, Central and South China, the commanders
of which were responsible both to their area commanders and the Commanding
General; in the Armies, the Army commander did not decide policy matters
of the Xempei but merely laid down rules and regulations which were to be
enforced by the Kempei Tai.
In Japan, the Kempei Tai Commander had no control over activities in China
but was solely responsible for operations in Japan proper under the jurisdiction of the War Ministry.
t4
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Generally, the Kempei is divided into two general sections:

General Affairs Section: Concerned with matters of policy,
personnel, records, and thought control.
Services Section: Concerned with training of personnel,
security, espionage, counter espionage, supervising civilian employees of the Army, policing occupied areas, guarding military installations, surveillance of Japanese in
occupied areas and controlling black market.
•

The Army was responsible for handling of prisoners of war, and the
only connection that the Lempei had with prisoners was when they
were requested by the Army to provide guards for the transportation or detention of prisoners.
Reports from various parts of China, do not offer any consistent departmental structure of Kempei units, although all present as duties, the
above mentioned.

Two reports indicate that Kempei units, located at cities in Central China,
had internal departments as fellows:
Employing main/y Orientalist
TOKKO-4A (counter-espionage)
and some foreigners, to expose Chungking and Communist agents.
KLIZAI-KA (economic affairs) - Devoting its efforts toward
control of black market activities, such as exchange
•
and dealing in gold bars, foreign currencies, forgery,
sale of prohibited war materials.
GA/J/-KA (foreign affairs) - Investigation and control of
activities of foreign nationals, arrest and detention
of enemy nationals, confiscation of property, control
of neutrals..
TEISATUSU-KA (investigation section) - The personnel of which
was used by other sections for detective, investigation
and surveillance activities who had this power of arrest according to warrants issued by their office.

KE/BL4A (garrison units) - The duties of which were patrolling
the streets in the interest of public safety, guarding

of military installations, jails, and puppet personalities.

SHIHO-KA (justice section) The duties of which were the processing of prel imina investigative repOrts to determine
need forfurther investigation, °heck the facts of the
case through own sources, preparation of material for
court case at the Military Court (Gump° Kaigi).
C. atrium

The units of the Kenpei generally were classified into three categories:
province, zone and sub-zone levels under occupying Armies.
Province: 80-100 officers Badmen, pm:mended by a. lieutenant colonel
and included 25 civilians (SUNSOKU)
Zone:

7040 officers and men, commanded by a captain, and included

about 15-20 civilians, and 12 Chinese auxiliary pliceman.

Sub-sons: 20 officers and men, 10 Chinese and Japanese civilians.

S;a1h
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This does not include vast authors of informants. Ehxmptions to these
strengths existed inmost /ergs cities where there were numerous substations; as for example, Shangiai where there were five important stations excluding headquarters, each of which controlled sub-stations, and
petrels.
d•
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A/1 gendarmerie personnel were obtained from other units of the army such
as the infantry, artillery, and cavalry. No one was assigned to the Kempei
Tai :won induction. The Kempei Tai always had a standing list of volunteers
from other branches and when replacements were needed examinations were even
to the volunteers and their background was investigated. The best qualified
men were selected for the Kempei Tai, and sent to a school. Formerly the
only school was in Japan, but in the last two years schools were set ep in
Peking, Nanchurial 'and Nanking. The school in Nanking was run by the Central
China Gendarmerie Unit and furnished replacements for that =mend. The
course in the school consisted of about four months training in police methods,
genders policy, military discipline, etc.
There were only two Mal schools in North Chani and Manchuria. One was
located at Peiping, and the other was located at Chang Chun (SR/NG KING), Manchuria.

The curriculum at the Peiping school consisted of physical training: rough
and tuable, Judo, mob control, etc.; mental training (Shinto); superiority
of the Japanese race, unconquerability; undercover training, espionage, agent
nets, penetration, and interrogation methods. The courses varied in length
from three months and six months to one year, depending on the type of work;
police, espionage, etc. The school graduated from 200 to 300 students per
year; all of these were Japanese personnel, both military and civilian.
The school at Chang Chun was very similar to the Peking school but it was considerably larger and graduated Japanese, Koreans, and White Russians.
Refresher treat:4ms given at most units every aLx months to officers and
men alike in the form of trial cases, which were to be solved in theory by
written paper.
e. Methods of Oneratioes
(/) Jurisdiction
The jurisdiction over persons of the Kempei Tai in law and order matters is
restricted to military personnel and persons travelling with the Army.

P
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Japanese civilians come under the jurisdiction of the Consular Po/ice and
Chinese civilians lare under the jurisdiction of the puppet police. One
exception to this might be that in case of a riot the Limpet Tai would he
ordered by the army commander to assist the civilian and consular police
to restore order. Also, the r-onsu/ate police might request the Kumpel. Tai
to assist them if they were unable to cope with a situation. The Kempei
Tai did not have a liaison officer with the consular am4PUPP et police.
however, the army maintained a liaison office which dealt with the o:.,nsulate and the puppet government and this army liaison office would handle
the liaison between Kempei Tai and the puppet and consular police. Another
exception concerning jurisdiction over Japanese and Chinese civilians 4a in
the case Of suspected espionage, in which matter the Impel Tai had the
right of arrest and prosecution over any person, My they be enemy nationals,
Japanese civilians, or Japanese military or naval officers and men of any
rank. In the case of neutrals, an arrest msy be carried out but the neutral
is usuall4y,turned over to his consular representative for punishment.
2. *Lel of Offenders
The trial of a civilian either enemy or Japanese national was conducted in
either a civil or military court depending upon the charge and the arresting organization. If the civilian in question was booked with a political
charge, which most frequently was the case, since most offenses during time
of war were considered pogitical affronts at Japan, he was subject to a
courts martial in the Japanese Military Court (ampo Neimi), and if found
guilty and sentenced to jail, would be placed in a military jail. Criminal
. trials against Japanese citizens (non-military) took place in the Consular
Court; against Chinese in Puppet Courts; against neutrals at their respeotive consulates, unless these neutrals were not nationals of countries that
had extra territoriality rights in Chinap .in such a case the trial took •
place in a Peppet Court.
The Navy dish not have an organization similar to the Kampei Tai t and Kempei
Mikis responsible for order on the part of Navy personnel. Lithe event
Navy personnel get into trouble, the Kappa Tai turne4them over to the Navy
for disciplinary action. The only time that the Navy might have any control
over the Kampei Tel would be in a case Where an island garrison*, =mended
by a Navy Commander, in which case the Navy Commander would also be the over
all commander of the Kempei Tai in that .area.
Xeceptions to this rule existed in the cities of Shanghai and Tsingtao where
the Navy, as the arrogantly superior branch of service, was undisputed in
certain areas of the city; they were the sole economic .loiters and firstlaw enfOrceernt agony in the area, Allowed by the gendarmerie, and einalZy
the police. It wasn't until early 1945 that the Kowa Tap because of the

144vy l s lose of prestige and strength in the Pacific, was able to challenge
and counter Navy orders in these areas.

3. AMU
In outlying forward areas, the agents of the Kempei Tai were under the same
covers as 6pecial Service men, such as storekeepers, traders and Lerchants,
inn keepers, etc., moot of whom were unpaid and received Only small privi-'
ledges in return for services, in the form of permits for trade, or permission to deal in illicit goods, or the priviledge of purchasing rice, clothing, and foods at lower cost than the market price.
In the Larger cities, agents were of a variety of nationalities, predominantly
Chinese however, although foreign agents and informants were most valuable in
their understanding of black market, swindling, extortion methods, bladloaai/,
etc. Again, these agents received only slight monetary remuneration, and the o
only benefit they received for their services was to be able to carry on these
criminal adtivities at the expense of the population and to the benefit of
themselves . and the officials for whom they worked.
gendarme worked in plainclothes and operated much like agents themselves,
however, they were, toward the end of the war, very disconcerted about their
personal security, since very little Gamey espionage threatened their positions. Through the medium of terrorism and torture of arrested persons, a
vivid and realistic threat existed in the minds of allied sympathizers and
operators, whocautiously observed all rules and regulations laid down by the
occupation forces and enforced by the Kempsi Tai ,in every effort to retain
their own security and safety.

Many

Because of such a situation there were few strictly loyal Chinese agentm working for the National Government, the Communists, or the American Forces; they
only way they could exist and still carry on their intelligence role was to
act as double-agents, and for their own benefit serve both sides. The Kempei
Tai did not have the axclugive right to hand/e double agents, and if the Army
caught an agent they might use him without notifying the Kempei Tai.

Exba;li ix. -
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D. KNOTUNG ARyfIalliWGBNCE SERUM
This argy was considered to be the best of the Japanese Army
Ground Forces until 1943, at etichtime it totalled 11000,000 in strength.
However, afterwards approximately poopoo troops were withdrawn to fight
on other fronts. Until 1943, this env was prepared and had plans to
launch an attack on Russia.
The intelligence services of the Beantung Army was likewise
considered to be the best not only In China, but of the whole Japanese
1. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE:
The 2nd Section, Headquarters, Iwantung Amy, was Charged
•
with the collection of inforaation, ' gemination and appraisal of
information collected, lavestigaticatimio the prevailing military
situation, and the planning for and supervision of land services.
It was organized as follows: Chief of the 2nd Section, a Colonel
in rank, was responsible to the Commander and the Chief ofStaff,
and reported directly to /gparia/ Headquarters, Tokyo, and had
under his jurisdiction four sub-sections which are as follows:
a. General Affairs Section - in charge of personnel, records, etc.
b. Intelligence Section- Affair" connect'deith information
collecting.
o. Military Investigations Section - in charge of investigations for unitary reqpiximents.
d. Meteorological Section.
Besides the above duties, contact was aaintained with and
supervision was given to the Public Security Bureau of the
Foreign Ministry of Manshukuo and the Investigation Section of
the South Manchurian Railway Company.
2, METHODS OF OPERA/0K1
Generally speaking, the intelligence services of the
Zawntung Army were of first rate although even they had auoh to
improve. The results gained through the activity of its intelligence services were suffictiently . fruitless in preparing any
military operation. This was augplitied at the time of the
Russian advance into Manchuria, their endeavor to reinforce
their Army last summer, and also in a series of incidents
occurring on the Russo-Manchurian Border. The means by which
the intelligence service gathered its information falls into the
following categories'
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a. Special information was Secured tram the decoding of
Soviet Arny radio messages of which only the sinp/er
means, inthree /otter oodes were deciphered. this
Ar
formation about the disposition of Amy groups and their
movements and maneuvers were obtained. However, no
information WAS gained concerning the organization of
the armies* their equipment and their potential fighting
strength.
b. Aerial photography contributed much to the formulation of
invasionplans by the Kwantung Army through preparation of
topographical over-ley maps. Aerial photography was
exclusively conducted by the 2nd Air Force and much information was gained concerning Soviet airfields and the
stationing of their aircraft, military installations,
warehouses * fleet disposition* etc. * at such pieces as
CHITA* AHAVALCNSK, vpusuov and VLADIVOSTOK.
c.Land observations were conducted by reconnaissance
patrols that sought information concerning the general
enw situation and their fortresses along the frontier.
do

Information from documents which were sent to Japanese
Special Service organs in Harbin from such places as
Moscow and Chita by Japanese diplomatic representatives
were, after translation, distributed to all Army
Division Headquarters in Manchuria. Such information
as the transfer of ern, units and war materials in
eastern Soviet territory* as well as books and documentary material were carried by diplomatic agents who
traveled between Manchuria and Soviet Russia via the
Siberian Railway.
Information gained through interrogating Soviet military
deserters and civilian refugees gave little information
other than that of organizations and equipment of small
units, internal situation, and military discipline of the
Red Army. /ninny cases, the Russian Army sent (Take"
army deserters to willingly offer fa/se information.

f. Sending of agents across the frontier never proved
effective and the Imuntung Army never eipected much from
such missions. It was difficult to acquire qualified
persons; the Soviets had an excellent anti-espionage network; and the racial differences too frequently-led to
the discovery of agents. Double agents were used, but
proved unreliable and ineffective in the opinion of the

RECUR?
Japanese intelligence.
There was no WO of Special Service organisations or Mans
in this area in espionage activities and the Military
Intelligence Section conducted a/1 of this work themselves.
However, in counter-espionage and peace preservation
activities in Manchuria, the Military Intelligence played
only a small
role since these matters were handled by the
Military Police (Nampa) and the Peace Preservatiori Corp.
respectively. However, the letter was supervised by and
responsible to the 2ell Section. These two organizations
shall be described under their respective headings.
leer since the Manchurian incident, Japan, from tim
standpoint of possible J . hostilities with Russia and also
the necessity of rendering assistance to Manchukuo, did
everything in her power to foster the IWIntung Amy and send
the best men and equipment to that army.
(Seurce: Report on "Kwantung Army Intelligence Service, March, 1946,
Svaluated 0-3.)
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EXHIBIT X

THE THIRD inDEPENDENT GUARD
(1)

UNIT, FIEVINCk

MAW
The intelligence Roam of the Headquarters tried to gather information

concerning the activities of the Communiet elements.and its armed forces,'

which were the most important factors obstructing construction and
Japanese endeavors to establish stability in provincial districts. The
information, gathered was utilised whenever the Japanese forces started
new operations against Red forces. The information, as soon as obtained,
was immediate/g transmitted to higher comand and various unite velow.

For this purpose, a special section was organised in the Headquarters
under the direction of an officer especial, assigned to the task,
(2) Ornanisation. Personnel and Duties:
Office in charges Captain =BO =UNA

(3)

pectiono

Remarks

Telephone& Telegrams
General Affairs
Reporting& Information
Special Itnresti eetion Cores
Information by Documents
Translation & Interpreting

Collection. of information,
their study and examina—
tion

Training & Training!

) Stucky of Communist forces,
) party and population in
Red area

&laments

A plan existed for giving education connected with the collection
of information to intelligence officers attached to each battalion four
times a year. However, this plan was never realised as the war came to
an end only Lour swaths after the plan was considered.

No plan ever existed for special education to be given to non—
commissioned officers and enlisted men,•
Some documents and books were given from higher commands for the
purpose of educating. Otherwise, no special equipment was employed for
training.
(4) Cases of Success and Failure

aile inmost cases, information was gained through Chinese organs

cooperating with the Japanese or from villagers, action promptly taken
by Japanese forces on the basis of these informations rarely met with
success as Cozamunist forces had a very excellent system of preventing
s
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against any leakage of military secrets. In this, the racial traits of
Chinese population, too, counted much.
Notable among the cases of success was the case in which the

Japanese forces, after encircling the main body of Red forces in

Hsincheng,-hsien in June, 1945, successfully dealt a serious blow to a

large body of Communist forces which tried to rescue their comrade units
in Japanese encirclement. This was due to information the Japanese
obtained in time.

In guerrilla warfare, on the whole, it has always been extremely

difficult to get ahead of enemy movements. It was found that ZDr an
efAcient working of our intelligence network, quite a number of personnel
would be needed to work exclusively for that, while actually it was not
the case.

Leah battalion relied on necessary information on the agents of
the hsin iiin Hui, Cooperatives and other native organs in close contact
with local villagers for the same purpose. Enemy prisoners, too,
sometimes, offered valuable information. Chinese spies, however, were
seldom employed, because their efficacy was very doubtful.
(Source: , mmary Report on Enemy and Non-Enemy intelligence Organizations
in Tsingtao", 10 December, 1945. DR/80. Evaluationt C-3)
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PEIPING INFORMATION ORGAN (OR SHIGE4A17A

ORGAN)

MA SHI-I, local Muhammadan, at Changkiachwan, south-eastern

part or Warm Province.

On the other hand, efforts were made to keep close contact
with the Nthammedan traders cogng to Peiping from the southeastern part of Luau Province. As they were large in number,
their names in detail are not available here.
b) At the Time of the Ronan Operation:
At the time of this operation, Chinese traders, farmers
and Nuhammedans of Ronan Province were locally employed as
secret agents and were dispatched to Loyang and Sian, but no
success was obtained as almost all of them did not return.

e) Atellieenoe Anente lathe Peininn■Tientain Area:
As afore-mentioned under the heading of liake-w, there
were no regular intelligence agents at this Peiping Organ.
However a number of the Ch imes. with whom the Chief of the Organ
became acquainted during his long stay in China were utilised 8A
Radio' of informationlrequired.
iv. tomes Riau/reds

Current Expenditure:
b)

_ 120,500 FRB monthly.

Extra disbursements were smWa in case of military operations.

For instance a sum of 180,000 was appropriated at the time of the
Ronan Operation in the spring of 1944.

v. 4caivities outside Peiping Area outlined,
a)

With the outbreak of the Nonan Operation in the spring of 1944,
the Peiping Organ was order to transfer in Henan Province anima
engaged in the minim the survy, of military geography and was
also in charge of the collection of inforaatiannecessary for the
maintenance of local public peace.
The members of the Organ returned to Peiping in the latter
part of April, 1945. Later they went to the Japanese home/and on

a furlough and cans back to Peiping in the latter part of July.
;Before they were given a now duty the war was brought to an end.

The principal activities undertaken by the Peiping Organ in
the peat are as follows:

t
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PEIPING /NPIC I
LME)
Just after the outbreak of the China Affairs
Participated Lithe formation of the Public Peace Maintenance
Association of the specialmnicipality of Tientsin.
Keeping close contact with the members of the Chinese Youth
Corps who were residing in NorthnChina supported the development
of the same Corps.
Created the Hsinmin College in Peiping and took care of the
institute until the first students elapsed four months of study.
Participated in the campaign to support General lu Pei-fu
in 1939.
Participated in the conference between Genera/ Yen Hei-shan
and the Japanese forces in North China regarding the peace
problem about 1941 or 1942.
4fter the Outbreak of the Greater East Asiatic Wars
Attempted to make some op nnectionwith the Chungking authorities
regarding peace negotiations, and launched various political
activities. Despite much exertions it ended in failure.
Attempted to persuade General KO CHU-KUO to have his forces
Jointly carry out with the Japanese forces punitive operations
against the Chinese coasmanist forces, but it failed.
Engaged in launching peace negotiations with Chungking through
Chang Hsueh-ming, Li Yu-liu and other generals, but it was in vain.
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PRIP/Da SPECIAL IXTELLELTICR CORPS
(1) Ma
The min duty of this eorps was to gather various information
needed by the North China Army both from the political and strategical
necessities. For this purpose, this corps at Normal times tried to
gather information:concerning the situation. in the Northwest Region of
China and the regions in.the vicinity of Peiping, while at the time of

the prosedation of specific operations, information concerning the
movements of enemy forces lathe specific areas.

(2) The Oraanisation, and the equipment utilised:
I. Chinese Section
General Affairs Room:
Gagro (iiork) Corps:
Accounts Room:
No. 1 Rooms
Ordnance Rooms
No. 2 Rams

5 Sub.-Lieutenants and 3 civilians
Captain and 5 officers
2nd Lieutenant and 2 civilians
5 civilians, 3 engineers and 2 interpreters
3 engineers
10 engineers and 7 civilians

XL Direction of Detector Section
Chiefs 2nd Lieutenant SHINGO YAMANAKA
1. Peiping Corps: 3 engineers and 3 enlisted men
2. Maw Corp.: 5 enlisted men
3. Chinchow Corps: 5 enlisted men
' 10 E1CPUMED 8T OP PEIPING
SPECIAL Insummos CORPS

TaBIE OF THE BQ

Names

Mead!

Quantity

National 'Receivers
R.C.A. Receivers
Zenith Receiver
Philoo Receiver

3

4

Radio Locators
(Special receiving
sets, type 94, model 5)

1

2

) 1 at Tanen
) 1 Ut Chino:haw

••••••Er

Total
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Peiping

1

1
P
...j.IL1.10.

=manila=
Q.ORFp IJ DWIPMING

SPECIAL INTEL/ICI:WA
MU'S CODXD JUZSJIG,

NI TOR EMIG

ObJectives

Patents of Success
in Deciphering

Categories of
Codes Used
ligmakl

Northwest District Unable to decipher

None

Lost information
was gained in
plain language
messages

Radio Station with Able to decipher
Lanchaw as center moat of them
mostly re traffic

Urdmowa

Information was
gained retrain('
situation in
Northwest area

Radio Station

Kansu Provincial Successful after
one month
Gov't. -

Information gained
here was useless
and discarded

Headquarters LW.Suctiessful to a
3upp.1,y District certain. extent

Same code used for
long period; most
of informational
messages deciphered

Tenzin & its
environs

Unsuccessful, es-

pecially those for
military operations

Category No.
1 & No. 21,
for political
propaganda
category NO.
52, intended
for political
propaganda

Employed 25-word
unit mall
Length of
4000 words

Central-Chitung

War Zone

Successful after
one month

ShammisChaharChitung War zone

Successful after
one month

Ssme i ss above

18th Croup Ansy

Succeed:later

Saas as above

one month

NOTE: The Japanese wire succesbful in deciphering some otherup but the
category of the codes used in these was similar to those mentioned
above.

(3) Aducatillb& Training:
a. For the purpose of interception of wireless messages and
deciphering of coded messages, no special syatematic education
has ever been given. Some general training was 47n. the men
in Nanking and was sent over to Peiping. All the education
and training needed was intended to be given the men while
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actually on duty.
b. Direction Detector. Thirteen non-commissioned officers and
soldiers were assigned about February this year for about

threemonthe since then to receive special education in this
connection. The education, hoverer, was confined to the
treatment of the apparatus and measurement of the distance
as then= assigned to this task had already been educated
on oosnunications. These thirteen men came from. various
communications units stationedinftrth China.
S. Equipment for training. There existed no special equipment,
documents or books for the training.
d. Cases of success and failure:
1. Cases of Susi:east
Sometimes while military operations were it:progress, the
Chinese forces used easily-decipherable codes for the
tramaineiOn Of important massagess with the result that
we gained access to important information. Sometimes,
again, the Chinese failed to codify the names of the
tranemitting and receiving agents and naturally we could
easily find hints to their identity.

During the Ronan campaign, 1944, following cases occurred:
The Chinese forces used codes, which had been in use for
a long time and which the Japanese bad already succeeded
in deciphering. It was customary for General
T/E13-4ED, Commander-inmate! of:the let War Zone, to add
his own signature and address in plain language, with the
result that this afforded the Japanese an easy hint as to
the "hereabouts of the headquarters of the 1st aar Zone.
The wireless stations used by local militiaman in Ronan
Province used to Emchange messages among themselves asking
about their respective location and their intention of
future movements and so forth, supplying us 'frith valuable
information.

2. Cases of Failure'

The Japanese were unaware that the Communist forces were

using the MAme-type codes and that their coded messages
were interspersed with those in conversation type, and
were trying to decipher themin the same manner as applied
forces. This resulted
to those sent by the Central Army
in our failure to find out as' hints at all to decipher
them.
C.
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0. Actual Results Gained:
1. While important coded messages could never be deciphered
by the Japanese, easier ones were successfully deciphered.
However, the lack of strict discipline on the part Of
the man working for respective radio stations resulted in
affording us many times with hints and valuable information.
2. Apparently the Communist forces were using three categories
of codes; (/) for mi/itary operation, (2) for political
propaganda, and (3) for transmitting messages and instructions.
As for their deciphering, the Japanese side was never
successful in deciphering that for mi/itary operations,
sidle they were in a better position as regard the other
two categories. The respective radio stations apparently
used different kinds of call signs for transmitting and
receiving messages connected with military operations.
As regards the actual results gained by the employment of
direction detectors, , it can be said that the results on the
'bole were entirely unsatisfactory, due, mainly, to the
fact that we had little past experience and very scarce
material to rely upon and also because we had to change the
call signs so repeatedly and at such short intervals.

4. The actual results gained as regards our endeavors in

deciphering the enemy's coded messages are shown in the
table NO. 4 attached hereto.

(Source: "8immtal7- Report on raw and Non-Enemy Intelligence Organizations
in Teingtao n, 10 December, 1945, BN/W. Evaluation: C-3).
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HIDAXA ORGAN
i.Maks-uPg
sax organ was in complete charge of the collection of various information. on and from the third states as well as the connection with the
m(litar7 and other intelligence organizations.
It was organized as follows:
Chief of the Hidaka Organ:
The Hidaka Organ -----(

Colonel Takaaki Hidaka.
Peiping Office
Tientsin Office

Peivine Office
Chief: Colonel T. Hidaka
Assistant: 2nd Lieutenant Shimura
Classification of Atrks:
1) General Affairs & Accounts:
Personnel
Miscellaneous Works
Guarding
Connection
Rations
Transportation
2) Guidance of White Russians

Problems dealing with
Great Britain

Warrant Officer:
Interpreter:
ditto ditto
Lance Corporals

Iamashita

Watanaba
lagahara

Nakaniehi
Urano

Germany
Italy
France
Soviet Russia
3) Dealing with the Japanese
Side:

Out/ins of

Activitias:

Sergeant-Major:
Junior Emp.s
ditto
ditto

Sasaki
/dami
Sachimori
Ueda

As the aain purpose of this organ was in the collection of information
on and from the third states, there were no special intelligence agents.
information...was chiefly gathered by the contact of the 'ambers of the Organ
ne,
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with the nationals of the third states residing in China.
Information on the Soviet Union was main]; obtained through the
connection with the Soviet people in China while effort* were also made to
maell out 1101141 information while assisting the white Russians without
nationality or during the course of issuing travelling certificates for
them.
Information on Great Britain, the United States, Germany, France
and Italy was gathered through the contact with the members of the German,
French and Italian Ambassadorial officers in China as well as by the translation of foreign books and journals, thus grasping the outline situatiom
in foreign countries.
As auxiliary means for supplementing the above information interception of wireless message tranamitted by Britain and the United States
was carried out.

For carrying out the above duties, a,pproximately 150,000 FEB expense
was disbursed monthly..
Trainina and lineations
lb special training or education was given to the member of the Organ.

Accordingly there were no facilities and materials for the education
although general cultural books and journals published in foreign countries

were provided as many as possible for their general information.
iv. Success and Failure Experience&

Since the Make Organ was in North China, its object of activities
was chiefly concentrated On the Soviet Union, and as its Tientsin Office
had much opportunity to contact with the Soviet peoplok information on their
movements were coLlected to some satisfactory extent. But as such information was only concerned with the Soviet people residing in North China,
almost no information on the situation in the Soviet territory was obtained.
As to the United States and Britain, various information was gathered
through then allied Germany and Italy and also France.
Information on the political and cultural fields of the foreign
countries was general]; obtained through the translation of the latest
books and journals published in the respective countries. But the process
to obtain these materials was not systematic, the information thus obtained
was rather obsolete and not so much valuable as to be useful for the confronting operation or for taking suitable measures politically and financially.
In short, the activities of this Organ was not so effective considering the relatively large number of personnel it held. (Source: The
Rehabilitation and Liaison Department of the Japanese Officers and Soldiers
Report entitled "Outline of Intelligence Co/lading Machinery of Japanese
,S;
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(1) Functions and Personnel of KAM OrvaAljti
Organization, functions and personnel an per attached chart.
Explanation:

1. The Organization is located in Peiping under the Chief of Second
Section of North China Headquarters of Japanese Army Forces.
2. The organization has been receiving orders from the Commander-1nChief of North China Forces up to end of war in order to collect various
information, as fellows: (Besides this the organization has been instructed
to supervise Non-nationals, the Chinese and Japanese residents.) Necessary
information and data to observe the actigities of Britain and America, and
to observe the anti-Japanese movements (both military and political) of
Soviet Russia; general activities of Koran, especially the propaganda
system and necessary information to observe their anti-Chungking policy;
mititaz7, political and economic activities of Chungking and its relations
with Britain and America; movements of Outer-Mongolia; supervision of
Chinese politicians and other personnel cooperating with the Japanese;
supervision of important Japanese elements; and observance of popular
feelings among other foreigners.
3. Sixty men worked under Colonel HIDAKA and about three hundred
indirectly in order to accomplish the above mentioned duties.
4. The most important system used in collecting information was
interception of wire/ebe messagee and this system was organized as follows:
Ken= Interception Unit; Fukuyama Reception Unit; Tominaga Reception Unit;
Italian Reception. Unit; D.N.B. (German)Reception Unit; Broadcasting
Stations Reception Units and Chunghwa Aviation Company Reception Unit.
(2) Outline of Activities in Various Sections
1. The Commanding Officer of the organization gives instructions to
each section and collects the necessary information.
The examination of and report on the information obtained is done
by the Commanding Officer himself. When reporting the information to the Army
General Staff ln Japan, War Ministry, GeneraliMeadquarters in North China,
gwamtumg Army, Korean Army (Japanese Forces in Xeres) and various armies
under the North China Headquarters by telegram or in written report, he
must get authorization from the Chief of Staff of North China Headquarters.
2. The Urano Organization iaTientsin is direot4 under the comraand of
Colonel RIDAKA aid collects information in compliance with the duties of
above-mentioned Organization.
All the information collected in the Urano Organization is
forwarded directly to Colonel R/DAKA in Peiping without being examined.
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Therefore, Colonel Urano has no responsibility whatsoever regarding the
value of this information. The whole responsibility lies in Colons/
HID,K4 alone, in the judgment of value of information collectea oy the
whole organizations.

3. Outline of inlormation collected through interception of wireless
messages:
Collection of information from various countries is done by interception of broadcasting and news services. The Commanding Officer of the
organization gives the instructions to each of the Reception sections
regarding the respective stations to intercept and have them report daily.
All the information thus collected is classified as below and filed so
as to be used as data in the judgment of the situation
a)

American Affairs:
der situation in Asia
afar situation in Europe
U.S. Army (Strength, Name of units, Names of Staff
Members, armaments, morale, training, etc.)
U.S. Air Corps (Strength, names of units, names of Staff
Members, types of planes)
U.S. Navy (Organization, names of Staff Members, Names
of aarships, movements)
iiar industries
Political movement
Economic situation
Diplomatic relations with Soviet Russia
Diplomatic relations with Great Britain
Diplomatic relations with Chungking
Diplomatic relations with Central Asia
anti-Japanese propaganda.

b)

British Affairs:
Classification as above.

o) Soviet Russian Affairs:
Soviet-German aar situation
Anglo-Soviet relations
Activities of Commintern
Strength, movements and kind of troops in Eastern Siberia
(movemenLs of troops to or from European Theater)
Political situation in Soviet Russia
Economia situation in Soviet Russia
Transportation situation in Soviet Russia
Transportation of supplies from U.S. to Soviet Russia
Transportation of arms and planes fromU.S. to Soviet Russia
Anti-Japanese propaganda
Diplomatic movements against Chungking
Movements regarding Soviet aid to Yenan
T

d) German Affairs:
Military situation
Political situation
Economic situation
Propaganda situation
..*) Balkan Affairs:
f) Middle Bast, Near Bast and Central Asiatic countriee

Chilluecing Affairs:

Operation
Organization
Air Forces
U.S. Air Forces and Azsey in China
Political activities of Chungking
Anti-Tenan movement
Economy and Production

Supplies through the India-Burma rout*

Commerce and airway networks •
Anti-Japanese peace movements
Political and Economic activities against the Northwestern
Provinces
•
h) Una' Affairs:
Propaganda within themselves
Propaganda against outside
Activities of 14nan Army
Economic situation
Political situation
Army forces, strength, organization and armaments
44

Tanen Reception Section (Zn Peiping and Tientsin)

The Thum Reception Section in Peiping consisted of six men
including its Chief, using four wireless sets of eight or ten tubes. All
the operators excepting the section Chief were Chinese. The object of the
reception were YenaalffsiaBua News Service, Propaganda broadcast of the
Japanese aberation League in Japanese and messages in FAgl i sh sent from

Zeman to Chungking.

.

The Reception Section in Tientsin under Bran° Organization used
the same system as in Peiping with one receiver and two operators.
5. Fukgyama Reception Section (Peiping)
This Section comprised twenty operators (all Japanese), two
receivers in Turkish language, and thirty other employees. They used one
set of high speed receiving sets and about eight sets of ten-tube receivers.
The object of reception were U.P., A.P. $ and Reuter News Services sent
from Chungking to America, telegrams sent from Chungking to New Delhi and
,dikara Broadcast.
rnpRir

6.

Tominaga Reception Section (Peiping)

This Section was operating on messages (excluding code messages)
sent within Soviet Russia, especially messages sent among the principal
citiei, world-wide broadcast from Moscow, Haharovsk broadcast, Ulan-Batoor
broadcast and messages sent among the principal cities along the Northwestern China Route.
The Section comprised six Japanese operators, eight Chinese
operators, ten Russians, four Mongolians and fifty other Japanese employees.
They used one set of high speed receiving sets and ten ordinary
receivers.
7.

Italian Reception Section (Peiping)

This Section comprised fifteen ex-Italian Marine operators
using four sets of their own receiving apparatus, working mostly on soviet
news services sent out from Siberia. With one set they were taking airtransportation information of the Indo-China air route, and inforwation
concerning the passenger and cargo transportation by air in China.
. 8. D.N.B. (German

NM Agency)

Reception

Section (Peiping)

This Section operated with four Chinese operators, three Chinese
employees and three German correspondents. The object of reception one
concentrated on the Anglo-AMerican information and in order to get the
information concerning the imropean situation, they mostly listened in to
the London Reuter news and partly to the U.P., /L.P., and Reuter Laws
Services sent out from New York and Washington.
9.

Broadcasting Station Reception Section (Peiping)

They operated with six Chinese and four Japanese listeners,
mostly catching the Chungking broadcast and partly listening in to the
broadcasts from
Angeles, San Francisco and Hawaii, etc.

10. Chunghwa Aviation Company Reception Section (Peiping)
They worked on the information concerning the air transportation
on the Indo-China route and the passenger and cargo transportation in
China, with fourteen. Japanese operators and six Japanese employees.
114. Information Services by Agents and informers:

Information was imitable through the Agents and Informers in
Peiping, Tientsin, Teingtao, Kalgan and other principal cities. The object
was principally placed on Chungking and necessary information to watch
the activities of Soviet Russians in North China. The organization and
functions; of this system is as follows:
C C R
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a) There are very few agents with a fixed salary, working
etclusively in collecting information; but in general the information was made available through the organizations of the
Russian 'migrant Bureau, German correspondents and the Axis
organizations such as German and Italian officials etc. in these
operations the instruction's were directly given by Colonel
HIDAKA or Lt. Colonel URANO and there were very few occasions
when they used their men indirectly.
b) There were no instances whatsoever when the agents were
sent to distant places outside North China, as, e.g. Chungking,
Xenan, etc.
a) Through the "migrant Bureau. This Bureau consisted of the
white Russian /migrant Bureau, Mebrew Association, Latvian
Association, Lithuanian Association and Polish Association. The
Central Organization to deal with these groups was situated in
Tientsin and local organizations in Peiping, Na/gan, Tsingtao
and Cftefoo respectively. The Chairmen of the respective national
associations were Charged with taking control and directing
various nationals under the order of Japanese If
Authorities.
During this period, various meetings and conferences took place
and this naturally enabled us to listen in to the information
from various districts.
An the White Russians wereemstly interested in the developments of Soviet Russia, their observations of Soviet Russia's
secret propaganda activities were comparatively correct, but,
other information was not so reliable. The Russian 'migrant
Bureau in Tientsin was operating a newspaper called nozrojdenie
Azii" in Russian language for propaganda purposes. The Chief
Editor of this organ, PASTOOHIN, is an extreme anti-Soviet and
anti-Communist element ana haa a fairly correct judgment concorning the Soviet information.
d) Whits Russian Agents.
Among two thousand White Russians in Tientsin, there were
two hundred who were confirmed extreme anti-Soviet and antiCommunist elements. From these elements twenty persons were
available as agents and they were very willing to cooperate with
the Japanese Authorities.
e)

Utilization of the German Mews Agency and German Correspondents.

The opinion and observations of the German news correspondents
were fully utilized.
Dr. Herbert Mueller, Director of the Peking office of the
D.N.B., had a personal taste in gathering news and information.

sLcizzT
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Commanding ii:aglish perfectly, he personally listened into the
Reuter newscasts and was extremely clever in judging the developments in the situation.
In the sane office were two other German correspondents,
Herr Lueckenhaus and Dr. Abshagen. jorking as the Dixector of the
- .b. up till America's participation
NeA York office of the Do i
in the war, Lueckenhaus was well versed in American affairs and
his observations on American situation were worth listening to.
Dr. Abshagen remained in lagland more than ten years as a
correaP6ndent and was well acquainted with the higher political
classes . of iagland and naturally thought much of as an expert on
Lnglish and Luropean affairs.
. Dr: van Briessen, another German correspondent in Peking
was more or less of .fiberal tendencies. While having a good brain,
he was considered of anti—German inclinations.
Mr. Cordes, still another German correspondent, ViLU a 'Chinese
had a perfect command command of Chinese, enjoyed a wide
and extensive friendship among Chinese colleagues and had a taste
for Mongolian affairs.
Dr. Herbert Tichy, considered of a more or less anti—German
idea, travelled extensively in various countries as a newspaper
correspondent. His specialty was Indian and China's Korthwestern
affairs.
f) Special Correspondent in Peking of the German Fuehrer's
Headquarters.
Siegfried Fulkrug, special correspondent in Peking of the
Fuehrer's Headquarters, was working under the orders of Lt. Colonel
41/hardt in Shanghai, and was entrusted, among other things, with
the aoaaJing out of developments in Soviet Russia. Besides this
he was also spying on the situation in Japan and Chungking.
While Fu/krug was not considered as a big hand, he had a very
able subordinate in the person of Dr.dHeissig, an anthropologist
and archaeologist, well versed in Mongolian tongue, who was
capable to a high degree of judging developments in Siberia. and
Mongolia.
Fulkrug had his agents in Harbin, who gathered information
on Russia.' This information was offered to Colons/ HIDAKA in.
exchange for some concerning Japan and so forth. 'Yellowing
Germany's capitulation, he was oonsidering dispatching his own
agents from Peking for the same purpose. However, this plan never
materialized on account of Japan's surrender.
8) Communications & Equipment

The H/DAKA Organisation primarily did not intend to employ
to any large extent spying agents, nor did it send them over any
long distances, with the result, naturally, that the Organization
was not in possession or employment of any special mane of
communication. The only method they employed was to meet Agents

`v

at a secret place or else to obtain the necessary information
by means of telephone, mail or by courier.
(3) Traininft Plans
The HIDAKA Organization never gave any special tranin r2 to
its staff members and its agents. However, it endeavoured to increase
their officio:toy along the following lines:

1. 4henever they committed any mistakes or blunders Alia executing
their appointed duties, they were called to pay due attention to them.
Aen they finished their appointed tasks, judgment on their reealts was
given by responsible parties with a view to letting them becoa aware of
their merit or the contrary.
2. The staff members and agents were afforded with opportunities
to witness for themselves how the other organizations on similar lines,
of the army or of the newspaper Offices, were functioning.
3. Impetus was given to bring to a higher level their personal
knowledge, common sense and so forth. For this they had a special
fixed program for their education, subjects which comprised mathematics,
foreign languages, physics, history, economics, history of ideology,
military science and so forth. Lessons on these subjects were given by
officers and able men among the staff members. And, for the education
of these officers, the Director of the Organization, Colonel EID.JU,
took charge.
EnOhasis was given on the education in Chinese language. They were
asked to take lessons at night schools or else at the residences of taachers4,.
For textbooks for these lessons, quite a number of documentary records,
novels and other literature Was employed up until the end oi the war.
Following the termination of hostilities, all of these were destroyed by
fire.
According to the memory, principal among these books were those
concerning the education of American ellmen, secret agents of Japan,
German spying system education given at the Chinese Military ,cLdemy for
gathering information. A book specially. recorded the activities of
international spies on Siberia-Manchuria border area.
(4) Expenditures
1. Officers and civilians working for this Organization received
salaries fixed by army regulations and did not get any special allowances.
2. Regular agents got salaries, according to their respective
abilities, which were supposed to be barely enough for a minimum standard
living. The /owe et was 500 Yen FEB. They, however, were ello .ged to
make purchases at certain designated Japanese agencies at loner prices.
The highest pay they 'got was around. 1,000 Yen FRB.
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3. irregular a-ents got payint in and, e.g. flour, saf„
tobacco, coal, etc.
4. ,never these irregular -, ;!;.ents brought any valuable infortion, they got additional payment in cash, ranging from le° to ipeee
Yen Eip.
5. Just prior to the terminAion of the war, thc aw1 . 04a oonthiy
expenditure was around 200,00U Yen Li-, mostly for the purpose of
employment of some liaison pereonnci, for ixiintaininz epccial conaections
with the Chinese and also for kaE.ping in contact with Ger_aa
/talien organs.
(5) lvaluation of InfOrmation.
The evaluation of respective information brought in was unciertrken
by Colonel liTO Kit personally, under his own responsibility.
This was done on the following program:
1.

sources.

Comparison of various information gathered frau different

2. Getting in contact with similar organs within the ariAy.
Inluiry is made whether these have also got the same informAion or

not, and, if
3.

so,

compare the accuracy or dependency of either of them.

In case particular information is considered of extre,se

importance, order is given to a responsible person to enr;uir into all
circumstances, in an endeavour to ascertain the reliabilit,, of the sme
information.
4. In deciding on the reliability of a particular piece of
information, the ability of the particular agent who brouL;ht it in was
taken into consideration. Information was reported to responsible
parties classified A, B and C, according to their degree of reliability.
'rumour" or "propagandistic report' was reported as such.

(6) Oases of SIWZBULAWailloir Causes
It often occurred that valuable information which came into its
hand lost its intrinsic value through its failure to accurately evaluate
or through the delay in reporting.
As the cause for all this, the following may be considered:
the

1. Prejudices of the man who receives the, imformation stood in
Inky.

4.e.•
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2. Failure to correctly judge the ideological tendency of the particular agent who brings in such information.

3. Fo.ilure to 'Ford ample assurances for livelihood to the agent.
4.

Lack of patience in the omployment emu use of the zIguntz;.

aonj the causes us enumerated above, Item 1 is consider,Ld the most
important. This Wa6 especL7lly true as rugards the situAion just
prior to tile outbreak of the hostilities betseen hussia :fl6
and between Japan and tussia, The Organization failed to comr:z1re all
inYorm%tion in hand in time or to report this information -Jvithout de/ay
to responsible olarters.

The Organization hud no "scoop” to speak of.
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Japanese intelligence agencies have been active in Tsingtao since the
initial landings by the Navy and any Troops in 1938. The Navy landed
three days before the army and has since the landing exercised more
control over the administration of the city than the ara. The Navy
and Arai have been jealous of each others' rights and have not cooperated
too well. The lack of cooperation has extended to the exchange of
intelligenCe - information, and each has withheld valuable 'Hot l information froni the other. Methods used by the various agencies which have
collected intelligence, varied somewhat, but in general followed a
pattern of employina civilians directly to supervise the intel/igence
work, and having civilian agents to work under the civilians that were
employed. The civilian employee would be under a staff officer if the
agency was a part of the armed forces. Supposedly the Staff officer
would be in charge, but actually the person in charge would be the
civilian. This is especially true of the Naval /ntelligeace aection,
a distinction must be maxis between Combat Intelligence, General
Intelligence, and Counter intelligence. These will be discussed
separately according to their separate functions.
Hi.:TaalOAL BAOKCalCUND
Shortly after the Army and Navy landed in January, 1938,

Intelligence Agencies were set up by each branch of the aervice, and

by the Kempei Tai as well. The Naval Unit was known as the apecial
Service Bureau (Tokumlibu), and the Arpy Unit as the Special Service Agency
(Tokmmu Kikan).
The Tokumubu was established for the purpose of accelerating the
restoration of peace and order in the area. The Bureau had the
following Departments; Political Affairs, Harbor Office, Peace and
order (including Propaganda Section), Management of Enemy Property, and
information. The Information Section was further divided into two
aectiane; Chinese Affairs and Foreign affairs. The Information Section
collected General Intelligence and Counter—InteLUgence. also the
Section censored the mail and telegraph communications of Japanese,
Chinese and foreign persons for the purpose of gathering information,
particle/stay relating to Anti—Japanese movements, or espionage activities.
In March, 1939, the Bureau was dissolved and its functions were
transferred to the KOAIN so far as Political affairs were concerned,
and to the Naval Resident Office so far as Naval Affairs were concerned.
The Naval Resident Office set up the censorship duties as a separate

Section. The Information Section performed the same dutiee as it had
SLCRLT

under the Bureau. /nllarch, 1940, the Naval Resident Office was
abolished and a/1 functions were transferred to the Special Laval Base

Force, Tsingtao. /n 1938, the Special Naval Base Force (then named
the 1st Combined Landing Force) had an intelligence Section (epecial
Service Department) principally gathering intelligence of an eperetional
nature, and Counter-Intelligence for the purpose of security :ithin
the City. Between 1940 and 1942, no information has yet been cbtained
as to what the complete intelligence activities of the Sectien were.
however it is known that in- 1942 it was divided into the following

Sections:

Chinese— Mission to sea out agents within the City that were
operating for the Chinese Central Government, or the Chinese uommuniste
(Related to the security of the City). Since the Navy et times pent
expeditions to fight in the outlying land areas, the section also
gathered intelligence to assist these expeditions.
Economico—Oathered information relating to price fluctuations

and the movement of commodities. Black market activities were investi-

gated by the Consular or the Chinese Municipal Police.

Foreign /!fairs SectiOn---To ascertain the attitude of the foreign
population toward the war.
The Intelligence Section also controlled censorship and the
issuance of passports. In 1943 it was decided that the intelligence
Section should concentrate on operational intelligence, 60 the Lconomic
and Foreign Affairs Sections were abolished. The passport function
was transferred to the Cea Det4pse Department, and the Ceneorehip function
vits set up separately. The mission of the section now related to
detection of any Chinese Central Government or 8th haute exae r "gents
within the City, investigation of the theft of naval Supplies, and
operational intelligence of one outlying area (Lao Shan). If the
Section had spare time it did work relating to the activities of foreigners
within the Oityi The Section continued in this manner until Pleven-1)er
1944 at which time the section was abolished and Naval intelliaence
activities were reduced to a small scale. The Civilians connected with
the aection were dismissed and any functione were carried on by the
Staff Officer in charge. The Navy relied on other agencies foi AT
information needed, About two months before the end of tae .er t. (j.g.)
1.4tra was placed under the ataff officer and be began to
K.
collect information relating to foreigners. (ihe officer a.:.5
concentratina on information relating to soviet Russian

r—

s rnarm
At the tine of the establishment of the WAIN, the Army was
expected to transfer the activities of its riSpecial Service Agency to
the KOALK. The Army, however, continued to carry on with the Agency
for a period of time. Ideally, most of the functions of the Army
Special Service Agency were transferred to the successor of the KOA/N,
The Greater East Asia Ministry. At the time of the transfer, the ArPY
set Lip an investigation section. The section was small and did not
achieve any notable success. It was almost exclusively concerned with
information relating to the Anti-Communist Bureau and other White Russian
activities.

ova mizazoace
Combat information was needed by all unite in contact with the
eI, (Lnemy refers generally to what the Japanese ca/led iWandite,
a mane which covered both the Chinese Communists and the guerrilla
forces. It should be stated that most of the fighting in the area and
most of the intelligence collected involved the Chinese Communist
forces.) The Navy had detachments up and down the coast and these
detachments gathered combat information.
• Nest of the Combat Intelligence for the Army was gathered by the
Intelligence Department of the 5th independent Nixed Brigade. The
Brigade had its Headquarters at Teingtao and operated under the 43rd
Army Headquarters at Tsinan, Shantung.

1. Supplying the Brigade Headquarters with all types of information concerning the enemy, but particularly combat information.
2. information as to peace and order in the area.
3. Information as to climatic conditions.
A. information as to topography and terrain.
The sources of information were as fo/lowss
1. Various Chinese forces under Puppet Governments.
2. Forgiving people certain advantages such as additional
rationing privileges, information was obtained.
3. Inhabitants of various areas voluntarily brought inforuation.
44 The Imperial Collaboration

Army was used as a network.

5. The Peace Preservation Unit, part of the Puppet Armies,

was used.

r.
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General intelligence included economic and political intelligence
as seal as such intelligence as was necessary for the maintenance of
peace and order within the City of Teingtao. This type of intelligence
was of primary importance to civilien activities, and although,the
ermy, Navy and Gendarmerie gathered this type of information, it was
generally turned over to civilian agencies. The WAIN was founded
partly to take care of such information, acting as it did as an•
advisory board to the Chinese Puppet Government. There werL Japanese
officials in all parts of the Puppet Government system. These were
kept informed by the intelligence Section. of the NOeIll and later by the
Greater East Asia Ministry. Fluctuations in the value of gold and
prices were investigated. An attempt vas made to keep the authorities

aware of anything that might affect the peace and order of the city.

Q01,61Thit-INTiA.-eMeINM

Alleintelligence organizations in Tsingtao did Counter-Intelligence
work. Atthe simplest, such work would merely involve the censorship
of postal matter, telegrams and newspapers. A division of the censorship duties was effected between the Nagy and the Gendarmerie. The
former assumed responsibility for all correspondence in eastern
languages; the Gendarmerie was responsible for Eastern languages. In
censoring mil, two factors especially were noted; obscurity of language
and freeuency of correspondence. A List was drawn up of persons who
were suspected on either count and their mail was subject to the
closest censorship. One Naval censor stated that there were insufficient
persons available to do a competent censorship job and that only the
mail of suspicious persons could be examined. He further stated that no
person had ever been arrested as a result of cenabrship. Newspapers
were also censored but the fact that the local press Was Japanese
controlled usually guaranteed harmlessness of content. Newspapers
coming from other parts of China, such as Shanghais were also censored.
During the war, a careful check was maintained on all occidentals
living in Tsingtao. Those of the Germans who were reputed to be
enti-Nazi were placed on a "Black List", as were Russians, Jews and
other rationale who were felt to be politically opposed to the Japanese
system, efter the surrender of Germany it was felt necessary to begin
another investigation of German residents, with some em i.lasis placed
on discovering possible agents of the German Government. Information
was supplied by informants. Some of these volunteered inform3tion to
persons whom they know worked for Japanese intelligence, whila others
received money either directly or indirectly from one or another of the
intelligence organizations.

The main effort of Japanese Counter-intelligence activiteeewas
directed at the nationals of countries not at war with Japen, or, as
44 1,, 4.
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the case of France, only passively engaged. Close scrutiny was kept
of their movements and correspondence. When one of them was due in
Tsingtao from Shanghai, for example, notice was given by telegram
or airmail to be on the watch for him. Suoh notice would be given if
smuggling or manipulation of the foreign enhance were suspected, as
well as if espionage activities were indicated.
Although it was known that there were many agents both of the
Communists, and of LI, NSI1*-LnEr2. Omer of Taingtao) In Tsingtao,
only a relatively small number were ever caught. There wore almost
invari34vsenteneed to death.

WNW
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With the Japanese NaVy and Army in control of Tsingtao it was
a simple matter for them to obtain free intelligence. For example all
Naval contractors who supplied food to the American Fleet prior to
the outbreak of the war were agents of the Japanese Navy. Naval

contractors were told that they would be refused permission to go out
on the docks if they refused to cooperate. The intelligence brought in
by such persons had a very limited value. Generally they managed to
get copies of the ship's news, plans of the day, and suck information
as could be obtained by empUingwaste paper baskets on the Ship. In
that way the =moments of ships wad often be learned as well as such
information as could be found by chance on sersp,paper.
This extimrticak method of gaining intelligence was also practiced
on all 'Japanese merchants. While there were certain Japanese civilians

who supplied information systematically and went to great pains to
obtain it, most of themattempt*Ito furnish as much as came their
way in return for the privilege of obtaining a license§ etc. Cue
Japanese broker was notorious for his activities, employing several
persons who acted in turn as agents. One of these was a site Russian
who reported on/Ratters concerning his crammunUy.

The information supplied by such agencies was generally inferior

because the persons engaged in obtaining it were untrained. A someihat

more satiefacikwynrathod wee that of hiring Chinese agents. For
example, several Japanese oraplopciby Japanese Ural Intelligence each

led a group of Chinese agents who gathered information. The Gendarmerie
and the Consular Police had a similar arrangement. The agents were underpaid a/moat mithout exceptionunsually receiving their sages in other

forms than money. As a result. they woad boast of their powers as agents,
threatening to turn in various people if they did not furnish money for
protection. A/1 Chinese agents in the employ of the Japanese knew each
other and olosmamildth each other. This system of using agents proved so
unsatisfactory to the Nay, that in Jane, 1943 * (awl in November, 1944),
liGRZT
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they published a list of all their agents in a daily newspaper in the
hope of utterly discrediting thus.
•

Japanese methods were usually extremely crude. For example, no
security was observed as far as agents were concerned, partially
because of their large numberp. Chinese agents would have the name
of the Japanese l'Advisoefor wham they were working printed on their
cards. This was sufficient to obtain for them free food and women
and usually money. dhen investigating suspicious characters, little
common sense was used as a whole, superficial evidence being ti.ken
for fact. (Sources ' ,Summary Report on Emu and Non-RnAny
Intelligence Organizations in Teingtao, 10 December, 1945, 135/60.
evaluations 5-3.)
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EXHIBIT
JAPANS'S...SOUTH CH/NA INTELLIGENCE CROUP FIVE FROV/IICES
INFORMATION DEPARTMENT. (SOU111 CHINA POLITICAL PEACE
PRIZERVAT/CX PARTY)
SYNOPSIS:
The Group was developed in 1940 by Genera/ DOMARA KENJ/RO,
Japanese Espionage leader who founded Japanese plainclothes espionage
system. *South China Head Office established in Canton for espionage
mystem was designed to service the Five Provinces of Southern China.
The organization was under the oontrol of Nanking WANG Regime and
Canton Main Office under direct orders of Japanese Puppet Secret
Service Headquarters in Nanking. The Canton Office Organisation was
divided into Intelligence, CounterwEepionage, Political Intelligence,
Training, Finance and Administration Sections. The Group was
interested in ascertaining information concerning military targets of
the Allie4 Air Farce in Clam, political agents, esonomic agents,
diplomatic relations and Allied indications possibly affecting China.
Group operated independent of other Japanese Intelligence Groups.
MUNI)
In 1940, General =HARI sent an agent, Major General OKUBO, to
Canton to establish an espionage system for the five provinces of
Southern China. OKUBO established his headquarters in Canton, but
received his orders fran the Japanese Puppet Secret Service Headquarters
in Nanking. At first this new agency was to be a section of the
Nanking Puppet Central Government Propaganda Department. However,
a few months after its establishment, it became known as the SOUTH CHINA
*INTELLIGENCE aaoup FIVE PROVINCES INFORMATION DEPARTMENT, under
Japanese supervision. Branch offices were established in Shanghai,
Sha Ping, Hongkong, Macau (2), and Kwangehouwan (2). Major General
OKUBO, FOX WING KAI, FOX WING KAN, were known to be the main leaders.
NSPIONAOE SECTION:
CRAM CHI KONG Supervisor
Mine known agents and two suspected manta
CUMMICATIONs SECTION;
TSUN CHI KONG — Director, an-Imember of the Central
Government Consaunications Ministry.
Nine known agents and one suspected agent.
PROPAGANDA SECTION:
"Fatty's LAU — Director
Three known agents and three suspected agents.
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OPLRATIONAlt DATA:

1.

igkINWP
The mission of the South China Intelligence Group is one
primarily of espionage and =bale operations. There has been
no indication of sabotage or assassination activities on the
part of known agents, although the training schools included
dmao/ition instruction in their schedules.
From available information on the Group, their mission

was as folio:km:

Report on military movements in the South China War Zones.
SI
" American Air Force and the locations and
strength of fighter and bomber bases,
•
"intelligence organisation of the Allied Forces.
n Quartermaster depots, storage go-downs and
supply daps.
•
n Allied camouflage *Totems.
•
n conditions and morale of Allied Forces.
In addition, agents of the Group were instructed to carry
the doctrines of the Puppet Government and to further the
moaning of the Co-Prosperity-Sphere.
2. bizegang:
The headquarters staff of the SCOTH CH/NA /NTLLL/GENCE
GROUP was composed primarily of educated Chinese puppets who
had at one time or another studied in Japan. Available
information indicates that the staff may have at one time
been indoctrinated in the Japanese nationalistic ideals while
they were in Japan. Each year C.- Japanese officer of the South
China Gendarmerie served as advisor to the Intelligence
Bureau. Successively, they were: NAKASHIYL, OKAHAIASHI,
TAMUBA, DOI and ABB.
The group leaders or agents appear to have been recruited
from the tough class of gangsters and gang leaders in Canton
and Hongkong. Cantonese Chinese predominate and most of the
leaders speaking/Leh.
The informants and lesser agents were recruited from

the lower class gangsters, doctors, backward military officers,
dissatisfied politicians, fortune tellers, loafers and
prostitutes.

3. EmanktLaal

Available inform:Wm:indicates that SOUTH CHINA GROUP
agents were recruited only through personal contact with
:unbars. A prospective agent was reported to the group and

§

v
he was watched. Propaganda was fed to him by a trusted
friend who was a amber of the group in order that his
reactions and sympathies may be observed. If the prospect
was found to be favorable, he was first placed on duty with
the Puppet Po/ice Force so that his abilities could he
watched and he could be more completely indoctrinatod. he
was then asked to work for the Group and was sent to the
training school.
4. Trainine Schools:
The training schools for the SOUTH
GROUP changed their locations quite often. The most recent
school was located at the Police Club on Tung in boad
Canton. Previously this school was held at both the '.khampoa
Military Academy and the o/d Chinese Air Force Club, and
was . knawn as the Special Service Training Academa.
President of the training branch was Lt. Col. KUO
QI-411ING who was the Chief Commander of the Police Department of Kwangtung.

5, Tr/LW=

Procedure:

Special Training was given from three to six months.
If the student was capable he would graduate in the sanimum
time of three months. Subjects taught include dialects,
customs and habits of Localities, procedure of interrogation
and cross examination, methods of communications, ideals of
cover and puppet indoctrination. Instruction was also given
in the identification and use of al li ed weapons and radio
operation and repair. Instructors-were mostly puppet
officials who were Japanese returned students. Some
Japanese intelligence officers were used as instructors for
special courses.

6. mum)
Agents were appointed to an area just in advance of
Japanese attacks or right after. Long term agents were sent
to areas of military importance of deep penetration. Agents
in occupied areas had the right to control opium, gambling,
prostitution and to smuggle within certain areas.

FM:

Agent's pay was from 200 to 800 dollars, Japanese
Military Ten. Agents were allowed to smuggle and squeeze.
For certain operations, large sums were given in either gold
or silver. Informants were paid from 40 to 150 Military Yen.

7
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8.

iglus
The main cover used by leaders and agents in Free China
was that of a business man or doctor. Lesser agents and
informants took the cover of fortune tellers or refugees.
All agents entered Free China as maugglers. Couriers back
to occupied areas used the mauggling cover.

9.

connunicationss

Communications were usuallgy carried out by courier or
runner carrying coded messages in the farm of /otters. An
agent vet, seitha left Free China, but went near the border
and used a sunggling or runniniramrchant to carry the informotion across the border.

10. ELNUMNs

The finances for the Group were derived primarily from
Fnppet levies (70%), received from the Minister of Propaganda.
Additional finance was received from goods smugg/ed and from
Japanese military sources (30%).

14 Way
Little information is available regarding codes used
the Croup. However, it has been learned that names of
camaercial products hold significant codeine/wings. The

by

known codes are as follows:

Large size tubes of toothpaste-indicate
P "
"
"
Small "
"Tnin Sisters' brand hair oil "
n n
Another brand

B-291a
H.2416
F-4018
p_38,6

Troops were referred to by names of metals. Numbers of

troops were referred te hr the nmabers / to 9, indi-

cating thousands.

U. Aguas

The Group had little or nothing to do, as far as exchange
of information is concerned, with any of the other Japanese
intelligence groups. It has liaison with the Wavy and the
Arr mainly for the purpose of getting priority in oommnniDation. and transportation. Work with the Japanese Comulato
was also limited. Merewer, the Group did report any Japanese
or Formosand *0 had revolutionary intentions.

(Sources Fran a Smeary Report ea Japanese4oath China Intelligence

Group Mx* ?redness Information Divestment (South China Political
Pease Preservation Party), dated September 29, 1945, "taunted 11-2.)
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The Gendarmerie was established in 1'i:instep in 1938 and was
initially given a :sphere of activity *doh extended to all of the $hentung
Peninsular, Last of Pu nhah. its objectives were stated to be maintenance
of peace and order as Military Police. Prior to September, 1943, it had
five sections interested in gathering information. These wore: The Chungking
Section, which investigated the possibility of Chungking agents being in
Taingtao; Communist Section, which investigated possibility of Communists
Agents in the city; Economic Section, uhich investigated hoarding on part
of the Chinese and gathered information about materials needed by the agency;

Foreign Affairs, which gathered informatian relating to foreigners in the

citgl General Intelligence, believed to be a section which gathered informs.

tion relating to Japanese Secret Societies and rumors that might be spread.

in September, 1943, a "Special Guard Force" of eight battalions was set qp.
One of these battalions was the NAZISM Baaalion and it operated in the
ao area. At that tiae the GemIarmerie was directed to concentrate
on Military P01140 work. The Communist, Chungking and Foreign Affairs Sections
were abo/ithed and their duties were taken over by the MATSUDA Battalion. The
General Intelligence Emotion did from that time henceforth gather some information
relating to foreigners, bat it was for the purposes of security and "Thought
Control" angfint_for pongter-intelligence purposes. The gconomic Section remained
the OSMO. SA saran, 1945, the uendanaerle was reconstituted with a more limited
sphere of activity.

The minsym Battalion was one of the eight covonent
battelioasof-the Special Onard"Force, ihich was also known as the
MO MAI. The avowed purpose of this force was to fight the Communists
and it was apeciaky organized to fu/fill this mission. Half of the

force was from the infantry and the other half the gendarmerie. The
theory. was that the gendarmerie would investigate Communist activity
and the infantry crush it. Members of the battalion us ually spoke
fluent Chinese (in some cases were actually_Chinese) and would disguise
themselves as cloolies and peasants. They Wit** primary MISSIOAS: (l)
To enter areas held by the Columnists in order to determine the situation;
(2) To nix in crowds in areas already held by the Japanese in order to
discover Communists or Communist sympathisers. Combat intelligence
obtained by interrogating Chinese, both military and civilian, who were
fleeing from the Communist held areas to the Jepanese held areas. One
detachment of the MATUDA Battalion is reported to have operated in Taingtao
under the command of Lt. MAEDA.
SOUK= "Simmary Report on Enemy and Mon-eney Intelligence Organizations in

Taingtaol , 10 December, 1945, BM/80.
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This Report, which emphasises mainly the Foreign Service
among the Japanese non.kilitaryIntealigence agencies operating in China,
not only relates the historical developments and changes of these agencies

from the time of the Pacific War until the surrender, but also lists

intelligence personnel, departments and functions. The organisations,
which were subordinate to the Foreign Service endplayed a part in the
intelligence gathering network of the Greater Bast Asia Ministry,

Mmbessies, or Consulates, are described in sections* after the abovementioned topics.

The Foreign Sondes Intelligence Section was the most

important pro-ear information gathering agony of Japan and it n^y
easily be said that in two fields it was far soperior to military
or naval organisations; these were long range espionage and propaganda
in areas intended for occupation.
The Foreign Service initiated and directed such coopsnies
as the Asia Development Board, Development Companies and the Anti.Opium
League and many other organisations *rich were created for one simple
objective - the 'visitation of China's poop/es wealth and natural resources.
With its powerful control of the Puppet Government and its ever prying Consular
Police and Intelligence Sections, the Foreign Service was almost as independent
a force as the armies of occupation. This independence was one factor calming
the jealousy and frigid cooperation ethic* existed between the Army and the
Foreign 'Service.
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JAPANESE CIVILIAN ORGANIZATIONS IN• INTLIIVEIVE

Shanghai, China.
14 June, 1946.

TRE JAPANESE FOREIGN OFF/CE, ASIA DEVELOPMENT
BOARD AND THE GREATER EAST ASIA. MINISTRY

1• nig JAPANESE Foasiaii winos:
The Japanese Foreign Office, also known as the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, is the head department within the Japanese Government from
which the RObassiee originate. It is through these Albassies or Intelligence
outposts, located throughout the world, that the Foreign Office derives its
importance as the non-military collectors of intelligence. It is very important
to realise that the collection of intelligence is not limited to only one
department or section ofthe Foreign Office. A study of information available
tends to confirm that whether military or nonm i litary the Japanese system for
the collection of informatien is one of "mass collecting" rather than
"specialised" collecting so the various departments or sections_within
the Foreign Office and their &bastion are merely the breakdown for
centralised evaluation, recording and dessimination of information
received. For this reason the overall breakdown of the Foreign Office
is given in this report and with such a better picture of intelligence
operation within this organisation is realised.
In the pasip s and also duzingwartime, the Foreign Office
acquired personnel only by the individual's desire to join the organization.
In addition to obvious requirements (family, social position, etc.) usualkV
damanded, all prospective sembera had to pass an examination for one of three
classifications : Administrative, Diplomatic or Judicial. At this stage there
is no Foreign Office school where personnel are placed for further training.
Although all people are given a course in cryptography upon starting to work,
all personnel interrogated stated that they received their training by starting
in a clerical position and working up through the various departments, letting
practical experience talc, the place of any schooling, however, prior to JapaneseAmerican hostilities, it was customary to send many people to foreign countries
for periods of two to four years. Representatives of the Japanese Foreign Office
include diplowts and consular officials of all grades.
2. FUNCTIONS OF M. FOREIGN OFFICE SINGE 1937:
I;

-4.
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(a) ORG41LATioNt
In 1937 the organization of the Foreign Office col:Ct.-A:ea

of the 6ecretariate of the Freiun Ninister, the zest .Asia ,uurc;au,
the Burope and Asia Buraau, the American Bureau, the 0outh
Bureau, the TriAe Bureau, the Treaty Bureau, the investigation
Department. Each of the e&,.ht divisions were sup-divided intu
various numbers of sectioLs as wili be listed below;

1.

Iii,ister t s

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

ecrctariate:

(Five Sections)

Personnel
Accounting Section
Archives
Telegraphic Codes
Treaties Section
(Three Sections)

2. The .uast Asia Bureau

A. 1st Section: Handles affairs concerning
politics, economy and culture
related to China
B. 2nd Section: Hand/es affairs concerning
Japanese residents in lianchotakuo
and China.
C. 3rd Section s Handles affaires related to
kanchoukuo.
3.

The Europe and

a.sia Bureau:

(Three Sections)

A. 1st ;3ei;tions hLndles affair's related to

the 'Soviet Union and the
Bear East.

B. 2nd Section: Hand/es affairs related to .
the Continental countries in
Europe
C. 3rd Sections Handles affairs related to

Great Britain, its dominion

and over-seas possessions.

—5—
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4. The Aaerican Bureaus

(Two Section)

A. 1st Section: handles affaires related
to the United States of
America.
B. 2nd Section: handles affairs related
to the South American
coumries.
5. The South Seas Bureau:

(Two Sections)

A. let Sedtion: Handles affairs concerning
politics related to the
Southern region.
B. 2nd Section: Handles affairs concerning
economy and culture related
to the Southern region
6.

The Trade Bureau:

(Six Sections)

A. Bach of these six sections work on

affairs related to trade with countries
in different areas. This bureau was
rather inactive during wartime.

7.

The Treaty Bureau:

(Three

::,ectior, ․ )

A. The three sections in the Treaty Bureau
divided the work covering affairs conceming
treaties, legal problems involving foreign
countries, international conferences and
international administration.
B. The Investigation Department

(Six Sections)

A. These six departments wcre concerned
with the collection of informative material
in various fields, other special investiLAtive
work and press and propaganda work.
A 1
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Later some changes occurred concerning the divieon
of duties among the various sections of the Foreign Office,
but the division of duties among the various bureaus of the
mdeistre remained practically unaffected by such changes.
In thie connection it was stated that a new organ called "feellie,P
'Informatio y Department:- was created in the Cabinet around 1939
charged with the auties concerning foreign and domestic information„
en/iehtment and .propaganda, but inasmuch as this organ happened
to have neither subordinate offices abroad nor means to keep uirect/e
in touch with Japanese officials abroad, the Investigation Department
of the Foreign Office renained in charge of the press and propaganda
work and the Information werk.for foreign countries.
Neither did the establishment of the Asia Development
board, which was created in 1939, affect the organization of the
Foreign Office to any appreciable extent except that the duties
of the First Section of the east Asia Bureau decreased soaewhat
in scope, in spite of the fact that official duties concerning
China were meetly taken over by the Asia Development Board.
The creation of the Greater Bast Asia anistry in
eovember, 1942, however, brought about a great change in the
organization of the foreign Office as the result of the new
ministry havine taken over practically all duties related to
the countries in the Greater east Asia region. To be more
exact, all effairs under the jurisdiction of the east Asia
Bureau and the eouth eeas Bureau, as well, as part of the
affairs under the jurisdiction of the Treaty Bureau (le e.
teos cencerning consular oeurte in China) of the oreign
Office, were transferred to the Greater &Pet Asia Ministry
with the result that the organization of the foreign Office
was revised te consist of the LINISTeM6 :.');_,CF.LTAILI. 3.Th , The
Pueilieee AF
BleteAU, ThE eARTiee isCONOAY BUR 4AU, The
j
f Bu4-,,U and the lEIL—TIGATION BUneAU.
l
Of these different bureaus, the POLITICAL AFFAIe6
was chareed with such duties as had previously been
attended to by the Bast Asia Bureau, the Europe and Asia
Bureau, the America Bureau and the south Seas Bureau, but
were not taken over by the Greater bast Asia Ministry.
Consisting of seven sections, the Political Affairs
bureau divided its duties among these sub—divisions
68 followet
tijit.,AU
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let Sections Gmeral control of bureau affairs.
2nd Section: Affairs concerning the Greater .,ast
Asia Papistry.
3rd Sedtion: Affairs cocerning the Soviet Union.
4th Sections Affairs concerning European Continta._
' countries
. 5th Section: Affairs concerning Great Britain and
its dominions and overseas
possessions.
6th Section: Affairs concerning North America.
. 7th Section: Affairs co:terning South America.
Of the other bureaus, the d.real2ti.i LeUbaLif BUiU iia6
in effect what had previously been known as the TAAD,-.
the new name deriving from the fact that following the outbrciak
of the Greater Last Asia 4ar, affairs concerning trade with
foreign countries decreased while the same bureau became more
and more busy keeping in touch with various government offices
in Japan in connection with affairs concerning wartime economy.

Thus, the First Section of the 4artime Cconamy Bureau was charged
with genera/ affairs concerning wartime economy, while the z.econd
Section of the same bureau attended to affairs concerning econ..;141c
negotiations with foreign countries (the only one mentioned was the
liquidation agreement with Switzerland).
In the THLAlY BURAU, the three sections previously in
existence were reorganized into two sec:dons, the First Sect.;on
attending *to affairs concerning conclusion of treaties and the
Second Section to affairs concerning legal questions involvin6
foreign countries and affairs concerning international conferences.
I:
-8-
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The INTkTIOATiON BUILAU consisted of three sections,
the FLT Section being charged with investigation work related
to ail foreign countries other than the Soviet Union, the Second
Section um-at:Auxins investigation concerning the Soviet Union and

the Third 'Section primarily attending to affairs concerning the press
for foreign consupption.

Since 1942 the Foreign Office continued to function with
its organization divided into various bureaus and sections
described above until Auguat, 1945, when the war came to an and
and the Oreater Last Asia Ministry ceased to exist with the result
that the Foreign Office resumed duties concerning the Greater Last
Asia region as it had done before the creation of the Greater East
Asia Ministry. Accordingly, there is good reason to believe that
the organization of the Foreign Office has been revised to tXAMO
extent. in this respect, however, no official report has been
received by the Foreign Office personnel in Shanghai. hor are
the press reports sufficiently descriptive to clarify the present
organizations of the Foreign Office, Nat all reports combine to
give an impression that the Foreign Office now consists of the
minister's Secretariats, the Folitical Affairs Bureau, the Trade
Bureau, the Investigation Bureau and the Gontfo/ Bureau. The
Liaison Affairs Bureau for Lriding the war, which was once
reported to be in course of organization as an extraministerial bureau of the Foreign Office, seems to have
been made directly responsible to the cabinet in accordance
with a later decision. Under present circUmstances it Appears
impossible to get further information regarding the preaent
organizetion of the Foreign Office or regarding the division .
of personnel and duties went; various divisions and sub-divisions
of the same ministry.
Regarding the functions of the Foreign Office, the
foregoing paragraphs concerning its organization contain
several passing references. Upon further interrogation with
the Minister of the Shantzhai Ambasky, Mr. YUTAKA TSUCH/DA, a
separate and more detailed account, as was obtained, will be
given below:
LCRET
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(1) Previously the functions of the Foreign Minieter
were clearly defined in Article One of their Foreign Ofilce
Official Regulations, making it clear that "The Foreign
kinister shall control execution of political administr,tion
related to foreign countries, protection of Japanese
commerce in foreijn countries and affairs concerning
Japanese residents abroad and direct and supervise diplomatic
and consular officials". The same Article, it was
stated, also provided that "The Foreign Minister shall
direct and superviee the Ambaseador Plenipotentiary
and klevoy hectraordinary in kanchoukuo with regard to
such duties of the Kwantung Bureau as are related to
foreign affairs."
(2) In 1942, however, the above provisions cenceraing
the functions of the Foreign Minister were revised as the
creation of the Greater .1i.ast Asia Li
r nistri caused the
greater portion of the Foreign Minister's previous functions
related to the Greater east Asia region to be taken over by
the Greater Feast Asia Minister, thereby 'automatically narrowing
the scope of the Foreign Minister's . functions. Cel this
occasion the phrase "execution of political administration
related to foreign countries" (in Article One of the reeus
lations quoted above was revised to read "execution of
political administration related to foreign countries (excupting
the Greater East Asia region)". The phrase "protection

of Japanese commerce in foreign countries and affairs concerning
Japanese residents abroad" in the said Article was revised
to read "protection of Japanese commerce in foreign countries
(excepting the Greater Last Asia region) and affairs osncerning

Japanese residents abroad (outside the Greater ,:iest Asia

region)" and the paragraph reading "The Foreign Minister
shall direct and supervise the Ambassador Plenipotentiary
and Envoy Extraordinary in kanchoukuo with regard to such
duties of the Kwantung Bureau as are related to foreign
affairs" was rescinded.

SLCL.L.; T
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With a view to unifying foreign policy, the Foreign
Minister was placed in charge of all purely diplomatic .
affairs even if such were related to countries in the
Greater East Asia region. Accordingly, the Foreign Minister
empowered to direct and supervise diplomatic and consular
officials within the Greater East Asia region with regard to
purely diplomatic affairs (such as affairs concerning conclusion
WAS

of treaties or ceremonial affaire) despite the provision
"execution of political administration related to foreign
countries (excepting the Greater East Asia region)" as in
Article one of the revised Foreign Office Official Regulations.

Therefore, the functions of the Foieign Minister ae
revised following the creation of the Greater East Asia
Ministry may be defined as follows : (Note: Source states
that no exact quotation is possible as the revised regulations are not available here at present).

The Foreign Minister controls execution of political
administration related to foreign oeuntries (excepting the
Greater East Asia region), protection of Japanese commerce
in foreign countries (excepting the Greater East Asia region)
and affairs concerning Japanese residents abroad (outside the
Greater east Asia region). The Foreign Minister directs and
supervises diplomatic and consular officials resident in the
Greater East Asia region with regard to purely diplomatic affairs.
(3) However, is the war ended in August, 1945, and
the Greater East Asia Ministry was supposed to disorganize,
all duties that had been taken over by the said Ministry from
the Foreign Office were transferred back to the latter .

office. Accord4g/y, Article one of the Foreign Office
Official Regulations must have been revised for a second
time. There has, however, been no coniirmation of such,
but source believes that the original text of Article
one of the Foreign Office Official Regulations has been
mule to stand again.

4:LCALT
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existed with the Naval Attache, Rear,Admiral OGAA. who
was also Vice-Chief of Naval Operations. Therefore, the
Military and Naval Attaches in China possessed the equivalent
rank of Minister and the Minister or Ambassador did not
exercise any real authority over them. In other foreign
countries the Minister ranked above the Military and hava/
Attaches. The Military Attache' e office appeared to take
a broad interpretation of their scope of duties, which was
'defined mainly as the collection of military intelligonce.
This office was known to be responsible for the co//action .
of secret intelligence, interviewing agents,. directing secret
activities, collecting political and economical intelligance,
plus other nilitary types of information such as targets and
battle orders. Further details as to operations by the
Attache l s office were not admitted by any persons interrogated.
Other Pertinent Statements Abstracted during Interrogations:
The Third Bureau of the Japanese Imperial Genera/
Headquarters was the highest organization among all
intelligence and information offices. All other
offices such as the Military intelligence, Naval
Intelligence, Military Special Service Section, Military
Attaches, Naval Attaches, Foreign Offices and the Greater
Bast Asia Ministry were responsible to the Third Bureau.
It is stated that this Bureau had a great number of meabers,
but sources can make no approximate guess. It was aduitted
though that every intelligence organization had at /east one
member appointed to it by the Third Bureau. In the case of
the Foreign Office, or Japanese hmbassy to China, the Ambassador
was appointed to be responsible to the Third Bureau. Therefore,
it is fairly safe to assume that all important figures in
the Japanese Secret Service or Intelligence work belonged
directly or indirectly to the Third Bureau.
The Third Bureau was always very powerful in any area
because they issued orders in the name of the Commander-in '
-Chief.

-13-
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The Third Bureau also maintained a school in blanking,
training men for General EU:HARMS Special Service Units.
The course lasted ten months with classes averaging betaeen
150 — 200 man. Source states, one of the main subjects taught
was the Chinese language. All students were enlisted men in
the Japanese Army, but upon graduation these man alwso worked
in civilian clothes. The school was ,,,set—Up 3 and operated as
an Army detachment and gave no appearance as being a school.
FONLIGH Orr/CE,

3, /MPORTANT POINTS IN CON1v6CTION aTH VARI:Ab SLCTIONS IN THL

The Financial Section of the Japanese Embassy in Shanghai:
The Chief Secretary of the Financial Section was air. S. HASHIMOTO, who had
a staff of approximately 20 pepp/e working under him in the imbasay. This
man, during interrogation, finally admitted that his Chief duties consisted
.mainly of advising Japanese bauks on financial matters. These matters were

as falowag

Approval for loans to be made to Japanese people;
Approvals and suggestions of loans pertaining to
business firms, (these firms were the majority of the Japanese
cover organisations) and funds for their operations were
allocated through the above procedure.
The Foreign Office Intelligence Director of the Jwpanese
Atbasay in Shanghai was Mr. K. ONAGAXL. This man states his work consisted
of intelligence pertaining to international politics. his chief sub.
.ordinates were S. ()GAM, for Russian matters, and S. OTA, on all else;
each of these men had a working staff of approximately 25 people. Reports
from this office were dispatched directly to the Foreign Office
Headquarters in Tokyo, known as the "LASUMIGASEEI N , ( this name
has the equivalent meaning as So. 10 Dowsing Street, eta)

S L C
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To illustrate the close connection of the Minister with all
the various working departments of the Japanese Aisbassies in tileir respective
localities, each Minister was given the privilege of selecting and making his
own appointments among his personnel, placing them where he thouEht they were
.best qualified. All work submitted from the various sections went out under
his name. Kay people interrogated, stated that no dissemination by one embassy
office was made to ay of the other embassies, i. e., all reports flowed in to
Toiwo and received further dissemination there. These people further stated
that to their knowledge little information was ever received from German offices
in this area, but the German offices tried to cultivate them for the latest
information.
The Russian Affairs Sava= in the Japanese Consulate.
General was composed of Vice-Consul ktittAKAA and a student-interpreter,
A/ZAWA. (who was transferred to the Japanese Consulate in Manchuria in
July, 1945, and no successor was appointed). Soon after MLTRAKLiA reached
6hanghai, the Greater East Asia Ministry was established and he was tramsferret' from the Foreign Office to the new Ministry. The Greater Last Asia
joinistry was not directly interested in the intelligence activities of the
Russians and MURAKAV1A was ordered to carry out the collection of purely
local information, with an annual budget of 510.000. Thereupon, considering the allotted allowance, the work was divided into the following
three catagoriest •
(1) Collecting Russian publications both in
Shanghai and from Moscow such as newspapers, magazines •
and books and getting materials relating to political and

economic questions.

(2) Investigating movements of Soviet citizens
as well as White Ellefilatill in Shanemi.
(3) Collecting rumors relating to Russian affairs.
The above work was entrusted to the fel/AMIN:Personas
(a) Mr. A. A. FOURIM Mo. 7, Macgregor Road, Shanghai.
Mo. 76, houte Pau/ Henri, Shanghai.
(b) Mr. N. KAZAKOFfs

However, source claims it became almost impossible to
the work due to the abnormal high cost of /iving"early this
year. Thereupon, the Greater last Asia Ministry granted and forwarded
upon request of the Section the sum of N 100,000 in /larch, 1945, which'
enabled the section, for a few months before the surrender, to pay
prosecute

Pouaili a salary ranging from CRS $200,000 to CRS 000,000 monthly,
while WAWA' was given the United amount of CRS 00,000 monthly.
b
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MAUNA was transferred to the infornatica Section of the
Japanese Asbassy Office, Shanghai, in Jay. 1945, and there continued the

work he had been following until the formal surrender of Japan in August,
1945.

Fran a separate Chinese source the following infoimation

was obtained and is given in chart fern, below. Source states that one
or two members from each section listed formed an Intelligence Section
in the Japanese Embassy. The Japanese who were interrogated would not
admit that such a section existed, but considering the deliberate vagueness
and circular answers given to such questions thbre is a tendency to raise the
evaluation of this separate report.
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5. ECONOMIC CONTROL OF CHINA DT JAPAN

42MBASSY.

The following Charge was submitted on 15 February, 1946, by a
reliable source:
Ministry for
Foreign Affairs (Tokyo)
Department for
Muropean
Affairs

Department
Asiatic
Affairs

Department for
American
Affairs

for

Last Asia
Development
Board
1936 - 1942.

Ministry for
Great Bast—Aeia
11942 — 1945
Lanese b6bassy
for China
Office of Japanese Mebassy
in Peiping

Office of Japanese -Embassy
in Shanghai

North China Development Company

Central China Deve/opment Company

1. North China Communications
Company
2. North China Telegraphic Company
3. North China Mining Compagy
4. North China G oal Mining Company

1. Central China Railway Company
2. Central China tolectrical
Communications Company
3. Central China Xining Company
4. Central China Electric & Water Co
5. Central China 3teamship Company
6. wainan Coal Mining Company
7. China.Japan Trade Association
86 Contra/ China bea Products Comp, .
9. Central China iobacco Leaves Comp,

•I•
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/D. Central China Cigarette Company
/1. Tangtze gg—Products Company
12. Central China Tranzportation Co.
13. Central China Junk Association
14. Central Chine Animal Hides Co.
15. Nippon Fat Products Company
16. Contra/ Ghina ilicCumpan:
17. Inter—Creek :JLamship Company
/B. China hemp Proilucts Coxpany
19. Central China :alt Products Co.
Numerous informants have advised that the Japanese Embassies
re/ied-to a great extent on their economic arms, the North China Development
Company and the Central China Development Company, for intei/i.;ence in China.
A. ASIA DEVilLPMAT BOARD
According to source the Luknuchieo incidents-which took
place on 7 July, 1937, raPicill spread hostilities over an increa3inGiy
wide area, despite the "non...Aggravation" policy followed by the •
Jzpsnesis 4overnment and the Japanese Army had to occupy not only
North China, but also many points in Central and South China. In
the meantime, efforts were made by several Chinese loaders - in the
occupied areas to form local goVernments to tide over the
transitory period. seeing this, the Japanese authorities
comidered it imperative to render positive support to such
efforts with a view to protecting and furthering the welfare
of the Chinese people. It is for this purpose that in
baptember, 1930, a plan was mooted in favour of inaugurating
*powerful organ co—ordinating military and government
organizations, 'heroes, in China there had been no
official moll directl, responsible to Togo except
those b ilging to the Foreign Office, i. •., the eabaskY,
consulates—general and consulates.
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This plan was supported strongly both by Lilitary and
government circles, but there also was a small group vehemently
opposing it. The latter argued that, ineteau of mixing up railitary
and government affairs, various departments of the Government
should detail large civilian personnel to attend to affaif:: roiatini;
to China, thereby enlarging and strengthening the structure of
the k oreial Uffice. The resignation of General KAZAk*IGA:,
as Foreign Minister took place at this juncture on account oi this
question.
The original plan, however, continued to be supported
among influential circles centering around military personalities
and finally the Asia Development Board Was inaugurated in the Cabinet
in April, 1939.

The Asia Development Board was, as may be clear from
what has been said above, an organ in which the military and
the GovernmenL joined forces with military personnel formin

its nucieus and with various civil service offices supporting
it fo: the purpose of effectively dealing with the China problem.
Naturally, the Foreign Office and the Asia Development Board had
different duties to attend to in China, the fomer taking care of
what little diplomatic affairs there were, besides affairs concerning
Japanese residents in this country. All other important affairs,
such as support to be given to Chinese domestic politics, solution
of economic problems in China and cultural cooperation to be effected
between Japan and China came under the jurisdiction of the Asia Development hoard and not to be overlooked, also the collection of information.
The personnel of the Asia Development board in Tokyo
consisted of the Premier as President and the Foreign, ear,
Navy and Finance Ministers as Vice-Presidents. (At the time
of the organization of this Board, Prince FWIKAW KuNOXEA
hACURO AUTA, General G,Ji o.UG/XAMA, Admiral IiiLALIAA 10144
and oKINORT. KAIA were in office respectively as Premier. oreign
Ainister, Aar minister, Navy Minister and rinance kanleter).
Under the President and four Vice Presidents of the .board,
Lieutenant-General YANAGAa was appointed, Secretary-General,
Major-General SUZUKI as Chief of the Political Dapbrtment,
AINROKURCI 'MAU ( of the oreign Office) as Chief of the
uconomic Department and Dr. MATBUKURA (medical profeesor)
as Chief of the Cultural Department. CT these three departments,
C,
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the Political Department was considered the center of thi:wide
system, its three section ehiefe were sent from the Army, tiie
havy end the f oreign Uffice mspectively. Th.
the Asia 4.I evelop1nnt hoard, .inclucing the 6ecretary-ueneraL,
had t,J be reshuffled eeveral times, but the distriblton
offices ".i.1Jon,„ various government departaente remained uuchged.
In China the Asia Jevelopment board established the
horth China Liaison Department at Peking, the Cent-.i. L,Lina
/dais= Department at ohanghai, the biangchiang Liaison
Department at Kalgan and the Amoi Liaison Department at
Amo,y. Uf these four offices, the office at eekim i; had
a branch at Tsingtao. Thece offices were headed by Army
and navy officers in active service as follovv: The north
China Liaison Department was headed first by LieutenantGeneral . KITA, next by Lieutenant-General MCRIOKA aid then
by Major-General alCIAWA, Vice-Chiefs being first MajorGeneral NEMOTO, next Alajor...General niiI0KA (before promotion)
and then Major-General LEIOZ11'4A.
The Central China Liaison Department was headed by
Vice-Admiral TSUDA and next b1 1-- Vice-Admiral OTA, witii an Army
officer serving as Vice-Chief, which post was first occupied
by Major-General KLECICIO, succeeded by Major-General clAA,#A,
Major-General INOUYE; and Major-Genral IChlAI in the order named.
The nengchiang Liaison Departenent was Leaded first V
Lieutenant-Genera]. SAKLT : next by Lieutenaut-CTeneriU TAK
and then by Major-General l'i;AKI; no Vice-Chief was api,oinu
for this office.

The Amoy Liaison Deartment was first headed by ViceAdmiral 0Th and later by Vice-Admiral FUKUDA, with no Vice-wiief
appointed as in the case oi the nalgan office.
The branch office at Tsingtao MIS headed fi-st by
Rear-Admiral SR/BATA, next by hear...Admiral TADA and later by
another Naval officer.

7
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'e.ach of these liaison depertments was divided into
various bureaus, which were headed by officials repreeentine

the Foreign Office, the kinance Ministry, the Commerce end
industry Ministry, Agriculture and Forestry Ministry and the
Communications Ministry of the Tokyo Government, each attending
to duties in which he had been well versed at the GeverneeeL. uffice
ec had originally occupied.
From the above description of the organization of the
Asia kivelopment Board, it may be clear that in this organ the
Army and the Navy formed its nucleus with various civil service
departments of the Uovernment rendering necessary cooperation.
Thus organized, the Asia Development Board continued

to function in parallel with the Foreign Office in connection
with the China problem until November, 1942, when the Greater
East Asia Ministry Was inaugurated to supersede it.

B. 0144.ATL4 LASTA.JA XIN.LAT.Y
According to source, during the first severe/ months of
the Greater Bast Asia 'ciar, which started on 8 December, 1941 1 the
areas occupied by the Japanese forces rapidly gree larger. The
situation thue created made it imperative not only for Manchoukuo
and occupied China but also for the southern countries to strengthen
defenses in a spirit of mutual assistance as member nations of what
was known as the Urcater 1.ast Asia Co—Prosperity Sphere. in view of
this situation, the opinion was mooted in the Tojo Cabinet between
August and September, 1942, that a naw Ministry should be inaugurated
with the object of rwInerinc effective assistance to the 'co—prosperity"
nations, instead of leaving the Asia Development Board and the Foreign
in charge of each matters. This opinion was opposed by a group

Office

of men, who, as in the case of the previous plan calling for the creation
Of the Asia Develop/neat Board, held that it was more advisable for
diplomatic reasons to enlarge the scope of the Foreign Office service so
as to cope with the situation.. It was in this connection that the then
Foreign Minister TOGO had to resign his portfolio under the pressure
brought to bear upon him by the majority of Cabinet Ministers who
favored the creation of a new Ministry. The new Ministry project
made rapid progress and in November, 1942, the Greater toot Asia
Ministry was inaugurated accordingly.
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The areas which came under the jurisdiction of the
newly-created Cinistry covered the so-called G reater Last Asia
Co-Peoeperite nations, includene elanchoukuo, occupied Chine,
French Ind-China, Thailand, Durme, the Philippine and the
South Seas region under Japanese mandate. In Tokyo the Greeter

.east Asia elinistry took over the relevant affairs that had
previously been handled by the Colonial Affairs Mieistry adel
the Manchouleue Affairs Board. keanwhi/e, the Foreign 1:fice
continued to function as it had done before with regard te
the foreign countries outside the Greater Last Asia CoP rosperity Sphere. As far as the CoePeoeperity nations
were concernedo the Foreign Minister was to direct and sueerviee
those offices. of the Greater East Asia Latlistry, whieh were located
in these countries only with respect to purely diplomatic affeirsj
all other affair were atteneed to be the Greater east ASia Jeinister
and all officials with duties abroad in these countries belonged ec the
Greater Bast Asia reinistry.
In China all offices previously belongine to the Foreign
Office (including the eMbassy, the consulates-general end the
consulates) were combined with the local organs of the Asia Development

Board into new official institutions under the Ambaseaeor aith
his embassy in Nanking. The new offices thus opened inclued four
ambassadorial offices located reepectivaly at Pekine,
bhanghal and Canton, with the F.coll of their jurisdiction eetending
over horth China, Mengchiane, Central China and South Chine
respectively and were invested with authority to direct end
supervise the consulates-eenerel and coeeulates in their reeeective
areas.
In Kanchoukuo, Thailand, Burma and the Philippines,
Japan established an embassy at the capital of each country,
while in French Indo-China she opened what was called in
Japanese 0 1AISLI-}U", meaniree the AMbaseador's office and
through this office she kept in touch with the French lidoChina authorities until France declared war on her.
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This organ was mainly in charge of collecting inforzaation on the
Chungking forces and in the north-western part of China, and was organised
as fo.Unwer
Ch.iek of the orzan:

Co/onel, K. Shigekawa

Aesietzurt -of'ficert -

Sub-lieutenant Senda

information

7 men

Squad:,

general Affairs Squads

5 men

Nate: No regular intelligence officers and. men existed. As the chief of
the organ:had long been in China, he himself called on many seniors and
friendss for the collection of necessary information.
Trainins and Educations

As there were no regular intelligence officers or men, there was no

necessity of considering this question.

Except giving- necessary suggestions and guidance from the Chief of
the Organ during- his personal contact, no regular training was conducted
for the members. of the Organ.
Piseatch of Intelligence Agents:

In the Ifuhameddan Circles:

Keeping close contact with the liuhammedans of the Chingcheng
Temple (belonging to the North China Association of All-China
linhammedan. ?adoration) the branch temples of which are scattered
in various places in North China, the Peiping Organ gathered
various information obtained from Muhammedan circles in North
• The Peiping Organ gave no specified command or order to the
linhatmaedans concerned and only sought for useful information
during, the course of ordinary conversation with them. They were
under no obligation. Those Muhammedans who were used to bring
information were
NAN
roVinc,e.

t,rader, at Hoehou„ south-eastern part of Kansa

'UAW SI1011-TANG, formerly so.lniers at

Mai rings

a, eastern part of Chinghat Province.
-

east of Chinghal

(
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The personnel of the Greater Bast Asia Ministry in
Tokyo included, as Minister, KAZUO AOKI, succeeded by MAKORU
MIGNMITSU, SHIGLNURI TOGO and again by MANDRU SR/Gra/MU in
the order named, the latter three holding the Foreign portfolio
concurrently, as Vice-Minister, KUMAiCHI XAHAMOTO, succeeded by
TAALUCRI and AKIYaSH/ TAJIR T in the order named, as Chief
of the General Affairs bureau, SHIMPa TAXBUCH/, succeeded by
G/HY0 ANPn and ARATA SUGIMAU in the order named, as Chief of
the China Affairs Bureau, UZUHIKO USAMI, succeeded by ARATA
BUG/MARA And .ALHATSU UWITA in the order named, as Chief of
the Manchoukuo Affairs bureau, TOOH/0 IMAYOSHI, succeeded by
M/CH/0 TAMAKOSeI, as Chief of the bouthern Affairs Bureau,
ITAROM/ZUMU, succeeded by IUTAKA ISHIZANA and as Chief of
the Trade bureau, YAMAMOTO.
The Chiefs of the Greater East Asia Ministry offices
abroad included, as Ambassador to China, MAMORU SHIGEMITSU,
succeeded by MASAYUKI TANI, as Chief of the Ambassadorial
Office at Peking, minister Lieutenant-General IIIOSADA SHIOZAWA
succeeded by Minister Lieutenant-General SANSTAKA KUSUHOTO, as
Chief of the Ambasiadorial Office at Malgan, Minister Lieutenant—
General /AASAKI: succeeded by Minister Major-General /MATO, as
Chief of the Ambassadorial Office at Shanghai, Minister AKITOSH7
TAJ/RI, succeeded by Minister UZUHIKO USAMI and Minister fUTAKA
TSUCKEDA in the order named, as Ambassador to Manchoukuo, General
aueeeeded later by General YAMADA. as Ambassador to Thai/and,
Tad/ T5UB0KAMT, succeeded by /WHAM/ TAKAMOTO. as Ambassador to
Burma, R&M SANADA, succeeded by /TARO /SH//s as Ambassador to
the Phili ppines, SHOZO MURATA and as Ambassador sent to French Indo —
China, KaRICHI 1C6ILIZAWA, succeeded later by SHUNICHI MATAJMOTO.
Thus organized, the Greater bast Asia Ministry
continued to function until the latter part of August,
1.945, when following the end of the War, the 'hole
'colonization supposedly became defunct and all its
personnel 'reverted back to the Foreign Office.
Until this time the Greater East Asia Ministry had
representatives every place that the Foreign Office did. One
source states that the Greater Last Azia Ministry's Chief aim
was that of supervision over the Puppet Governments.
SLORLT
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During the last year of operation and until August,
l94,, the Greater East Asia Ministry was composed of five main
departments. These departments were sub-divided into aections
as followys
BUREAU OF GSNERAL AFFAIRS (General matters
concerning economic.
political and cultural

affairs).

General Section

Section of Economic
Affairs
Section of ZnapeOtion Section of Traffic
.
Affairs
Section of Railcar&

BUREAU OF CRMSS AFFAIRS (Economic, political and
cultural affairs relative
to China

General section
Section of financial
Section at Commercial
Affairs
Affairs
Section of Traffic
Section of Affairs •
Agricultural Section of Administrative
Affairs
Affairs
BULIAU

OF ILUICHURIAN

AFFAIRS (Economic, Political and

Cultural Affairs relative

to Ranchoukuo

General Section
Section of Aligration
Section of Economic Section of Education
Development •
BURSAU OF SOUTH SAS AFFAIRS (Economic, Political and
Cultural Affairs relative
to South Seas Area).
Section of Political Section of Administrative
Affairs
Affairs
Section of Stonomic Section of Lconomic
Affairs
Development
5 Ifs C It .11 T
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BUILiAU OF TRADE (Affairs concerning foreign trade),
Seetioh of Planning Section of importation
Section of Amportation
It should be ix:dated out again that of the five main
branches composing the Wester East Asia Ministry, each of these
branches had its own research section (investigation or intelligence),
and there were times when these sections handled political,
economical, mi li tary and social intelligence. Waking
dissemination of same.) This is an example of work overlapping duties among various sections.
The Greater East Asia Ministry did have its own
schools. Only vague information was obtained concerning
them, however, it is known that one, or the main school,
was in banking. People questioned claim these schools
were only to train people on intellectual subjects, but
included physical training for discip l inary reasons.
6. THE JAPANESE CONSULATE

t 1:

AL IN SHANGHAI, CH/MA.

Organizationg
The .following Chart shows the organization of the

Japanese Consulate-General in Shanghai. This organization is
very similar to that of the gmbasay and duties performed were
the same.
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Gen6a1 Affairs Section : Gonsul VA/Silh11/

ACCOOMiC

4 ectiau

Civil. Affairs Section

t Consul TAMA/

s Consul

V

a g.

__ 4-4_,[obi 1 iz4tion Section

s Consul SATO

t

1

.iilaritime Affairs Section : Consul

Police OffA.c4s

POliCO

Super.intendant SILIKOZAWA

Judicial Consul
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the Japanese Consulate In Shanghai was established in .
February, 18731 and later as Conioulate-General in June, 1889. It
was a subordinate organization of the Jap anese Legation in Peking
until 1925, after which time it came under the control of the Sobassy.
It dealt with the following:

14 Adainietration of Japanese population in

Shanghai.

2. The issuing of police aathority according to

extraterritorial. law.

54 the issuing of tradelarmits for Japanese firms.
Ap• Administration of iepanise schools.

5. Diplomatic actions representing Japanese /mire.
6. Collection of necessary information in the
Shanghai area.

04 Department for Administration
Dealing with general administrative

business for Japanese population.

1

b. Department for iconomical Affairs
Dealing with financial, economical,
conaunications and correspondence

business.

c. Department for Foreign Affairs
Dealing with the business concerning

foreigners and foreign relations.

d. Department for Infomaation
Collection of necessary information and
dealing with propaganda work.
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e. Department of Police

1. Dal Ichi Ka
Police Station
a. Keiondudcari (Section for
general business)
b. Gyosaikakari (Section for
administration)
Permits for trade,
enlistment,
sanitary works.
.
a. Ritamokakari (Section for
census registration)
Registration of birth
and death,
residents.
Issue of certificate.
Concerning Chinese
employment.
Kreal estate and
properties
of Apansse
subjects.
do Sbibekakari (Section for
justice)

2. Dai Si is (ToIda* &Oast's)

Counterwespionage, control
of Japanese communists
• and Korean independence

• parties.

f. Department for Justice
Court of J

ustice

•

g. Extra-Department works
Danshias (Section for

telegrams)
2. Syokenka (Section for
passports)
3. Bunsboka (Section for
documents)
Kiroknka
4.
(Section for
•
data)
ESCRET
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7.. ACT/VITUS OF THE SHANGHAI CONSULLTS4MERAL, 1932 1937.

With the occmpation of ManChuria by the' Japanese military
forces in 1932, anti-Japanese movements in China became brisk and Chines"
public sentiment appealed for a unified front against Japan. As a results
the first Sino-Japanese war broke out on 2111 Janney. 1933.
Baring the war the Japanese Consulate in akumghai was kept
Way supporting military movements, calling out all Japanese residents for
voluntary work. AA peace was restored In May and with the retreat of the
19th Botts Army from the Bhanghai areas the Japanese Consulate in Shanghai
received orders to conduct the political wuntersoasures against anti-Japanese
movements.

The department for information 's& expanded and one special
official was appointed from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to assume the
important business of dealing with political. intalligence activities.
BOMAN, of the cosmopo/itannetnre of the international
settlement in Shanghai and the complicated conditions of the international
contnel of the city, the Consulate could not get satisfactory results.
They utilised the mos Bobun Shoyins Shisenkagab=sithe Japanese
Institute for hatural Science) and the Japanese
Association
for collecting informations gave instructions to the Japanese members of
the gity-Counci/ of the International Settlement to make official protests
against anti-Japanese movements inside the Settlement.

ly means of propaganda and the use of Chinese terrorists the
Japanese attempted to change the Chinese public's sentiment to one of anti..
British feeling.
They ttempted to gather Chinese veteran militarists and
politicians for anti4nonintano movements, but wilt/outreach success.
With the attack of Japanese Army in Lou Chia %Lao on 7 Julys
/937, on the Chinese Arnp and the occupation of Pedal on 30 4 14, by the
Japanese, war soon followed on 13 August in Shanghai.
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2ho Japanese Consulate in Shanghai furnished information
regarding the movement of the Chinese troops around Shanghai and war
'preparations were made accordingly. In spite of the difficult position
of the Japanese Naval /ending Party inside Shanghai and difficulties of
landing large numbers of troops around Shanghai, the Japanese Army occupied
the Shanghai area on 11 November. This was made possible by the work of the Shudents of Dos Nobun bhoyins . who furnished sketches of Chinese
fortifications and information about Chinese troop movements.

4. ACTIVITISS OF THE SHANGHAI CONSULATS-0.11L, 1937 1942.
After the Occupation of Shanghai and Nanking by the Japanese
Army, anti-Japanese movements inside the Shanghai Settlement became active,
involving almost every Chinese organisation in the movement. To confront
such movvments, the Tokumubu of the Japanese Army and Navy, together with
the Japanese Consulate conducted a propaganda campaign on the Chinese
population. Per this purpose they gathered *o-called pro-Japanese elements
among the Chinese and organized the Dahiginlioi.
After the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese war, there were many
such pro■Japanese organizations under the protection of Arsy and Consulate
existing inside Shanghai for dealing with pro-Japanese propaganda work and
collecting information for the Japanese authorities.
14 &sat Asia Association
This association was foundedbylk.. /dm Neith in
July, 1937, under the protection of the Japanese
Consulate in 4hanghai, later to be dissolved by- order
of the S. N. C.
24 Ana gei (Nest Asia Development Association)
After the dissolution of East Ada Association,
they organized the Noa Kai (Hang Ist Hoi) in March,
1936, headed by Mr. Shit/intik Chiang, but because of
the difficulties of discrimination between *sabers
'hewer! pro-Japanese or anti-Japanese, mmekberE of
this association were guidance of Japanese uonins,
o me appointed by the Consulate for the supervision
of the 'biases. %vim" forced to dissolve this
Association in Msg.
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Besides the above-mentioned association, there were the
Anti-Communist Associati)n, Tung Ye Huang Tu hoi, Asiatic Peoples
Association, Chinese Young Men's Association, etc., but such
organizations were only the gathering places of the Japanese
Ronins and such Chinese who wanted to make money by utilizing'
Japanese authority.
After th establishment of the Puppet Regine, headed by
liang bong Tseh, in March, 1938, all of the above-mentioned
organizations were dissolved and the Bah Min hoi was organized
as the supporting organization of the Puppet Regime in June, 19_,6.

kirst,m of Bahian Rol
President s Lisng Hong Tseh
Vice-Presidents Wen Chung Iao
Directors Chen Chun
Chief of headquarterss Chu Dab Chiang
Chief of Organizations' gong hong Run
Chief of Propaganda* Chang Tung
The Activities of Dahltinkioi
Bah Min HOi organized 13 branches and 40 sub-branches
in the Japanese occupied area and held 150,000 registered names.
The branches and sub-branches had close connection with
the branch offices of the Japanese Consulate and worked under the
supervision of the Consulate's officials. They were active in
dealing with pro-Japanese propaganda and collecting information.
The so-called peace movements, Anti-Snomintang Movement,
Anti-British Movement, Anti-Communist Movement, movements for the

establishing of the so-ca/led New Order in Loot Asia, were performed
by them under the instruction of the Japanese Consulate.
With the eistab/ishment of Wang Ching Wei Puppet 4egime in
1939, the Dab Min Roi IIA dissolved.
9. THE ACT/VITILZ OF JAPAgAUCASULATS 19A2 190
• With the establishment of the Ministry of Great Last Asia and
the amplication of the Japanese smbassy, the activities of the Consulate were
restricted to dealing with only the affairs concerning the Japanese population.
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In January, 1 942, they organized the s hanghai Koa 1a.1. (Last
Asia Development Association in S hanghai) and Jikyoku Fujin Kai (own's
Association to meet the political situation) fol the purvise (4 unifying
the Japanese population to cope with the political situation.
They organized hinbohan (neighbor's joint) numbering. 11)&00
and war-join (Ghonai Kai) numbering 180 as the sub-organization of Koa Kai.

These Organizations were active in 1. Planting the caster-oil plant.
2. Collecting metallic ware.
3. Selling government bonds.
4. Training Japanese according to fascist ideas.
5, Collecting necessary funds for the building of aircraft.

In June, 1943, they dissolved the Kea Kai and organized the
Kos Hokoku Kai (Patriotic Association for the Etat Asia )eve/opment).
The staffs of hoe Hokoku Kai were as follow
President : Genera/ Gonsu/ Seiki Kano
Vice-President : Mr. hobuo iiatanabe
Chief of Business Hoard : Iaeutaro hoemura
Chief of Department for General Affairs : Katohira Hattori
Vice-Chief of Department for General Affairs : Matsutsugu Matsui
Vice-Chief of Department for General Affairs: Yubun bhimoda .
Chief of Department for Training: hail= Kirsysata
Vice-Chief of Department for Training: Sal Uakuto
Chief of Sudo: heimatsu Shirakami
Chief of Physical Training : Mwanji Kasai
Chief of Department for oast Aida : Hiroshi Hata

Chief of Cultural Department : hiyoshi Iwamoto

Vice Chief of Cultural Department : Shunnosuke Ashizawa
Vice Chief of Cultural Departments Chokudo Omori
President : beton Aoki (Central Ghina Water & Kaectric Comiwly
Vice-Presidents hishiro Kawamura (Iokohama Hank)
Advisers: Keitaro Kuroda (0 hanghai Cotton Mills)
Lnji Kedama (10o)

Kikujiro Takajima (C. C. Development Company
Dans° Tachikawa (Tung using (ottonkills)
Akitsugu Mishikawa ( Toyoda Cotton Mills)
•
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mar) Hamm (Mitsui)
•
Tatsuichiro Funatsu (Shanghai City Government)
Saiji Tashi& (Tokyo)
Members: Ioshitdura Zgarashi (Shanghai Nobel

Nikoji IChihashi (Meiji Insuranie)
Minoru /koala (Mi /won rumen)
latsuo ()yams (Sanko Coppaw)
Misao Jratsu4 (Dainihon Vottanalls)
Kenichi Kawaguchi (5unitomo)
Toradhi gurimoto (Teiwa IOW
Toiao Najimp (Mitsubishi)
Teton ammura (Took Nails)
Fujisaburo Tammaga (Mikka Cotton ails)
Itsuchl. NisWa Mho Cottonalls)
Royu Need* (Toro CottoulDompany)
Noss 1/Liyessira (Nirasawa Take).
laabitaAmi Nochita ()iihon Iushi)
Masem-Imameoto-(Mitsui)
Director: bunbin Takeuchi
staff: Suketsugu Satamatau
Patio Xenia
Masao Kanimnra
I/wanks Kawauchi
Nun Nara
Noboru Takahashi

20. 4RWMPILIMIR T4A CONTROL OUKSWEalaliaak

20 February, 190.
(A).i
akajaigLasidiabsgAdadjeggiityl
The Tung Win Univoraiteima created britsumaro town,

the father of Prince hm/maro IONOIN, in 1899, in-wAnking, icor the
PlArpose of establishing close friendsnip between China and Japan in
educating Chinese and Japanese students together. At that.time
only 14 students were registered.. In 1900 the school was moved
to Shanghai. In 1937 the eho/e building buteed dawn an a result
of the war, however, in 1938 the former Chaatung Ifliwersity on
Avenue Naig • was used by TUng Wen. In 1939 ths status of Tung Wen
was raised to that of a University.
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The !ptis
The Faculty, A. Political science and law
The Faculte E. Commercial and Economic Lectures
The Co/leges Economical Lectures
Lecture : Languages, (Chinese, English, Russian and
German); Science; Philosophy, Economics,
Hietory; tieography, Asiatic Peoples:
Theory; Japanese and Chinese Law.
Esaides the above lectures they have special
'lectures concerning Chinese affairs for studying
' Chinese political, Economical, Cultural, Anthropological, Geographical conditions.
Trip for Special investigation : Every year they send
students for about 2/
months on round trips
in interior China for
investigating the
important strategic
points in China.
nnancet They or ganized a foundation called TOA TOBUN
KAI in which prominent Japanese politicians
and capitalists were involved. whe Headquarters
of TOA TOBUN KAI was in Tolgo, the branches were
established in Shanghai, Tsingteo, Peking and Canton.
The President of TUA TOBUN KAI was Prince rumiaero
KOMI and Vice President was General Nobyyuki ABE.
The President of the Shanghai brand' was Mr.
Tatsuichiro FUNATSU and prominent Japanese
business men and officials were involved.
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The main object of education in this University was for
educating and training students specially to assume duties in the
intelligence service in China for the Japanese Government. Only
Japanese students, not Chinese, were trained in espionage. Before
the Ano-Japanese war they had a special/ class for Chinese students
for the purpose of utilizing them in pro-Japanese activities, but
all the Ghinese graduates went over to the Chungking Government after
the outbreak of ino-Japanese war.
bsProfessors
The first Director of this School was the we//known advocator of Military invasion into China, Mr.
Sei ARAU, who was active in Military espionage during
the ino-Japanese war 1882-1883 and Russo-Japanese War
1892,4893.
•

Mr. Bajimu BILLU, the successor of Mr.
pursuaded the JaiJansee Government, prominent
Japanese politicians and capitalists to form
the financial foundation for this school.

MAO

The recent Director :
HOW
The Professors g Okichi K1TABO.
Takuro SWAM,
Fumio OTAKS
Fukusabure RUA/8
Shuppei MOZAKI
Yasumobu KUChiDA
lchiro .";AK.WTO
Xoshiro TODA
Yeiichi (TA
Atsumi YAMADA
Mamoru bAiiiSK/s
Stasuke HIROYE
Yoshihiro
kasaichi ISh/KAiiA
hatsutsugu TOBLISHI
Kageo SAKUKAKMA
!WM

ORG NIZATI N IN INTaLIGACE
Tokwuki Makaye
Miyazo U01-0104
Byuso uR1
hajimi Cola
bo Uraika.
Kahei KOhASKI
Heku M.U1IGAM/
Sakuma YAMACUCHI
Maseo UCH/AMA
Itero YAWL-LAU
Toyokichi }I/HUAI
Kiyoshi KO/AI
Ysaburo KIDA
Hircharu CH/KAUSA
rasuchige KIMURA
Yoshio TSUJIYA
Hyueei MATSUMOTO
Kinichi HiitASHITA
/chichu
Kazuo KNanAfeli
Tokuji OSAKA
Shiro =YOSHI
Yaswoshi /5 HI/
The members of iMmt Asia Investigating Departments
Chiefs Fukuseburo HITATE
Hamberas Yasuhira TKAUI
.
Masanane 040
Xasuye IKE
Genkichi OA
The professors of colleges
Chiefs Seizo KUBOTA
Lembers s /chiro SAKAMOTO
Fumio OTAKE
Gaso
Satasuke HIROYE
Hiroharu OHIKAZAWA
Yasushige KIMURA
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Sakuma Miliaria
Nasayoshi KOGA
Naoichi aNOCHI
nyaso WhIYAMA
Atsumi YA4ADA
Gehei KUhASH/
Hyuseikaoulano
Juntaro YuilURA
Seihachi AvYA0/
Minetaro FUKMAEI
Seori OKA
Kuzuo KANEHARU
The professors lecturing on Chime° affair a:
Fumio °TAU,
Fukunaburo H/ZAYE
Atsumi YAMADA
Mamoru SA/HI
Toyokichi JINNAI
Aroshi KO/WAI
Sakuma YAMAGULN/
Ibe erqduatee from this College were mostly employed by
the Japanese Government service, the Ambarsadors for Burma and Siam
during the war were kraduates of this College and General Consuls in
ipportant towns of Chinn were occupied by the graduates of this College.

The Chiefs of Intelligence Sections of Government
concerns in China were almost all graduates from this College
The greater part of the graduates were sympathizers of the Last
Alliance which was lead by General Ganji ISH/BARA and Mr.
OKAWA.
Some of them entered Military service and have assumed
duties in intellibence departments. Lieutenant YONEYAMA and GUI,
who were graduates from this College, were in the information section
of Nobori—butai (13th Army).
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Ihe eurren', activitie:

of the professers z.nr'

The greater at of the r)rofr-6,
hey left ui/-cL4
for Japan. The Oir.2et.or,
Kiichi h.1 A, dF, stat dn bhanEhil.
Uessr-. T. JA' ,Uc1:1
I, ixwhl 4.4.■,-1 and :41.i1ith Y.,,2,GbP1 are
i%
still in Shan&nal
have catr;ored I ,Lav rraduate toreti-x zn!, , bcco,- th.. if,brt,nt
meabers of Jr.:u.n-a- cultural J.F:,(cirtion.
oth r, v.L
en- th:
4„Li
fr-fTrere active in trnL to be chIplo,vect by Chinese
Because the riduty fr:Nn tli Uoi1. ear.
and know how; to °shave li Chinece, t1 L,, can e.1.1;
themge/ves as nativt.c.
Tha jraduat .:,s from this CoAsge number about 4,0VO.
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